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A Meeting of the EXECUTIVE will be held virtually on
THURSDAY 26 NOVEMBER 2020 AT 7.00 PM

Susan Parsonage
Chief Executive
Published on 18 November 2020
Note: The Council has made arrangements under the
Coronavirus Act 2020 to hold this meeting virtually via
Microsoft Teams. The meeting can be watched live using
the following link: https://youtu.be/uiIZN7RS18g
This meeting will be filmed for inclusion on the Council’s
website.
Please note that other people may film, record, tweet or blog
from this meeting. The use of these images or recordings is
not under the Council’s control.

Our Vision
A great place to live, learn, work and grow and a great place to do business

Enriching Lives




Champion outstanding education and enable our children and young people to achieve their full
potential, regardless of their background.
Support our residents to lead happy, healthy lives and provide access to good leisure facilities to
complement an active lifestyle.
Engage and involve our communities through arts and culture and create a sense of identity which
people feel part of.
Support growth in our local economy and help to build business.






Protect and safeguard our children, young and vulnerable people.
Offer quality care and support, at the right time, to prevent the need for long term care.
Nurture communities and help them to thrive.
Ensure our borough and communities remain safe for all.




Safe, Strong, Communities

A Clean and Green Borough





Do all we can to become carbon neutral and sustainable for the future.
Protect our borough, keep it clean and enhance our green areas.
Reduce our waste, improve biodiversity and increase recycling.
Connect our parks and open spaces with green cycleways.

Right Homes, Right Places





Offer quality, affordable, sustainable homes fit for the future.
Build our fair share of housing with the right infrastructure to support and enable our borough to
grow.
Protect our unique places and preserve our natural environment.
Help with your housing needs and support people to live independently in their own homes.

Keeping the Borough Moving





Maintain and improve our roads, footpaths and cycleways.
Tackle traffic congestion, minimise delays and disruptions.
Enable safe and sustainable travel around the borough with good transport infrastructure.
Promote healthy alternative travel options and support our partners to offer affordable, accessible
public transport with good network links.




Be relentlessly customer focussed.
Work with our partners to provide efficient, effective, joined up services which are focussed around
you.
Communicate better with you, owning issues, updating on progress and responding appropriately
as well as promoting what is happening in our Borough.
Drive innovative digital ways of working that will connect our communities, businesses and
customers to our services in a way that suits their needs.

Changing the Way We Work for You
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43.

APOLOGIES
To receive any apologies for absence

44.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
To confirm the Minutes of the Executive Meeting held
on 29 October 2020.

45.

DECLARATION OF INTEREST
To receive any declarations of interest

46.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
To answer any public questions
A period of 30 minutes will be allowed for members of
the public to ask questions submitted under notice.
The Council welcomes questions from members of the
public about the work of the Executive
Subject to meeting certain timescales, questions can
relate to general issues concerned with the work of the
Council or an item which is on the Agenda for this
meeting. For full details of the procedure for
submitting questions please contact the Democratic
Services Section on the numbers given below or go to
www.wokingham.gov.uk/publicquestions

47.

MEMBER QUESTION TIME
To answer any member questions
A period of 20 minutes will be allowed for Members to
ask questions submitted under Notice
Any questions not dealt with within the allotted time will
be dealt with in a written reply
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47.1

None Specific

Andy Croy has asked the Executive Member for
Finance and Housing the following question:
Question
Why does the Council consult the public on cuts to the
Council Tax Reduction Scheme but not on Councillor
pay rises?

47.2

None Specific

Lindsay Ferris has asked the Executive Member for
Health, Wellbeing and Adult Services the following
question:
Question
We are aware that there have been a number of issues
within Optalis over the past months. Have the
relations between RBWM and WBC now improved?

47.3

None Specific

Rachelle Shepherd-DuBey has asked the Executive
Member for Planning and Enforcement the following
question:
Question
Have you received any notification of changes to
planning for the future proposals by Ministry for
Housing Community and Local Government as has
been hinted at by the news media due to MPs revolting
against the Government white paper?

47.4

None Specific

Imogen Shepherd-DuBey has asked the Executive
Member for Business and Economic Development the
following question:
Question
Under our 'Love Wokingham' brand, Wokingham Town
Council has setup a virtual access point for many of
our local businesses in the town, which directs people
to the online presence for our local shops and
businesses. We have our own website and regularly
promote these businesses on social media. During the
lockdown windows we have been putting out lists of
restaurants who are delivering takeaway food. A sort of
virtual High Street, which we have not been charging
for.
I can see that Wokingham Borough Council have
decided to start up a Virtual Christmas Market for small
local traders on a Facebook feed, for which they are,
rather shockingly charging £20-£50 to use.
Considering that there is clearly no web site
development and this looks like a very minimal service,
I am wondering what value it offers.

What is Wokingham Borough Council actually
investing in to promote and support ALL virtual
businesses across the Borough?
47.5

None Specific

Tahir Maher has asked the Executive Member for
Health, Wellbeing and Adult Services the following
question:
Question
Will the Council set up specific arrangements to assist
with Loneliness, which is currently impacting on many
residents across the Borough? It not only impacts on
the older population, but during this pandemic it is
impacting on younger people as well. Existing issues
that were present before are now becoming
increasingly chronic.
This Council needs to consider and work at three
levels to address loneliness: One to one:
 Launch a local campaign to raise awareness of
the health effects of loneliness and isolation
amongst target risk groups. Make sure this
information is available both off and online;
Neighbourhood:
 Support the voluntary and community sector to
further strengthen referral partnerships with
frontline healthcare staff and social workers;
Strategic:
 Agree a long-term plan to act to prevent and
reduce loneliness, so that it is part of the
Council’s strategic intent; to regularly measure
loneliness and mapping need through Needs
Assessment and/or lifestyle surveys. Results of
this can be used to monitor the impact of
interventions.

Matters for Consideration
48.

None Specific

FEES AND CHARGES

35 - 114

49.

None Specific

SUPPORT AND CARE PROCUREMENT

115 - 136

50.

None Specific

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE 20/21 –
MONITORING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

137 - 142

A decision sheet will be available for inspection at the Council’s offices (in Democratic
Services and the General Office) and on the web site no later than two working days after
the meeting.
CONTACT OFFICER
Anne Hunter
Tel
Email
Postal Address

Democratic and Electoral Services Lead Specialist
0118 974 6051
anne.hunter@wokingham.gov.uk
Civic Offices, Shute End, Wokingham, RG40 1BN

Agenda Item 44.
MINUTES OF A MEETING OF
THE EXECUTIVE
HELD ON 29 OCTOBER 2020 FROM 7.00 PM TO 9.00 PM
Committee Members Present
Councillors: John Halsall (Chairman), John Kaiser, Parry Batth, UllaKarin Clark,
Charlotte Haitham Taylor, Pauline Jorgensen, Charles Margetts, Stuart Munro,
Gregor Murray and Wayne Smith
Other Councillors Present
Chris Bowring
Prue Bray
Gary Cowan
Andy Croy
David Hare
Graham Howe
Abdul Loyes
Tahir Maher
Andrew Mickleburgh
Imogen Shepherd-DuBey
Caroline Smith
33.
APOLOGIES
There were no apologies for absence received.
34.
MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS
The Minutes of the meetings of the Executive and the Extraordinary Executive held on 24
September 2020 were confirmed as correct records and will be signed by the Leader of
Council at a later date.
35.
DECLARATION OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest received.
36.
STATEMENT BY THE LEADER OF COUNCIL
The Leader of Council made the following statement:
It is now eight months since we had the first outbreak of Coronavirus almost to the day.
Since mid-September the cases in Wokingham have been rising. Sadly, also deaths are
rising. The hope that we would be able to return to normal for Christmas is fast receding.
Our policy is to ensure as far we can to remain in Tier One. This is consistent with our
neighbours notwithstanding press reports to the contrary. We believe that Tier One gives
our businesses the best chance to recover and allows for our residents to lead as full a life
as possible.
Coronavirus is transmitted by contact or near contact. If we can inculcate a permanent
behavioural change then we can slow the rate of increase and reduce it. Your Council is
doing what is within its power to do so.
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We are working with our care homes to keep them safe. Again, we are at odds with
Government policy in that we will not be dedicating a care home to Covid patients but are
insisting on positive evidence of Covid free status. So, the Tower beckons me again.
We are asking our schools to help us by championing the cause. If we can recruit every
school child as an evangelist, then the message will get into homes as it is in the homes
where it is believed that most transmission occurs. Schools can also help by ensuring that
when children leave school settings that the children remain separated and that parents
picking them up do not mix.
Our University has not suffered as other universities from the return of students by the
exercise of careful and responsible control.
Our trace system is now working well and this week we have started door knocking. We
will be auditing our commercial and recreational premises to ensure the proper application
of QR codes and adherence to regulation. This week we fined various establishments for
non-observance.
We will be launching a scheme of community champions and marshals to lead by
example, spread the word and provide factual information about the impact of the virus
across the Borough. We are calling upon you, as Councillors, to join this initiative and we
will arm you with all the stats, advice and comms messaging you need to disseminate
through your networks on a weekly basis.
Fortunately, our residents are discerning and sophisticated who in the main are observing
the rules and understand our difficulties. These programmes and more have had an
effect. I am nervous to say that the curve is decelerating and flattening off. My
nervousness is as I do not want to tempt fate but there are very cautious signs for
optimism.
I appreciate that everyone is tired, and it has been going on a long time, but sadly it will go
on for much longer. Whilst there is energy going into a vaccine, it is not successful and if it
were it would be six months before it can be relied upon. So, we as a Borough and
Borough Council must plan for the winter and spring and be in hope that next summer we
will return to normal – if we can remember what that is.
It is vital that our resources both human and financial are directed to alleviate need and
are not frittered away by unnecessary work or tasks. We still have an obligation to balance
the budget and it is still expected that we will not be fully compensated by central
Government for all Covid related expenditures and losses.
I ask all Councillors to help in this. We will not be able to do everything we have been
doing, for example residents may have to live with unkempt hedges, uncut verges or a
pothole. Councillors will not be able to rely upon the level of attention that they have been
used to receive.
Having said that we have been at pains to reintroduce the democratic processes as soon
as possible and I point out to the naysayers that some of our neighbours have yet to have
a full council meeting and many of our neighbours are still working to a scheme of
delegation. It could be said of Wokingham that politics has returned with a vengeance,
both in the second and third estates.
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Our task is now to ensure that every resident is safe, secure and not isolated. The key is to
guarantee that everybody has a warm home, and they have food and medicines they
need. This administration has worked very hard to ensure that the homeless in the
Borough are very low and to ensure that those who are homeless are looked after. We
have housed all the rough sleepers except one who insists that he prefers not being
housed.
We will do the same with poverty, especially food and fuel. We are determined to eliminate
poverty in the Borough.
It is extremely important throughout this emergency that our residents have confidence in
the Council. Statements that there are “6,300 children in poverty and rising” and that there
are “one in six children living in poverty” in the Borough we do not believe to be accurate
or responsible. The indexes based on “housing costs” compared to median income have
less to do with poverty and more to do with house prices and the structure of employment
in the Home Counties.
Poverty measured by reference to the median income will by definition always be there.
We need to work with a definition of absolute need specifically with reference to hunger
and warm homes. It is not a position of virtue signalling but of practical help.
The Borough is measured by ONS in the index of multiple deprivation as being the lowest
after Hart, which is a District, in the table and the disparity between the highest Blackpool
and Wokingham is huge. We enjoy and have enjoyed the lowest funding of any Unitary for
many years consequently. It is inconceivable that we are the second to lowest in the index
of multiple deprivation and that there are 6,300 children in poverty and rising or one in six.
Having said that, one vulnerable person, child or family is too much. And this is an area
that I am taking very seriously. Especially so, in the light of the impact of Covid.
Our model has been for the Council to work with the voluntary sector using the CAB as the
front door. We also work with the NHS and our practices around the Borough. We get the
best when we work with our partners and we do not plough our separate agendas;
otherwise it’s confusing for our residents.
The Executive, CLT and the voluntary sector will create the architecture for this important
piece of work; both the Executive and I will be intimately involved. We must clearly identify
where there exists need in the Borough so that we can tackle the root cause of that need
and support it until we have done so. I will consult with the Leader of the Opposition and
keep other Group Leaders appraised of our progress.
We shall hold special Executive meetings to authorise the strategy and expenditure as we
go along as this exercise must be at pace.
As for this half term, I am extremely grateful to all the restaurants, shops and pubs who
have extended their services for free or subsidised school meals and to the food banks
and voluntary sector partners. The pressure for the Council to extend food vouchers came
after it was feasible to undertake this through schools. The Council would have had to act
unilaterally without the appropriate notice or case being made in the Executive. This could
have resulted in another expensive call-in.
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I want to effectively plan for the coming months and deeply understand poverty in this
Borough and the causes of poverty. I am also confident that we can more fully meet the
spirit of the Government’s National Food Strategy.
It must be remembered that although the current publicity is being given to free schools
meals, the biggest cohort of the vulnerable are likely to be the old where we may be
required to shield again depending on Government Policy. It is this cohort, children and
any others, whom we will be addressing in our Poverty Strategy.
Finally, please help me to help you. Those on this call are Councillors, the press and
interested members of the public. What you do and say will have an enormous impact on
public behaviour towards this virus. Please do not make things up because it is politically
expedient or makes a good story. To get through this successfully residents must have
confidence in the Council and the press. Residents must feel that we are doing our best to
keep everyone safe, secure and happy. Residents must be able to rely upon these rules
and those who propagate them.
The key rules are:
 Hands, face and space;
 QR codes and logging in;
 Quarantining when asked;
 Rule of six; and
 Minimise household mixing
Thank you very much for listening, keep safe and become an evangelist to the cause.
37.
PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
In accordance with the agreed procedure the Chairman invited members of the public to
submit questions to the appropriate Members.
37.1 Keith Kerr asked the Leader of the Council the following question:
Question
The Equalities Act 2010 subsection 149 Public Sector Equality Duty [in particular sub
paragraphs 1,3,5,6 & 7], must be complied with;
1. A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to the need
to:
A. eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that
is prohibited by or under this Act;
B. advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
C. foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.
As the Leader of a Public Authority you have recently made postings and statements on
Black Lives Matter (BLM), do you believe you have complied with the letter or the spirit of
the law?
Answer
Thank you very much for your question Keith and I was delighted to be able to meet you.
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I am always pleased to restate the Council’s and my position that we are anti-racist,
promote equality and celebrate diversity.
You are correct in stating that the Council has a legal duty under the Equalities Act 2010 to
have due regard to eliminating discrimination, advancing equality of opportunity and
fostering good relations as you set out in your question.
The Council is committed to equality of opportunity and the delivery of high-quality
services for all our residents. We seek to ensure compliance with the Public Sector
Equality Duty through policy development, staff training, service delivery and work with our
partners and stakeholders.
We are currently reviewing and updating our Equality Policy with a view to examining how
we can improve. You, and all residents, have my personal commitment that this (together
with Poverty) remains one of the Council’s priorities notwithstanding the very necessary
work we are doing in response to the Covid-19 second wave.
Examples of what we have done:







We have appointed a Director for Equalities (Keeley Clements) and an Executive
Member (myself) which will be followed by driving actions through the Equality
Steering group which will include the Chief Executive and I;
We have produced the Equality Monitoring Workforce report which will go to the
Personnel Board in November followed by publishing an ethnicity pay gap report
next year;
We have committed to zero tolerance of harassment and bullying within CLT which
will come to the Executive in due course;
We have signed up to the Business in the Community’s Race at Work Charter
demonstrating our commitment to ensuring that:
o Equality in the workplace is the responsibility of all leaders and managers
and this will be communicated to all at the extended Corporate Leadership
Team, Manager Network briefings and to all staff;
o We take action that supports ethnic minority career progression and we will
support this activity by whatever external resource is necessary.
We are working through the implementation of the Equality Framework for Local
Government in all that we do.

The Council has made a commitment to facilitating a discussion on the future purpose of
the independent BME Forum and this group, as well as the Council’s Black (BME)
Employee Group, would be important contributors to future work on equality and act as
critical friends and we hope you will serve on it.
We are determined to be a beacon of best practice and good race relations. Black Lives
Matter in Wokingham.
With regard to my postings and statements on BLM I have previously apologised publicly
for any unintended offence I caused to residents who may have misconstrued my
comments. I would like to repeat this apology but I would like also to reiterate my request
to you Keith, and all residents, to work with the Council in ensuring all parts of our
community are represented and their voices are heard.
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The prize of all our residents and employees feeling valued and included is very great and
one to which we earnestly aspire.
Supplementary Question
Of course I welcome, and I am sure the whole community will welcome, the change of
tone towards those of black heritage but of course at the heart of the matter is credibility.
What action you will take to educate yourself and direct Wokingham Council that will
change the lived experience of black people as they interface with the Borough Council
through the services they receive and their experience of living in Wokingham?
Supplementary Answer
How do I educate myself, well at 70 it is quite hard but I am doing my very best to
understand the vicissitudes of Harry Washington, Sierra Leone, Bunce Island and I think in
the last six months I have come a long way.
As far as the Council is concerned we need to work through a serious piece of work which
is the Equality Framework for Local Government. We have just stepped on that path. It is
a very detailed piece of work so as we work through it we need to set up the architecture;
so that architecture then can lock-in the equalities and race relations work which we need
to do.
37.2 Ian Shenton asked the Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing and Adult
Services the following question:
Question
What specific challenges does the provision of mental health services in our Borough face
so that they can respond to the outcomes of Covid-19 and all of its consequences, and
what new and additional actions is WBC taking to bolster mental health provision to tackle
these Covid-related challenges?
Answer
We are fully aware that the Covid-19 pandemic has had a huge impact on people’s
wellbeing. 15% of Wokingham residents have a formal diagnosis of depression. Over 40%
of GP consultations relate in some way to mental health issues and there has been a
doubling of people experiencing issues related to their wellbeing, from 1 in 5 to 1 in 10.
Sadly the situation is likely to deteriorate further over the winter months.
The Borough’s Community Response has sought to reach out to those isolated and
vulnerable. Adult Social Care made over 6,000 initial welfare checks with 16,000 follow up
welfare calls via the Wokingham Borough Council Link Visiting Scheme and there have
been 4,000 calls to the “One Front Door” system, supported by WBC and the Citizens
Advice Bureau. The “One Front Door” system takes calls of any nature, many of which
relate to mental health. These initiatives are being repeated and will stay in place over the
next few months as Covid cases rise.
To bolster this further we have two further initiatives. Firstly, we are doing a project with
Earley Plus PCN and Citizens Advice to encourage residents to call the “One Front Door”
if their wellbeing is suffering. Citizens Advice will try to resolve some of the underlying
issues causing depression and anxiety, such as financial stress and relationship
breakdowns. Part of their service is that they can signpost to other specialist services,
whether it is formal mental health or other voluntary organisations. If successful the project
can be rolled out across the whole Borough.
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In addition, Wokingham Borough Council are sourcing a specialist voluntary sector
provider to provide support to those suffering from mild to moderate mental health issues.
The specification includes Wellbeing Support Workers, who will talk through issues over a
number of sessions, as well as signposting to groups and activities to support them. The
organisation will take referrals from GPs, statutory or voluntary organisations. They will
also be tasked to support the voluntary sector with full mental health training and it is
hoped that this service will be fully mobilised early next year.
This year Wokingham Borough Council has also set up a Recovery College which
provides courses and workshops for people with mental health needs and their carers in
the Borough. The courses are focused on understanding mental health issues, managing
mental health in a positive way and generally keeping well. They also provide life skill
training and access to help support to gain employment. These courses are open to the
general public who can register themselves with the College. The courses are currently
delivered online because of the obvious situation with Covid.
The Council has also run a project to coordinate and collate resources for use by the
general public to manage their mental health and wellbeing during Covid. These resources
are available for children and adults and include information, guidance, access to the
voluntary sector and other apps. They are all available on Wokingham Borough Council’s
website. The website also provides details on how to access Talking Therapies and formal
community mental health services for any people with higher levels of need.
Supplementary Question
I did not specifically hear schools mentioned there. May I ask if as the Council supports a
lot of mental health initiatives in schools how are schools being supported to cope with
their almost certain increased demand I think given the state of education at the moment?
Supplementary Answer
I will answer that question in two sections if I may. All the services which I detailed to you,
“One Front Door” all of those things, are specifically available for adults and children. I
accept they are not solely dedicated to schools basically but they are for everyone. They
are not specifically split. We have also set up as part of our Covid response a specialist
schools task force to provide support to headteachers across the Borough basically
dealing with the stressful and difficult situation they find themselves in. Now that is
obviously designed to support Covid cases but also situations such as this.
But if I may, because I am talking slightly outside my field, what I will do is liaise with my
colleague Councillor Clark, who is the Executive Member responsible for Children and
obviously education falls in her portfolio not mine, I will ask basically for a written response
for any other issues which I am not aware of to be sent to you.
37.3 Mike Smith asked the Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing and Adult
Services the following question:
Question
Prevention and treatment services for non-communicable diseases have been severely
disrupted during the pandemic. In addition, many people have been skipping tests and
check-ups as well as not contacting health services from fear of infection.
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Are there any groups that WBC has identified that appear to be particularly ‘hard to reach’
with public health messaging about the importance of getting tests and treatments and, if
so, what additional action could be taken to reach out to these vulnerable groups?
Answer
I would say to you and to anyone else who is listening to this that it is very important that
all residents of Wokingham continue to access routine healthcare and screening
appointments as well as seeking medical care for new and concerning symptoms. We will
all be widely aware basically of the continual media stories about illnesses not being
diagnosed and cancer cases being taken late because of people not going to GPs and
seeking treatment. GPs are open and I would encourage everybody to use them. To
promote this message the Public Health Team at Wokingham Borough Council have been
working on a health promotion campaign which is very much along the lines of ‘healthcare
as usual’ as a core message.
This campaign focuses on four main areas; childhood vaccinations, routine screening (for
breast, cervical, bowel cancers, pregnancy and newborn babies), seeking help for
concerning symptoms and asking for help with mental health issues; which obviously
relates to the question I just answered. These public health messages will be
disseminated over the coming weeks through a variety of channels via social media, email,
newsletters to residents and the WBC Housing Magazine.
In addition there is an active involvement of the WBC Public Health Team in both regional
and local work around health and wellbeing in the recovery phase of the Covid pandemic.
This work will provide early insight into groups that have been particularly disadvantaged
with regard to accessing routine healthcare during the pandemic and allow us to work
effectively to address these issues.
Supplementary Question
I am encouraged to hear all the efforts being put in but I am slightly dismayed that a lot of it
is very much using the digital approach. I have got an 86 year old Mother in Law. She
does not have e-mail and she cannot use a mobile phone. She is pretty much
housebound due to mobility issues. Yes she has medical care which is great but I am not
sure how the messages would get to her and people in a similar situation of which I
suspect there are many in Wokingham?
Supplementary Answer
I think basically there are several answers to that question. I did mention digital answers
and obviously in the time of Covid it is impossible to send people out physically to check
up on these things. I also mentioned the WBC Housing Magazine which obviously arrives
in the post and I refer you to the answer that came up in my previous question which is
that throughout the Covid pandemic the WBC Adult Services Team has been regularly
ringing people who are in need or classified as vulnerable or shielding to check on their
wellbeing, basically to address any issues and to try and find resolutions and provide
support and the statistics for that were in my last answer. 4,700 people we were ringing
and many thousands of phone calls and the aim of that is to try and reach people like your
Mother in Law and people who may need our help.
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37.4 Philip Cunnington asked the Executive Member for Resident Services,
Communications and Emissions the following question:
Question
Recommendation 7 of the Climate Emergency Task and Finish Group calls on the Council
to include progress of measures aimed at reducing Consumption Emissions coming into
the Borough. Other than asking residents to buy less, what can be done to reduce
emissions that seem to me to sit outside of the Council's control?
Answer
Communities consume thousands of different types of products and services every day
and the emissions associated with these are affected by the numerous decisions that we
also make every day.
A study made in 2018 by the University of Leeds, University of New South Wales, and
Arup revealed that individual consumption-based Green House Gas emissions are highest
in Europe, North America and Oceania, between 10 and 25 tCO2e/capita. Household
consumption categories include capital, utilities and bills, food, transport, clothing,
furnishings and household equipment, restaurants, hotels, recreation and culture.
Although, through understanding these supply chains, businesses and residents can
potentially influence their carbon emissions, the scale and complexity of measuring and
monitoring consumption emissions is considerable. Going beyond the Council’s sphere of
influence and our available resources.
Wokingham Borough Council believes residents have great insight into the challenges
presented by addressing these emissions and understand that the way to address this is
through making informed purchasing decisions. The role of the Council should be to
focus on educating communities and businesses about the impact of consumption
emissions and encourage by making decisions that will reduce these emissions.
Therefore, the Council wants to bring together residents, in the form of a number of
Citizen’s Assemblies, to investigate, discuss and make recommendations to Wokingham
Borough Council on how to respond to consumption emissions and other areas of our
Climate Emergency Action Plan and in particular what needs to be done to change current
behaviours.
We believe that these Citizen’s Assemblies will significantly strengthen our Climate
Emergency Action Plan and our efforts to promote behavioural change and promote new
lifestyle choices.
Supplementary Question
It is really good to hear that Wokingham Borough Council continue to show climate change
leadership by deciding to run Citizen’s Assemblies. So I guess the question I have is how
can we ensure that the recommendations remain objective and not politically or ideology
based?
Supplementary Answer
That is a great question and one that has been at the centre of the discussions that we
have been having about Citizen’s Assemblies for a couple of months now.
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The reality is that Citizen’s Assemblies are advisory bodies. They are a group of citizens
that listen to evidence from experts and make recommendations and give advice to the
Council in terms of what our future actions should be. In that what I would really like to
see is that we have a demographically balanced group of individuals. I want to make sure
that there is no real political bias within that group so as part of setting them up we will look
to make sure that the people that are involved in it are not well known political activists.
Similarly we want to make sure that the people that are on these are not hugely
environmental activists or climate change deniers. We want to make sure that the people
who are going into it are doing so in such a way that they do not already have
preconceived ideas of what should be happening.
I would like to make it so that actually all of the attendees are anonymous so that going
forward any time we take a decision based on their recommendations there can be no
recriminations for people that make those recommendations because some of them are
likely to be unpopular with some elements of our community.
I would also like to make sure that those Citizen’s Assemblies include a vast number of our
school children. They are the people that are going to inherit our community in the future
and we should be making decisions that are in the best interests of their future lives and
for me that means involving them in the decisions that we should be taking.
37.5 Anne Chadwick asked the Executive Member for Resident Services,
Communications and Emissions the following question:
Question
As part of the Council’s commitment to planting 250,000 new trees, has Wokingham
Borough Council considered applying for Tree Cities of the World status and cementing
the roll of tree planting and maintenance in the Council’s annual activities?
Answer
Wokingham Borough Council is very keen to attain Tree Cities of the World status. In order
for the Borough to achieve this status we must demonstrate that various standards have
been met in relation to the protection, maintenance and planting of our trees.
The first step towards achieving this recognition in Wokingham is underway through the
proposals to plant an additional 250,000 trees within the Borough. As part of these
proposals to deliver this number of new trees and maintain our existing tree stock, we
propose to develop a Wokingham Tree Strategy. This would set out how Wokingham
could maximise the wide range of benefits that trees and woods can deliver in relation to
health, amenity, climate change and water management. It will also explain how the
Council could protect and maintain Council owned trees and how we will engage with
asset holders in the Council, other landowners, and the community to protect all of the
trees across the Borough. An action plan will be produced along with the Strategy, part of
which will cover how we will work towards achieving the standards required for Tree Cities
of the World status.
We intend to begin work on the Strategy as soon as the proposals are finalised and once
worked up to a stage suitable for public consultation we would very much value feedback
and input from residents, including plans to achieve Tree Cities of the World status.
You may also like to know that I have submitted a motion to the next full Council meeting
which if voted on and agreed by Council would commit WBC to achieving Tree Cities of
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the World status in the near future. Anybody interested in the Tree Cities of the World
programme should visit: www.treecitiesoftheworld.org for some more information. It really
is a fantastic programme that we want to be a part of.
Supplementary Question
It is great that we are committing to Tree Cities of the World status. What plans does
Wokingham Borough Council have to deliver urban forestry rather than simply planting
trees on existing open green land?
Supplementary Answer
That is a really great question because planting on existing green land is clearly one of the
easiest options but actually urban trees and urban forests provide some of the greatest
benefits of tree planting. They provide shade, they provide reduced wind speed, they
reduce our peak temperatures, they improve our air quality, they lower pollution, they
absorb carbon, they reduce noise, they reduce the risk of flooding and they also look quite
nice.
So as part of our 250,000 plan to plant more trees there is a commitment for us that we
want to plant more urban trees. We are calling it the “Garden Forest” project and a
proportion of our 250,000 trees are being set aside for residents to effectively plant in their
own gardens. So in the near future I am looking forward to announcing plans on how we
are going to deliver that to our residents.
37.6 Daniel Hinton asked the Executive Member for Finance and Housing the
following question:
Question
Can you please tell me how much revenue the Council has lost from leisure and parking
fees since the start of Covid?
Answer
The Council has suffered considerable financial pressure as a result of Covid-19 and the
loss of the income is a considerable part of this.
We received a management fee income contribution under what was a very successful
leisure management contract and it is estimated we will forgo approximately £200k of this
this year. As for car parking the estimated loss of income is more significant at over £700k.
However the Council, amongst many other local authorities, have continued to make
representations to the Government for reimbursement as to our lost income. This lobbying
has been successful and I am pleased to say that a compensation scheme is now in place.
This scheme reduces the residual cost to the Council of just over £300k but rest assured
we will continue to pursue this to try and wipe out the £300k.
38.
MEMBER QUESTION TIME
In accordance with the agreed procedure the Chairman invited Members to submit
questions to the appropriate Members
38.1 Gary Cowan asked the Executive Member for Finance and Housing the
following question:
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Question
I note that the forward plan for WBC’s Executive calls for discussion on the Housing
Strategy 2020-2024: and the notice of proposed decision was first published: 27 th August
2019.
The reason for consideration: To approve the Council's Housing Strategy for the next 3
years.
I also notice that the decision was deferred from November Executive in order that
additional data regarding specialist housing can be accommodated and the decision is
now due on 29th October 2020 by Executive. Reference Number: WBC1087.
The document in question is the Housing Strategy 2019 - 2022 and although there are
many references to previous housing strategies on the Councils website it would appear
that the key document Housing Strategy 2019 - 2022 is not mentioned.
My question is as a three year housing strategy, 2019-2022 is a crucial document that will
require considerable thought and deliberation by Members and the public at large. Why
has the Council not put it on the Council website so one can have proper sight of it?
Answer
I can confirm that there is confusion in the dates of our proposed new Housing Strategy
and that is down to a good old fashioned administrative error.
As the Strategy was originally planned to be discussed at the Executive in November 2019
it was anticipated that the new Strategy would cover the period 2019 through to 2022. The
discussion was subsequently deferred until this year and therefore the new Housing
Strategy now covers 2020-24. Unfortunately the dates were not changed on the internal
document control system.
I can confirm that the previous Housing Strategy, which ran from 2015-18, is available on
the Council’s website and it will be replaced by the new one, which will be 2020-24, once
the final version is hopefully approved by the Executive in the new year following the
consultation.
38.2 Andrew Mickleburgh asked the Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing and
Adult Services the following question:
Question
Mental health issues do not discriminate. We are all potentially vulnerable. Yet, mental
health issues remain a ‘taboo’ subject for many people. There is the potential for this
‘taboo’ to become even more so as people cope with increasing and varied forms of
hardship resulting from the pandemic. I applaud the initiatives taken by WBC with Citizens
Advice to expand mental health support. However, I am concerned that the cultural
diversity, which is so important to our Borough, creates challenges when it comes to
responding effectively to culturally specific mental health needs. Are there any specific
concerns that WBC is particularly worried about regarding this matter and if so, how is
WBC responding?
Answer
Whilst Covid-19 affects all of us, with respect to both physical and mental health, there is
evidence that certain groups in the Borough are affected disproportionately. Physically,
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those are older, deprived, male and from the BAME groups have a higher prevalence and
poorer outcomes. In terms of mental health these groups will of course have a more direct
impact from the disease itself and due to losing loved ones. However, there is also
evidence that BAME, older isolated, carers, LGBTQ+ and young mothers have suffered
from a higher level of distress than the population as a whole. As an example:


BAME populations are disproportionately affected due to Covid-19. A survey of
over 14,000 adults by the mental health charity Mind has revealed that existing
inequalities have had a greater impact on the mental health of people from BAME;



There is also a higher incidence of mental health issues in the LGBTQ+ community.
A study by UCL and the University of Sussex in June noted an increase of 123% in
crisis calls to the foundation during the pandemic;



Nonpaid carers as well. The increased sense of isolation, the lack of face to face
support and respite as well as anxiety related to caring for those at higher risk from
Covid-19, has also had an impact on this group. 72% of carers said they had
thought they had suffered poor mental health as a result of caring, prior to the
pandemic.

These groups have been supported by the Community Response with welfare check calls
to the vulnerable and to carers. Additional support for young mothers was put in place by
WBC and Primary Care. (e.g. additional Health Visitor surveillance).
Whilst the key messages have gone to the population as a whole, in terms of advice and
guidance, how to keep safe, and how to access support, the BAME Forum has been
accessing and engaging specific groups to try and assist further. Berkshire Healthcare
NHS Foundation Trust jointly provides Community Mental Health Services in Wokingham
Borough with Wokingham Borough Council and has BAME and LBGT leads and forums.
The Trust are committed to improving access by hard to reach groups and are connecting
to local community groups in Berkshire to assist people in accessing and navigating the
mental health services systems.
Supplementary Question
Thank you for that response and for demonstrating that our Council is being proactive in
this matter.
I am wondering, given the importance and complexities of culture and mental health,
whether the Council could also consider a range of additional measures. For instance
exploring further best practice in this area particularly in the context of Covid-19, innovative
approaches to reach out and better understand some of the cross-cultural mental health
issues and needs, and perhaps engaging with some of the specialist voluntary
organisations with specific expertise in cross-cultural specificities of mental health?
Supplementary Answer
We are trying to be proactive and we are trying to listen as we go along and basically to
make sure that we do the best job possible for all of our residents. If you would be so kind
as to e-mail me with any suggested groups or approaches I would be more than happy to
take it up with the relevant Officers and ask them to make sure that these people are
included.
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We try to design basically one approach for all but it is important to us that nobody is left
behind and the views and opinions of all residents go into what we are doing. So please
e-mail me directly and I will take it up with the Officers for you and I will be happy to come
back to you on progress and seek your feedback.
38.3 Tahir Maher asked the Leader of Council the following question:
Question
A number of cities and towns, including Glasgow, Leeds and Cheshire, for example, have
established ‘Poverty Truth Commission’. Primarily, it empowers people living in poverty to
work with local leaders to tackle poverty.
Ordinary people struggling with poverty are given a chance to relate their personal
experiences by creating safe spaces for people to tell their stories and opportunities for
those making and influencing decisions to listen.
With rising numbers of individuals and families in our Borough facing significant hardships
as a consequence of the pandemic, which in some cases has the potential to do
irreversible harm, the need to examine all potentially helpful courses of action becomes all
the more urgent.
Is Wokingham Borough Council prepared to participate in the Poverty Truth Commission
to build on a principle of collective decision-making to create meaningful and longer-term
solutions and tackle poverty between those people with lived experience of poverty and
those in positions of influence?
Answer
I covered much of your question in my statement previously however the Poverty Truth
Commission work that has taken place in those towns and cities appears to have been a
valuable way to bring individuals and organisations together in conversation seeking to
achieve progress in addressing the complex issues of poverty.
Wokingham Borough is a great place to live and there is no place for poverty. Regardless
of whichever statutory benchmark you look at regarding poverty and hardship, Wokingham
still has one of the lowest rates in the country, but even if one person or one child does not
have a fair and equal opportunity or need in our Borough that is too many and we are
committed to fighting it in whatever form it takes, whether its homelessness, rough
sleeping, fuel poverty or hunger.
The Council already strives to have meaningful engagement with our communities and to
listen and act on feedback we receive. We fully support people to share their views and
experiences and to be part of the decisions that impact them most.
We do this in various ways, through public consultation, facilitation of forums and through
our involvement with residents’ groups and direct community outreach work, such as our
active participation in Norreys Community Group and the Tenants’ Forum for example,
where we seek to understand in detail the challenges that residents are facing and work
with them to deliver positive outcomes. But we know there is always an opportunity to do
more and as part of developing our strategic approach to addressing poverty, we will be
exploring positive ways to engage with our communities, such as the approach taken by
the Poverty Truth Commission which will form part of our considerations.
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38.4 Caroline Smith asked the Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing and Adult
Services the following question:
Question
Covid-19 is unquestionably having widespread and significant impacts on mental health
everywhere, through increased exposure to stressors, loss of coping mechanisms for
many, and reduced access to supports.
Awful ‘vicious circles’ and downward spirals are all too evident. For instance, issues such
as unemployment, unexpected financial hardship, housing concerns and for those in work
changing work practices to cope with, are contributing to poor mental health.
In turn, practical issues such as these make it harder to improve mental health and can
prevent those who need support from seeking help. This include people of all ages.
What age specific strategies and actions does WBC have in place to identify and support
the pandemic related mental health needs of rising numbers of our residents?
Answer
We are fully aware basically of the impact that Covid-19 is having on our residents’
wellbeing. 15% of Wokingham residents have a formal diagnosis of depression. Over 40%
of GP consultations relate in some way to mental health issues and there has been a
doubling of people experiencing issues related to their wellbeing, from 1 in 5 to 1 in 10 and
sadly this situation is likely to deteriorate further over the winter months.
The Borough’s Community Response has reached out to those isolated and vulnerable.
Adult Social Care has made over 6,000 initial welfare checks and some 16,000 follow up
calls via the WBC and the Link Visiting Scheme and there have been 4,000 calls to the
“One Front Door”, supported by Wokingham Borough Council and Citizens Advice. The
“One Front Door” takes calls of any nature, many of which impact on mental health. These
initiatives are being repeated or stay in place over the next few months.
To bolster this further there are two further initiatives. We are doing a project with Earley
Plus PCN and Citizens Advice to encourage residents to call the “One Front Door” if their
wellbeing is suffering. Citizens Advice will try to resolve the underlying issues causing
depression and anxiety, such as financial stress and relationship breakdowns. They can
signpost to other specialist services.
In addition Wokingham Borough Council are sourcing a specialist voluntary sector partner
to provide support to those suffering from mild to moderate mental health issues of any
age. The specification includes Wellbeing Support Workers who will talk through issues
over a number of sessions as well as signposting to groups and activities to support them.
The organisation will take referrals from GPs, statutory or voluntary organisations. They
will also be tasked to support the voluntary sector with mental health training, providing
advice and support and it is hoped, and expected, that this service will be fully mobilised
very early next year.
The statutory mental health service in Wokingham continue to provide services since the
start of the pandemic. Services are being delivered via the telephone and on-line using
the NHS One Consultation facility. There have been face to face contacts with PPE being
used as and where necessary. There is an IPS worker supporting people into employment
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within the service and residents can also access the employment services provided by
Optalis.
This year Wokingham Borough Council has set up a Recovery College which provides
courses and workshops for people with mental health needs and their carers. The courses
are focussed on understanding mental health issues, managing mental health in a positive
way and keeping well. Courses also provide life skill training and access to support to gain
employment. These courses are open to the general public who can register themselves
with the College.
The Council has run a project to coordinate and collate resources for use by the general
public to manage their mental health and wellbeing. These resources are available for
children and adults. Obviously the phone calls which I mentioned earlier are being
targeted in particular to those shielding and our vulnerable who have been isolated during
Covid. They are available on the Wokingham Borough Council website. The website also
provides details on how to access Talking Therapies and formal community mental health
services for those people with higher levels of need.
Supplementary Question
It sounds like we are doing a lot but we have children going outside the Borough to go to
school and also residents who work outside the Borough. Are you talking to the councils
around us as well to see what services they are providing and are these at the same level
as us or different so benchmarking it?
Supplementary Answer
I now the DASS, Matt Pope, has regular meetings with colleagues and also has a mentor
who basically is meant to encourage and develop his skills as many of the senior Officers
will. I know discussions take place regularly between them about what we are doing and
what can be learnt from what the mentor is doing and what other people are doing.
So we are open minded. We are trying to be proactive and offer something for everybody
but we are not pretending for one second we have got all the answers and very much of
this best practice elsewhere we want to know about and we can see it and we want to be
doing it because we are absolutely committed to try and support all our residents during
this difficult time.
38.5 Chris Bowring asked the Executive Member Highways and Transport the
following question:
Question
Could the Executive Member for Highways and Transport give a brief summary of how the
programme of road resurfacing in the Borough is progressing?
Answer
Wokingham Borough Council has invested £6.1 million in its 20/21 road resurfacing
programme, with over 100 roads earmarked for resurfacing or treatments to prolong their
life. The roads have been selected based upon our comprehensive surveying of all of the
Borough’s roads by our Highways Teams and that means that we spend money on the
roads which most need our attention.
Work originally scheduled to start in May was brought forward to early April, with the
programme accelerated due to the Government’s Covid-19 guidance. Road usage
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dropped by more than 50% in the Borough during lockdown and roadworks by utility
companies by more than 33%, providing us with an opportunity to complete work in
potentially disruptive locations. These include the Showcase roundabout in Winnersh, the
A4 Bath Road in Sonning, Finchampstead Road and Molly Millar’s Lane in Wokingham
and Thames Street in Sonning; a key route between Berkshire and Oxfordshire.
During the summer we completed a large programme of surface treatment works,
including 11km of micro-asphalting on 67 streets and 17km of surface dressing on 22
streets. Surface dressing and micro-asphalt treatments are used to seal the existing road
surfaces from water ingress and add texture to the road which enhances its skid
resistance. Both these types of surface treatment will prolong the life of a road by ten
years.
Alongside the 17 accelerated plane and inlay resurfacing schemes that were completed at
the beginning of the year we have just started work on phase two of the plane and inlay
resurfacing work and I anticipate that a further 13 streets will be resurfaced during this
programme.
We have actually just completed Hartsbourne Road in Earley, Headley Road in Woodley,
Betchworth Avenue in Earley and Rushey Way in Earley. We are just about to start on
Great Lea in Three Mile Cross, Church Road in Swallowfield, Nine Mile Ride in
Finchampstead and Davis Street in Hurst. We will then, in November and December, go
to Crockhamwell Road in Woodley, Longwater Road in Finchampstead and Basingstoke
Road in Swallowfield and Three Mile Cross. So as you can see we are really getting
cracking on the structural maintenance.
38.6 David Hare asked the Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing and Adult
Services the following question:
Question
Carers give excellent value for money and we need to ensure they are getting the support
they need. If the aspirations of the Carers’ Policy are met is the budget going to be
sufficient for the increased demand that there will be? I believe we all want to ensure we
support this very important resource, one of many modes of support is to ensure that
money follows an increased and improved service.
Answer
Wokingham Borough Council values the vital contribution that carers make to their local
communities, particularly in these unprecedented times. We have 14,000 carers in
Wokingham according to the last survey. We are fully aware of the pressures carers are
under and since the pandemic part of our service has been to carry out welfare checks on
our carers to ensure they have access to food, medication but also emotional support by
linking them up with services in the Borough.
The Carers’ Strategy gives direction as to how we will improve services for carers by
fostering a more joined up approach across Adult Social Care and with our voluntary
sector partners. Our Voluntary Sector Strategy and investment in that sector supports our
carers.
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Our aspirations for our carers will be realised by:




a commitment to proactively work with the voluntary sector in developing joined up
community prevention services;
ensuring our duties continue to be met by the Care Act, this includes offering
assessments for both the carer and cared for and where there is an eligible need
ensuring services are in place to meet that need;
continuing to support carers financially and emotionally through direct payments,
commissioned home care, day services and respite for them.

In 2019/20 WBC spent the following to support carers:





on the Carers’ budget direct to the voluntary sector and for Dementia Care
Advisors: £347,000;
respite care
o £516,000 for learning disability;
o £12,000 for mental health;
o £133,000 for older people;
o £60,000 for people with physical disabilities; and
direct payments to carers for their own needs: £56,000

We will continue to fund these needs defined by the Care Act. We are increasing our
overall spend on carers in line with the Medium Term Financial Plan. There is funding to
invest in the voluntary sector, including support for carers, as per our Strategy. There is
funding to meet the anticipated demand. It is our expectation that we will fund £400k in
2021/22, £500k in 2022/23 and £600k in 2023/24 to support this. However obviously we
will continue to look at this as it progresses and adjust this if needed.
Supplementary Question
You said, obviously, that you will work with voluntary services and Adult Social Care. How
will you interact with the Health Service which is often very important both for the needs of
the cared for and for the needs of the carer and make sure that you are working as a unity
rather than individually?
Supplementary Answer
Yes it is a good question and it is actually a very important thing to do. Martin Sloan, our
AD in Adult Services, regularly meets with the Health Service, all parts of it, to make sure
this is all fed in. He is also responsible for the voluntary sector in Wokingham so there is a
natural synergy there. I obviously have contacts with them as does the DASS, via the
local Health and Wellbeing Board. We will work with them as much as we can because
we recognise that the best partnership for residents is them and us working together
basically not two separate organisations trying to provide one joined up service.
So we are fully committed to maintaining that level of conversation, maintaining that level
of discussion and just listening to what they need and making sure we do the best possible
thing we can for our residents.
38.7 Pauline Helliar-Symons had asked the Executive Member for Finance and
Housing the following question and in her absence the following written
answer was provided:
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Question
How much income has been received from the investment portfolio last year and how
much profit after costs?
Answer
A lot of claims and mistruths have been made about our commercial investment
endeavours, sometimes these have unfortunately appeared as headlines in the local
papers. Given such statements you may be surprised to know that I am actually very
proud of the work we have carried out with regard to our commercial investments. Making
sensible, well thought out and considered investment decisions for the benefit of this
Council and its community. Although it would be much easier for me to avoid any risk and
innovation in discharging my role, I believe with a passion that this would be completely
irresponsible of me. Commercial investments make vital income for the Council that keeps
essential services going, so if they did not happen, services would have to be paired back
or even closed.
During the last financial year (up to 31 March 2020) the portfolio of assets in the Property
Investment Group generated £4.03 million in income, which equated to £1.34 million after
deducting the cost of financing (interest) and a prudent debt repayment provision. As our
portfolio grows, whether this be commercial properties or housing, we will see this income
rise and continue to provide a vital income stream to the Council, at a time when other
income sources are coming under considerable pressure or disappearing altogether.
38.8 Graham Howe asked the Executive Member for Finance and Housing the
following question:
Question
I believe our housing companies have in addition to delivering affordable homes they have
made a profit if this is the case how much?
Answer
Through our housing companies we have indeed delivered much needed housing
provision for our community and this is the objective that remains dear to my heart, as you
will hear later. You will be aware that we have an ambition over the next four years to
directly deliver 1,000 homes for our residents and make an income return for the Council
taxpayer in doing this. The delivery of affordable housing and its financial return for the
Council taxpayer can go hand in hand when properly managed.
It gives me great pleasure to inform you, that following considerable work undertaken over
the past year, including streamlining what we do and making our delivery more efficient,
the financial position of our Council housing has improved tremendously.
For year ending 31 March 2020, the companies reported as follows:
Wokingham Housing Limited
Loddon Homes Limited
Berry Brook Homes Limited
Wokingham Holdings

£650k profit
£54k profit
£15k profit
£62k loss

Giving a total profit of

£657k profit
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This is up from a combined loss in the previous year of £508k thus meaning the position
has improved by over £1.1m for the benefit of the Council taxpayers. I would like to thank
all those on those company boards and the supporting Officers for their efforts in making
this happen.
38.9 Prue Bray asked the Executive Member for Finance and Housing the following
question:
Question
The Executive is about to put the draft Housing Strategy out to consultation (agenda item
44). The Strategy looks at housing priorities, and at how to deliver the maximum possible
amount of affordable housing in the next four years.
Unfortunately, the Government has been consulting on proposals to reform the planning
system. Their proposals include measures which would drastically reduce the Council’s
ability to deliver its proposed affordable housing, by:





Exempting sites of less than 40 houses from any requirement for affordable
housing;
Setting proportions of affordable housing centrally instead of adjusting them for
local need;
Taking 25% of the affordable housing as homes for sale at a subsidised price
instead of homes to rent;
Dropping the ring-fencing of affordable housing infrastructure contributions.

If these proposals are implemented, what will be the impact on the deliverability of the
Housing Strategy?
Answer
Wokingham Borough Council have been very successful over the recent years in
delivering high numbers of new affordable homes working with our own housing
companies, housing association partners and developers. Through our last Housing
Strategy we delivered 1,182 new affordable homes and, alongside our ambitious targets
through the Housing 1-4-5 initiative, expect to deliver at least another 800 new affordable
homes through the period of this new Strategy.
However there is no doubt that the Government’s proposed reforms will reduce our ability
to meet these targets and secure the much needed affordable housing for our residents
and so have strongly objected to many of the Government’s specific proposals.
For example, whilst we recognise the new First Homes proposals may be an affordable
option for certain proportions of our residents we have objected strongly to the
Government setting a requirement to provide them as 25% of any affordable housing
provision on new sites. We strongly believe that decisions on the tenure of affordable
housing should be made at a local level and we will make sure we try to address this
priority with local needs.
The proposal to raise the threshold of the number of homes on any site where there is a
requirement to provide affordable housing to 40 or 50 is also of significant concern. In
Wokingham we have been successful in justifying affordable housing thresholds below the
national minimum level and have adopted a lower threshold of five dwellings. This has not
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resulted in any reduction in any new housing development in the Borough or, I would add,
the profits for the developers.
We have also expressed concern that the value captured by the proposed new
infrastructure levy will not be sufficient to cover the cost of the infrastructure, let alone
infrastructure and affordable homes. It would be likely the Council would have to make a
decision between the two rather than delivering the both which is, of course, unacceptable.
The summary of our view is there is no justification for developers to contribute less
towards affordable housing, even on a temporary basis, whilst building new homes
remains viable.
Therefore the Government should think again.
Supplementary Question
I absolutely agree with everything John has said. I do recognise it is awkward for you as a
Conservative administration to be challenging a Conservative Government. Can you tell
me what support you have had from the areas four MPs?
Supplementary Answer provided by the Leader of Council
You know that we have been in the forefront of opposing the Government’s White Paper
and I have had full support from all the four MPs, including our Labour MP. I have been
quite stunned by the support they have all given us. You will have seen James
Sunderland and Teresa May in Parliament.
So all I can say is so far so good. I have no idea where it is going to go but we have done
our best and we will continue to do more I can promise.
38.10 Imogen Shepherd-DuBey asked the Executive Member for Children's
Services the following question:
Question
The Revenue Monitoring report is still reporting problems with an overspend on home to
school transport. If local children have not been attending schools during lockdown, why is
there still an overspend in this area?
Answer
As a matter of fact the schools were open during the summer term. They were open for
key workers’ children and for children and young people with special educational needs
and disabilities. Addington was fully functioning all the time.
The Council has contracts with a number of providers to transport pupils to school and
payments were made under the Cabinet Office’s ‘Procurement Policy Note - Supplier relief
due to Covid-19’ so that ensured that they were all kept in business so when we opened
the schools for all children in September we did not have any problems with transport.
Supplementary Question
Some of these transport firms obviously it is good to keep them alive. I understand that
and it is also that they have obviously made use of the furlough schemes and they have
not been spending money on petrol. It would seem to me that especially as we have an
overspend in that area, I understand that some of the schools were still teaching children,
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but this money could have been used to support these children while they were at home
rather than spending it on transport they are not going to use.
Supplementary Answer
Transport is done through a procurement system so if we had cancelled the contracts we
would have had a great deal of problems in September because we would not have been
able to have started and finished another procurement process and of course, as you say,
some of them may have gone out of business as well if we had done that.
38.11 Andy Croy asked the Executive Member for Resident Services,
Communications and Emissions the following question:
Question
My question relates to Agenda item 38, in particular the Officer response to point 6 on
page 35.
The Task and Finish Group was told that there would an update in January 2021, as there
was in January 2020.
A cross party Task and Finish Group has identified serious errors and gaps in the plan.
The gaps and errors are not fixable by future innovations but relate to fundamental flaws in
the composition and presentation of the plan.
Why has this issue not been properly addressed in the responses?
Answer
Officers welcome feedback on the Climate Emergency Action Plan and have worked
positively with the Climate Emergency Task and Finish Group to discuss the issues and
recommendations in their report. The Climate Emergency Task and Finish Group is set to
continue and Officers look forward to working with this Group to help deliver the outcomes
of the Climate Emergency Action Plan.
An initial, one off, report was presented to Council in January 2020 which outlined the
priorities of the Climate Emergency Action Plan and set out the baseline carbon footprint of
the Borough. This report also promised to deliver a detailed Climate Emergency Action
Plan in July 2020 and provide an annual progress report to Council thereafter.
The Climate Emergency Action Plan is a working document which means that changes
can and will be continually incorporated into the document. The Plan is comprehensively
monitored on a three month basis and as promised the highlight report will be shared with
the Climate Emergency Task and Finish Group. Not only is progress monitored but
changes in the methodology and form of the Plan will also be reported. The first highlight
report will be ready to be shared in November. Going through the democratic process
every six months will make additional demands on Officer resources and given the existing
regular reporting mechanisms, and where we are with Covid, this may not be the best use
of Officer time.
As suggested at the Climate Emergency Task and Finish Group Members are encouraged
to get in touch with Officers to have discussions about specific issues that they feel would
improve the Plan. These will then be incorporated into the Action Plan on an ongoing
basis.
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The Climate Emergency Action Plan is a tool which is continuously being updated and
helps give direction to what the residents, businesses, town and parish councils, charities
and the Council need to do achieve net Zero Carbon by 2030.
The Plan is not the only method of measuring carbon emissions. The definitive measure of
the performance for the Borough is through the Government’s emissions data published
annually by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy which will be
used to calibrate our predictions and to ensure that they are on track.
Extensive consultation was undertaken during the development of the Plan. The Council
received both positive criticism and also encouragement; including the Plan being
described as best practice. The Council is ahead of the vast majority of other councils in
attempting such a detailed plan and are regularly consulted for advice by other authorities
while building their own action plans.
Supplementary Question
I think the fact is the reason those gaps and errors and omissions won’t be corrected is
because it is politically embarrassing. Now it is great to hear your newfound enthusiasm
for Citizen’s Assemblies which is a way of taking politics out of these plans. To do a
Citizen’s Assembly does cost money. Have you told John Kaiser how much a Citizen’s
Assembly, that you say you are planning, will cost?
Supplementary Answer
We are currently working through how we are going to run Citizen’s Assemblies. We have
had numerous discussions already and I am already talking with environmental groups
across the Borough in terms of how we run them in partnership with them. I am not
concerned in terms of the cost of running Citizen’s Assemblies because it is an important
thing for us to do and will help us address some of the challenges we currently face.
In terms of some of the gaps that are also in our Plan you will have seen the Prime
Minister announce earlier this month that by 2030 all homes across Great Britain are going
to be powered by offshore wind farms. Now domestic electricity accounts for 71,000
tonnes of our carbon footprint as a Borough. So that is 71,000 tonnes that we can now
build into our carbon budget that we can remove from the work that we need to do and our
Carbon Emergency Action Plan continues.
So you know I have always expected that our Action Plan is going to ebb and flow. I have
always expected that at times we are going to have gaps and at other times we are going
to be over our target. That is how things like this work especially from 10 years out.
So I am confident that we are going to able to hit our target.
38.12 Abdul Loyes asked the Leader of the Council the following question:
Question
The creation of the Carers’ Strategy and its priorities were developed with carers and
providers in a collaborative way. Do you agree that this is a very successful and valuable
approach to ensuring our residents are able to access the support they need and that we
should look to apply this model to address other issues facing our communities?
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Answer
I agree. The approach taken with the Carers’ Strategy is an excellent example of how we
can effectively work together with our partners in the voluntary sector and the community
sector as well as our Health partners. We work in partnership with the NHS, the CCG and
our local GPs alongside the voluntary sector who are also playing a vital role in tackling
loneliness and mobility and it is hoped that this will also be expanded shortly into mental
health.
Indeed this is how we have worked in our response to the pandemic emergency and this
would be a very good approach to tackling the issues of poverty across the Borough.
Partnership has played a vital role in our response to the pandemic and residents can
access a wide range of advice and support through the ‘One Front Door’ via Citizen’s
Advice Wokingham.
Our priority and focus at present must be on our response to the pandemic emergency,
but that doesn’t mean we are complacent about other issues facing our communities such
as the issue of need and poverty.
Regardless of whichever statutory benchmark you look at regarding poverty and hardship
Wokingham still has one of the lowest rates in the country. But even if one person or one
child does not have fair and equal opportunity in our Borough that is too many and we are
committed to fighting this.
We are already doing a lot to address this issue and we are not starting from scratch. For
example we have made good progress in addressing the drivers of poverty, through
maximising affordable housing, providing good quality Council housing and addressing
homelessness and rough sleeping to ensure that people have access to safe and secure
accommodation.
Another example is through our outreach work, often in partnership with the voluntary and
community sector, we support our residents to lead self-sustaining lifestyles, including
addressing food insecurity through initiatives such as Grub Club and Social Bites.
Notwithstanding this positive work that has been taking place and is being strengthened in
response to the pandemic, we know we can do more to ensure that those who really need
our support can get it.
We are therefore looking to establish and facilitate a partnership to tackle poverty, like the
model used in the development of the Carers’ Strategy which will also lead on developing
a joint strategy for the Borough.
39.

OFFICER RESPONSE TO THE RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE CLIMATE
EMERGENCY TASK AND FINISH GROUP
The Executive considered a report setting out the Officer response to the
recommendations contained in the Climate Emergency Task and Finish review report
which had been established by the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee.
The Executive Member for Resident Services, Communications and Emissions reiterated
the objective of the Task and Finish Group which was to scrutinise the emerging targets
and key performance indicators within the Climate Emergency Action Plan and make
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recommendations for any improvements that could further enhance the delivery of the
Plan.
Councillor Murray highlighted that the Task and Finish Group’s had found the Climate
Emergency Action Plan to be a bold, ambitious document which was aligned to national
best practice and underpinned by a significant, dedicated budget and clear governance
structures. This governance structure included oversight from external expertise as part of
the established Advisory Board, which was chaired by Transport Decarbonisation Director
at the National Grid. The review also commended Officers for the significant progress
made since the initial Action Plan was published in January 2020, particularly in light of the
impact of Covid-19 on the Council’s day to day activities.
Members were advised that the Task and Finish Group had carried out a thorough review
which had included external insight from Professor Paul Chatterton, a leading expert in
climate change, at the University of Leeds and also written evidence from the Thames
Valley Berkshire Local Enterprise Partnership. Following the review the Task and Finish
Group had made 14 recommendations. Councillor Murray went through the
recommendations and the Officer responses in detail and it was noted that most of the
recommendations had been accepted by Officers, subject to a few cases where additional
reasoning had been added.
Councillor Murray further advised that once plans for the Green Bank were fully developed
a report would be presented to the Overview and Scrutiny Management Committee for
review and input. He would also welcome Overview and Scrutiny scrutinising the impact
of the Local Plan Update on climate emergency. Although this could only be once the
impact of proposed Government policies had been finalised and worked through. In
addition Councillor Murray confirmed that it was intended to publish details of land
available for sequestration projects once town and parish council opportunities had been
established.
On behalf of Officers and himself Councillor Murray thanked the members on the Task and
Finish Group for their diligence and dedication in carrying out the review, their open
mindedness to the information presented and for the quality and calibre of the
recommendations. He also thanked those Officers who had been involved in drafting the
review report and the covering report whom he felt deserved a huge amount of credit for
their work.
RESOLVED: That the Officer responses to the recommendations contained in the Climate
Emergency Task and Finish Group report be approved.
40.
REVENUE BUDGET MONITORING REPORT FY2020/21 - QUARTER 2
The Executive considered a report setting out the Revenue Budget position as at 30
September 2020.
The Executive Member for Finance and Housing introduced the report and highlighted the
impact of Covid-19 on the General Fund balance which was shown as £12.431m as at 31
March 2020 and was now forecast to be £8.631m at 31 March 2021. The the impact of
Covid-19 on the Council’s General Fund balance was therefore £2.629m.
Councillor Jorgensen highlighted untrue stories in the press about the Council having a
large deficit and being financially unstable and queried what the Executive Member
believed was a prudent level of reserves. Councillor Kaiser felt that more than £7m was a
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prudent level although he would prefer a level of over £10m. He advised that the Council
was still working with the Government to try and gain additional support. It was noted that
the Council’s financial position could change if there was another lockdown and the
Council was having to provide additional facilities, foods and services.
RESOLVED that the following be noted:
1)

the significant financial impact of the Covid-19 crisis as illustrated in the Executive
Summary and that any unfunded additional responsibilities falling on the Council as
a result of any further lockdown measures are not included in the 2020/21 forecasts;

2)

the overall forecast of the current position of the General Fund revenue budget,
Housing Revenue Account (HRA) and Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) illustrated in
the Executive Summary and appendices attached to the report;

3)

the recent announcement from the Prime Minister confirmed that there would be a
further package of support for local government, of around £1 billion. Further details
of this funding will be confirmed shortly. Any income and related expenditure from
this is currently not factored in the figures in the report;

4)

that on 22 September, the Council were allocated £55k from Local Authority
Compliance and Enforcement Grant. Any income and related expenditure from this
is currently not factored in the figures in the report.

41.
CAPITAL MONITORING 2020/21 - END OF SEPTEMBER 2020
The Executive considered a report setting out the Capital budget position as at the end of
September 2020.
The Executive Member for Finance and Housing introduced the report and highlighted
changes from the previous quarter. These included bringing forward, from 2021/2022 into
the current year, £6m of ringfenced funds to pay the Council’s contribution to the Winnersh
Relief Road and the addition of a flood alleviation scheme for Church Lane, Shinfield to be
funded from a £115k ring fenced grant from the Environment Agency.
RESOLVED that:
1)

it be noted that the Council’s Capital Programme has been reviewed and will
continue to be throughout the year in the context of the impact of Covid-19 on
funding sources and service requirements, and that any changes will be presented
to Executive for approval;

2)

the proposed rephasing to the Capital Programme following the ‘in-year’ review
including the impact of Covid-19, as set out in paragraph 3 and Appendix B, be
noted and approved. There is no financial / service impact from the reprofiling of
budgets into 2021/2022;

3)

the position of the capital programme at the end of Quarter 2 (to 30 th September
2020), as summarised in the report and set out in detail in Appendix A, be noted;

4)

Appendix C, which highlights capital performance by key activities, be noted. This is
part of the Council’s enhanced financial management focusing on the key capital
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projects, monitoring performance against budget and impact on funding levels
(including borrowing);
5)

it be agreed that £6m of ringfenced funded capital budget, originally programmed
for 2021/2022, is brought forward into the current year (2020/2021), for the
acceleration of the delivery of the SCAPE – Road Infrastructure project;

6)

an addition to the 2020/21 capital programme, the project for Church Lane, Shinfield
– Flood Alleviation Scheme, to be funded from ring fenced Flood and Coastal
Erosion Risk Management (FCERM) grant from the Environment Agency of £115k
be noted and approved.

42.
DRAFT HOUSING STRATEGY 2020-2024
The Executive considered a report containing a draft Housing Strategy which sets out the
Council’s vision for housing in Wokingham Borough from 2020-2024.
During his introduction the Executive Member for Finance and Housing highlighted the
importance of people having decent housing and the change this made to people’s lives.
Councillor Kaiser advised that the Council had reduced the number of homeless people in
the Borough, there were currently no rough sleepers and the number of people on the
housing waiting list was the lowest of the neighbouring authorities with the number of
people with real need being matched by the number of affordable homes that had been
built over the last few years. It was noted that the number of Band 1 homes was currently
151 and Band 2 was 104.
Councillor Kaiser also highlighted the work of the Housing Companies which had delivered
affordable housing across the Borough, and which were embarking on a £100m scheme to
deliver 240 homes on Gorse Ride, as well as making a profit which could be reinvested in
Council services.
The Leader of Council thanked Councillor Kaiser and the Deputy Chief Executive for the
work they done to dramatically reduce homelessness and the work undertaken on rough
sleepers.
RESOLVED: That consultation on the Wokingham Borough Council’s Draft Housing
Strategy 2020-2024 be approved.
43.
WBC CARERS STRATEGY 2020-2025
The Executive considered a report setting out the Council’s proposed Carers’ Strategy for
2020-2025 which had been produced following extensive consultation and engagement
with carers, young carers, providers and internal stakeholders.
The Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing and Adult Services informed the meeting that
there were currently 14,000 carers within the Borough; of which 230 were under 16 and
489 between 16-24 years old. On average these carers were undertaking their caring
duties for 19.5 hours per week with 2,300 carers providing over 50 or more hours per week
of care. It was noted that the Council was currently spending around £402k per annum in
support and £690k on residential respite.
Councillor Margetts advised that the aim of the Strategy was to try and provide direction
and improve the lives of carers including enabling carers to have a life outside of caring.
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The Strategy had been produced in consultation with the Council’s partners in the
voluntary sector and it was hoped that the following outcomes would be achieved:









increased identification of carers;
carers supported to access community assets;
improved and more accessible information and advice to carers;
reduced loneliness and isolation;
improved physical and mental wellbeing of carers;
improved life chances for young carers;
better support for working carers; and
carers enabled to take a break.

RESOLVED: That Wokingham Borough Council’s Carers’ Strategy 2020-2025, as set out
in Appendix 1 to the report, be approved.
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Agenda Item 48.
TITLE

Fees and Charges

FOR CONSIDERATION BY

The Executive on Thursday, 26 November 2020

WARD

None Specific;

LEAD OFFICER

Deputy Chief Executive - Graham Ebers

LEAD MEMBER

Executive Member for Finance and Housing - John
Kaiser

PURPOSE OF REPORT (INC STRATEGIC OUTCOMES)
Maintaining services to the community through ensuring appropriate fees and charges
for services
RECOMMENDATION
That the Executive:
1)

approves the schedule of fees and charges, as set out in Appendix A to the
report, to be effective from the dates listed on the schedule;

2)

approves Wokingham’s discretionary fees and charges for the Public Protection
Partnership, and note the statutory charges, as set out in Appendix B, effective
from 1 April 2021.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Members are presented with the schedule of proposed fees and charges.
Members are required to agree the fees and charges contained in this report at
Appendix A, effectively from the dates shown on the schedule, of which most are
enacted from 1 December 2020. Sports, cemeteries, housing, training courses and
youth and community charges will alter from 1 January 2021 (sports) and 1 April 2021
respectively.
Members are also requested to agree the fees and charges for the Wokingham element
of the Public Protection Partnership Service, Appendix B, altering from 1 April 2021, and
note the statutory charges for this area.
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BACKGROUND
The Council is currently projecting significant financial pressure both in the current and
future financial years. Implementation of the new fees and charges during the financial
year will help the Council to offset this challenge and is considered to be responsible.
Executive are asked to approve the schedule of fees and charges (Appendix A). The
estimated income from the approved level of fees and charges will form part of the
overall 2021/22 budget figures to be submitted to Executive in February 2021.
Car parking charges, except for those for the Council’s country parks, are not included in
this report. Car parking charges are agreed and set through the Traffic Regulation
Order making process, which requires that statutory provision for representation and
objection are provided and the outcome determined through the Individual Executive
Member Decision (IEMD) process. A list of charges for Council car parks can be found
on the Council’s website at https://www.wokingham.gov.uk/parking-andtransport/parking-and-permits/find-a-car-park/.
Appendix B contains the proposed fees and charges for the Wokingham element of the
public protection partnership. The licencing and appeals committee have reviewed the
proposed fees and charges and asks the executive to take into account the current
financial circumstances caused by the pandemic on all licensable activities.
Appendix C is an extract from Appendix A and outlines significant changes or new
charges, along with reasons for the change/introduction of the charge.
BUSINESS CASE
The report contains proposed charges for services as set out in Appendix A.
Annual inflationary increases have in general been increased by an average 1.6% (and
rounded where appropriate) in line with the Retail Price Index (RPI) as at July 2020.
Some fees and charges, largely in Adults Social Services, vary according to the cost of
providing the service.
Most changes are enacted from 1 December 2020. However, sports, cemeteries,
housing, training courses and youth and community charges will alter from 1 January
2021 (sports) and 1 April 2021 respectively. This is in line with business requirements.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDATION
The Council faces severe funding pressures, particularly in the face of the COVID-19
crisis. It is therefore imperative that Council resources are focused on the
vulnerable and on its highest priorities.
How much will it
Cost/ (Save)
Current Financial
Year (Year 1)
Next Financial Year
(Year 2)
Following Financial
Year (Year 3)

Revenue or
Capital?

£4k

Is there sufficient
funding – if not
quantify the Shortfall
Yes

£20k

Yes

Revenue

£20k

Yes

Revenue
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Revenue

Other Financial Information
The amount of £20k for next financial year is from the RPI increase alone; income from
new bids and above inflation increase will be detailed in the main MTFP report,
submitted to Executive in February 2021.
Stakeholder Considerations and Consultation
All relevant services were contacted to review their fees and charges
Public Sector Equality Duty
All services with new or significantly different charges have carried out equality impact
assessments before proposing the changes to the fees and charges.
Climate Emergency – This Council has declared a climate emergency and is
committed to playing as full a role as possible – leading by example as well as by
exhortation – in achieving a carbon neutral Wokingham Borough by 2030
No impact
List of Background Papers
None
Contact Debra Evans
Telephone

Service Business Services
Email debra.evans@wokingham.gov.uk
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APPENDIX A

DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Housing General Fund - charges from 1 April 2021
Gypsy Caravan Sites:
Carters Hill Park - Licence Fee

per week

Non Business

£60.00

£61.00

Twyford Orchards - Licence Fee

per week

Non Business

£53.80

£54.70

Foxwood Room 1 (new property)

Non Business

£130.00

£132.10

Foxwood Room 2 (new property)
Foxwood Room 3 (new property)
Foxwood Room 4 (new property)
Foxwood Room 5 (new property)

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£119.50
£60.00
£31.00
£75.00

£121.40
£61.00
£31.50
£76.20

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£100.90
£100.90
£123.80
£129.30
£135.10
£123.80
£135.10
£123.80
£152.00

£102.50
£102.50
£125.80
£131.40
£137.30
£125.80
£137.30
£125.80
£154.40

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£99.00
£99.00
£99.00
£99.00
£99.00
£99.00
£99.00
£99.00
£99.00
£99.00
£99.00

£100.60
£100.60
£100.60
£100.60
£100.60
£100.60
£100.60
£100.60
£100.60
£100.60
£100.60

Grovelands plot fees

Non Business

£43.20

£43.90

Groveland Garages - tenants - non-vatable x 2
Groveland Garages - non-tenants - vatable x 16
Bed & Breakfast - family room
Bed & Breakfast - single room
Bed & Breakfast (non HB charge)

room per week
room per week
room per week

Non Business
Standard
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£8.60
£12.20
£22.40
£13.40
£164.90

£8.70
£12.40
£22.80
£13.60
£167.50

per week

Non Business

£9.00

£9.10

£20.00

£20.00
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Oxford Road Hostel
Oxford Road Hostel
Oxford Road Hostel
Oxford Road Hostel
Oxford Road Hostel
Oxford Road Hostel
Oxford Road Hostel
Oxford Road Hostel
Oxford Road Hostel

room 1
room 2
room 3
room 4
room 5
room 6
room 7
room 8
room 9

Grovelands a
Grovelands b
Grovelands c
Grovelands d
Grovelands e
Grovelands Park f
Grovelands Park g
Grovelands Park h
Grovelands Park i
Grovelands Park k
Grovelands Park l

Storage costs
Accountancy and Procurement
Charge for printed copies of the MTFP or Statement of Accounts

per week

per week

per week

Zero Rated

Full cost recovery

Price frozen as no demand
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DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Training Course Fees - charges from 1 April 2021
Fully day Course

Day

Non Business

£60.00

£70.00

Half Day Course

Half day

Non Business

£31.00

£35.00

Cancellation fee, (less that 7-14 days notice)

per course

Non Business

£75.00

£80.00

Non attendance of course

per course

Non Business

£75.00

£80.00

Children's Holidays Sports Activities:
Wokingham Active Kids Full Day Course (9:30 am - 3:30pm)

Exempt

£20.00

£24.00

Wokingham Active Kids Full Day Course (9:30 am - 3:30pm) - Weeks Charge

Exempt

£82.00

£98.40

Wokingham Active Kids Full Day Course (8 am - 6pm)

Exempt

£29.00

£34.80

Wokingham Active Kids Full Day Course (8 am - 6pm) - Week Charge

Exempt

£130.00

£156.00

15 % Off Discount if you book before specified date Week (9:30 - 3:30)

Exempt

£70.00

£84.00

15 % Off Discount if you book before specified date Day (9:30 - 3:30)

Exempt

£16.50

£19.80

15 % Off Discount if you book before specified date Week (8 - 6)

Exempt

£109.50

£131.40

15 % Off Discount if you book before specified date Day (8-6)

Exempt

£25.00

£30.00

Specialised Sports Camps (Courses) Per Day

Exempt

£28.80

£34.56

All sports 1/2 day 9 - 12pm
All Sports 1/2 day 9 - 12pm (Weeks Course Discount)
1/2 Day Special Offer Price (5 for the Price of 4)
Full Day Special Offer Price (5 for the Price of 4)
Early drop off
Late pick up after 3:30pm & before 6:00pm (£12.50 per 15 minutes)
Late pickups after 6:00pm (£25.00 per 15 minutes)

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£12.00
£50.00
£44.00
£75.00
£4.20
£13.00
£26.00

£14.40
£60.00
£52.80
£90.00
£5.04
£15.60
£31.20

£4.50

£4.60

Fees increased after review and benchmarking against
other local authority training charges. Our training
charges have not been raised for a number of years.
Note: these fees apply to face to face (classroom)
events, and virtual events.

SPORTS ACTIVITIES - charges from 1 January 2021
6 hours childcare & sports activities - £4 per hour

10 hours childcare & sports activities - £3.48 per hour
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5 hours specialist sports camp - focusing on coaching
of a sport e.g. rugby, football, netball. £6.91 per hour

Children's Term Time Sports Activities:
Term Time Activities (Sports) - Per session i.e.Mini Soccer

Exempt

10% Sibling Discount
20% CAN Card Holder Discount

Exempt
Exempt

10% discount of the above fees (Children's Term Time Sports Activities)
20% discount of the above fees (Children's Term Time Sports Activities)
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DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Over 60's Physical Activities (S.H.I.N.E) / Adults with Health Conditions
(Disability) - charges from 1 March 2021
Exempt

£312.00

New - 1 class per week = ~ £6.00 per class. Average
one off Exercise class between £5-10 (Specialist class
£10-12)

Silver package

Exempt

£468.00

New - 2 classes per week = ~ £4.50 per class. Average
one off Exercise class between £5-10 (Specialist class
£10-12)

Gold package

Exempt

£624.00

New - 4 classes per week = ~ £3.00 per class. Average
one off Exercise class between £5-10 (Specialist class
£10-12)

Platinum package

Exempt

£780.00

New - 6 classes per week = ~ £2.50 per class. Average
one off Exercise class between £5-10 (Specialist class
£10-12)

Running Jan -March 2021 - BELOW TO BE REPLACED BY ABOVE
SHINE Coupon Card
Annual Membership
Direct Debit

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

Non-Resident package

Exempt

£288.00

New

Single Session Ad-Hoc

Exempt

£7.20

New

Block of 10 Sessions

Exempt

£33.40

£34.50

Specialist Sessions (Archery-Pilates-Yoga) Block of 10

Exempt

£66.80

£68.10

Block of 10 Sessions for non Wokingham borough residents
Personal training for three (inc trainer)
Offer: 50% off promotional at various times of the year
Social events
Sports Social/Special events - One-off sessions
Sports Social/Special events - Non WBC residence
Late cancelation within two hours of class/no show fee

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£68.00
£47.30

£69.10
£48.30

£5.10

£5.20
£5.20
£6.00
£2.50

Adult Classes:
Bronze Package 1 session/week 10 week block
Silver Packaged 2 sessions/week 10 week block
Gold Package 3 sessions/week 10 week block
Platinum Package 4 session/week 10 week block
Sports Social/Special events
Non-Residents and Single Session Ad-Hoc

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£54.00
£93.00
£130.00
£171.00
£5.10
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Bronze package

£34.00
£191.00
£263.04

£37.40
£210.10
£289.34

£54.90
£94.50
£132.10
£173.70
£5.20
£6.00

New
New
New

Not currently running
Not currently running
Not currently running
Not currently running
New
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Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£5.70
£7.20
£1.00
£6.00

£5.80
£7.30
£1.00
£6.10

Specialised Health Prevention Projects
Steady Steps (based on 12 weeks)
Steady Steps (based on 12 weeks) for non Wokingham borough residents
Cardiac Rehab (10 Week block)

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£37.00
£74.00
£37.00

£37.60
£75.20
£37.60

LTHC Rehab Gym incl. phase 4 cancer rehab (based on 10 sessions)

Exempt

£37.00

£37.60

GP referral (based on 10 sessions)

Exempt

£37.00

£37.60

Steady Steps Drop In session Pay as you go

Exempt

£3.70

£3.80

Steady Steps Drop In session Pay as you go non Wokingham residents

Exempt

£7.40

£7.50

Mental Wellbeing (10 Week Block)
Escape Pain (12 Week Block)

Exempt
Exempt

£37.00

£37.60
£40.00

New Programme

Dementia Friendly Activities
Activity Class
Activity Class - x10 coupon card
Ageing Actively
Ageing Actively - x10 coupon card
Mindful Health and Wellbeing
Mindful Health and Wellbeing - x10 coupon card
Social Isolation Project
Social isolation Project - x10 coupon card
Activity Class - Non-Residents

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£3.40
£34.00
£3.40
£34.00
£3.40
£34.00
£3.40
£34.00

£3.50
£34.50
£3.50
£34.50
£3.50
£34.50
£3.50
£34.50
£4.50

New

Exempt

£3.10
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0-5 classes - WOKINGHAM ACTIVE TOTS
General Class Pay as you go
Specialist classes Pay as you go
Additional sibling
Pre and post natal physical activity pay as you go

Adults with Health Conditions & Additional Needs (Disability)
General class per session off peak

£3.10
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Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Children with Health Conditions & Additional Needs (Disability)
General Class (£4.59 per session 10 weeks)
General Class (£3.76 per session CAN Card Holders 10 weeks)
Specialised Courses

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£45.20
£37.00
£58.60

£45.90
£37.60
£59.50

Additional Services:
Provision of Coach / Instructor Per Hour
Provision of Specialised Coach / Instructor Per Hour
Promotional social events for WBC Sports & Leisure

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£28.00
£39.00
£5.10

£28.40
£39.60
£5.20

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£108.00
£54.00
£27.00
£48.00
£24.00

£109.70
£54.90
£27.40
£48.80
£24.40

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£95.50
£47.80
£23.80
£47.75
£23.90
£11.95
£30.70

£97.10
£48.60
£24.20
£48.51
£24.30
£12.30
£31.20

Full Pitch (peak)
Half Pitch (peak)
Quarter Pitch (peak)
Full Pitch (off peak)
Half Pitch (off peak)
Quarter Pitch (off peak)

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£84.80
£42.40
£21.20
£42.40
£21.20
£10.60

£86.20
£43.10
£21.60
£43.10
£21.60
£10.80

Artificial Pitch, Cantley Park, Wokingham Full Pitch (peak)
Half Pitch (Peak)
Full Pitch (Off Peak)
Half Pitch (Off Peak)

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£86.80
£57.20
£43.40
£28.60

£88.20
£58.10
£44.10
£29.10

43

Charter Standard Clubs (junior & Adults)
Full Pitch (peak) Peak 5pm to 10pm
Half Pitch (peak) Peak 5pm to 10pm
Quarter Pitch (peak) Peak 5pm to 10pm
Half pitch (off peak)
Full Pitch (off peak)
WBC 3G/Artificial Pitches Standard Clubs
Full Pitch (peak) Peak 5pm to 10pm
Half Pitch (peak) Peak 5pm to 10pm
Quarter Pitch (peak) Peak 5pm to 10pm
Full pitch (off peak)
Half Pitch (off peak)
Quarter Pitch (off-peak)
Hire of changing rooms / shower facilities

per game

Key Partner Club

Updated Updated Updated Updated Updated Updated Updated -

not affiliated with FA users
not affiliated with FA users
not affiliated with FA users
not affiliated with FA users
not affiliated with FA users
not affiliated with FA users
not affiliated with FA users
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DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£127.30
£69.00
£39.80
£63.60
£38.90
£25.50

£129.40
£70.10
£40.40
£64.60
£39.50
£26.00

Football Foundation Match Play 3G
Key Partner Clubs
11 vs 11 2 Hours (inc changing room)
11 vs 11 2 Hours (NO changing room)
9v9 1 game full pitch 1.5 hours
7v7 2 games full pitch 1 hour
5v5 4 games full pitch 1 hour

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£84.20
£84.20
£42.10
£42.10
£42.10

£85.60
£85.60
£42.80
£42.80
£42.80

Non Football Foundation Match Play 3G
Standard Clubs
11 vs 11 2 Hours
9v9 1 game half pitch 1.5 hours
7v7 2 games half pitch 1 hour
5v5 4 games half pitch 1 hour

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£95.50
£47.80
£47.80
£47.80

£97.00
£48.60
£48.60
£48.60

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£49.40
£24.00
£16.40
£35.00
£20.00

£50.20
£24.50
£16.70
£35.60
£20.30

Standard
Standard

£63.00
£31.55

£64.10
£32.00

Standard
Standard
Standard

£50.60
£24.20
£30.70

£51.40
£24.60
£31.20

44

Commercial Operations (inc Private Coaching Companies- Discretion of WBC S&L)
Full Pitch (peak)
Half Pitch (peak)
Quarter Pitch (peak)
Full Pitch (off peak)
Half pitch (off peak)
Quarter Pitch (off peak)

Artificial Five a Side Pitch Montague Park
FA Charter/Key Partner/Informal
Full Pitch (peak) 92yds x 49 yds (training only)
Half Pitch (peak) 52yds x 49yds (Training only)
Third of a Pitch (peak) Approx 49yd x 30yd (training only)
Full Pitch (Off Peak)
Half Pitch (off peak)
Commercial Hire Montague Park
Full Pitch (peak)
Half Pitch (peak)
Grass Pitches
All sites:
Ryeish Green Grass
Cantley Park Grass
Barkham Rec
Elizabeth Park
Chalfont Park
Waverley Way
Bigshotte Park

Sandford Park

Senior Pitch (90 x 60 & above)
Junior Pitch (80 x 50 & smaller) per game
Hire of changing rooms / shower facilities

per game
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Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£14.30
£17.60
£7.70
£8.30

£14.50
£17.90
£7.80
£8.40

Standard
Standard

£14.30
£17.60

£14.50
£17.90

£171.50

£174.20

£448.40

£455.60

£840.80

£854.30

£33.00

£33.50

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

Notes

SPORTS PAVILION HIRE:
Ashridge room inc kitchen, & upstairs toilets only, Cantley:
Hire per hr - Off peak (before 6pm weekdays & Sundays inc WBC users)
Hire per hr - Peak times (Weekdays after 6 pm & all day Saturday)
Standard overrun charge per booking - Minimum charge
Standard overrun charge per booking - Maximum charge

Per hire min
Per hire max

Cantley Park Café Area:
Hire per hr - Off peak (before 6pm weekdays & Sundays inc WBC users)
Hire per hr - Peak times (Weekdays after 6 pm & all day Saturday)

45

EVENTS
EVENTS *rates negotiable with WBC Service Managers consent. Labour rates &
Deposit of 10% required
extras upon request and negotiable.
Hire of field/open space for event - Small (family gathering up to 30 with minimal
Maximum
Standard
impact on other users)
Hire of field/open space for event - Medium (Community event with between 30 and
Maximum
Standard
70 attendees with medium impact on other users)
Hire of field/open space for event - Extra Large (Any event above 120 restricting use
Standard
of facility for others)
MISCELLANEOUS GROUNDS MAINTENANCE FEES:
Refundable deposit for all keys to Pavilions & Secure Sites (per set)

Exempt

N/A

Emmbrook
Wokingham and Emmbrook FC (WEFC)- 6-10pm for 30 weeks - Monday
Wokingham and Emmbrook FC (WEFC) - 6-10pm for 30 weeks - Tuesday

Standard
Standard

£9,600.00
£9,600.00

£9,753.60
£9,753.60

Wokingham and Emmbrook FC (WEFC)- 6-10pm for 30 weeks - Wednesday

Standard

£9,600.00

£9,753.60

Wokingham and Emmbrook FC (WEFC) - 6-10pm for 30 weeks - Thursday
Football season match - 5v5/7v7 and 9v9 mini soccer - full pitch for 1 hour (sat 91pm) 30 weeks

Standard

£9,600.00

£9,753.60

Standard

£4,800.00

£4,876.80

Wokingham and Emmbrook FC - off peak (may - Aug) full pitch hire per 2 hrs

Standard

£40.00

£40.60

County FA 11v11 Flexi - Summer Saturdays x 8 weeks full pitch

Standard

£100.00

£101.60

15 Berks Bucks FA Coach Ed Days to include 1) 1st 4 sport Level 1 Award Coaching
Football; 2) Level 2 Block 1,2 & 3; 3) Referee Courses - included in BBFA 15 days

Standard

£150.00

£152.40

4 x FA Safeguarding & FA Emergency First Aid - FA Day Rate

Standard

£75.00

£76.20

WEFC Summer Use - 6 hours full pitch
Berks and Bucks FA
Reading FC Community Trust
BOBi Disability League

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£240.00
£127.30

£243.80
£127.30
£150.00
£44.94

10am-3pm

£42.40

Not in use
New
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Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Workplace Health
ONLINE/IN PERSON CLASSES - monthly

£12.00

New - unlimited class attendance and access to online
library

Wokingham Active Kids

PPA (Planning, preparation & assesment time) Provisions School Sport / per term ~
10 weeks. 1hr sessions per week.

Standard

£462.00

New - 1hr sessions per week with qualified coach
running a PE session alongside national curriculum. Per
1 session/week = £46.20. ~per child £1.85 (class of 25).
Coaching session to free up time for teachers not
qualified to deliver sport/physical education to focus on
PPA time.

Online PE Plans/ Per Monthly

Standard

£180.00

New - Online Access to Session Plans for 1 year. To
assist with planning of PE (physical education) lessons

Parent PE Resources/ Per Month

Standard

£120.00

New - Online access to Videos and Home PE lessons
for parents to do at home/in the park

per person
per person

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£6.00
£20.00
£2.00
£6.00
£20.00
£2.00
FREE

New
New
New
New
New
New
New

per person
per person

Standard
Standard

£12.00
£7.50

New
New

Standard

£30.00

New - Combined price = £39 = saving £9 per family of 4

Standard
Standard
Standard

£5.00
£18.00
£10.00

Standard

£40.00

Standard

£7.50

New
New
New
New - Combined price = £56 = saving £16 per family of
4
New

Food/Retail vendors - Evening
Food/Retail Vendors - Day

Standard
Standard

£100.00
£150.00

New
New

Food/Retail Vendors - Week

Standard

£500.00

New - Per day = ~ £78 - Saving £550 per week on daily
rate across 7 days ( £150 x 7 = £1,050 per week)

Commercial Vendors - per day
Non-commercial craft Vendors
Online non-commercial craft & Food vendors - E.g. Virtual Market
Online commercial craft & Food vendors - E.g. Virtual Market

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£250.00
£50.00
£20.00
£50.00

New
New
New
New
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Art & Culture Events
Outdoor Cinema
Outdoor Cinema - Family (2 Adults + 2 Children)
Additional Children for above
Indoor Cinema
Indoor Cinema - Family (2 Adults + 2 Children)
Additional Children for above
Carers
Ice Rink Adult - Synthetic
Ice Rink Child - Synthetic

per person
per person
per person

Family (2 Adults + 2 children) - Synthetic
Additional Children - Synthetic
Ice Rink Adult - Real
Ice Rink Child - Real

per person
per person
per person

Family (2 Adults + 2 children) - Real
Additional Children - Real

per person
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Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Events
All Day event - Festival/Fayre adult
All Day event - Festival/Fayre Child
Evening Event - Book talk Adult
Evening Event - Book talk Child
Tea Dance Adult No Food
Tea Dance Adult with Food
Tea Dance Child no food
Tea Dance Child With Food

per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£7.50
£5.00
£5.00
£3.50
£10.00
£15.00
£7.00
£12.00

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Pt Permits

Monthly

Standard

£18.75

2-5 Clients

Monthly

Standard

£28.33

New - Example Based on Trainer working 50 weeks 5
sessions per week 3 clients per session. Cost Per
Week for trainer = £6.80 - 5 sessions per week = £1.36
per session.

6-10 Clients

Monthly

Standard

£37.50

New - Example Based on Trainer working 50 weeks 4
sessions per week 8 clients per session. Cost Per
Week for trainer = £9 - 4 sessions per week = £2.25 per
session.

10+ Clients

Monthly

Standard

£56.25

New - Based on Trainer working 50 weeks 2 sessions
per week, Bootcamp of 15 people. Cost Per Week for
trainer = £13.5 - 2 sessions per week = £6.75 per
session.

Standard

£25.00

New

47

One-to-One

New - Example Based on Trainer working 50 weeks 5
sessions per week 1 client per session. Cost Per Week
for trainer = £4.5 - 5 sessions per week = £0.90 per
session.

Wokingham Lates Art Events - Adults Only
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Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£27.50
£24.20
£22.00
£55.00
£41.80
£38.50
£33.00
£30.80
£27.50
£66.00
£60.50
£44.00

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Online Virtual Workshops - 1 off event - all Ages

per person

Standard

£5.50

New

Online Virtual Vulnerable Groups - Mental Health, Socially Isolated, Disability Arts

per person

Standard

£3.85

New

Vulnerable Groups - Mental Health, Socially Isolated, Disability Arts

per person

Standard

£3.85

New

Arts Exhibition/Festival/Trail Administration Fee
Exhibition Sales Percentage

per person

Standard
Standard

£35.00
30%

New
New

Standard

£174.20

New

Standard

£455.60

New

Standard

£854.30

New

Standard

£1,000.00

New

Various

New
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Art Workshops
Online half-day Adult
Online half-day 60+
Online half-day Child
Online Full-day Adult
Online Full-day 60+
Online Full-day Child
Real Life Half-day Adult
Real Life Half-day 60+
Real Life Half-day Child
Real Life Full-day Adult
Real Life Full-day 60+
Real Life Full-day Child

Open Space Hire
Hire of field/open space for non-commercial event - Small (family gathering up to 30 )
Hire of field/open space for non-commercial event - Medium (Community event with
between 30 and 70 attendees)
Hire of field/open space for non-commercial event - Extra Large (Any event above
120)
Hire of field/open space for Commercial Event
Café Items- Cantley Park
Café food and drink prices will be set at full cost recovery and in line with market
rates offering diverse catering offerings for all dietary requirements
Cricket Pitch (Artificial)
Cricket Pitch Hire (Artificial) - School T20 Daytime/Evenings

per game

Standard

£35.00

New

Cricket Pitch Hire (Artificial) Club - Weekends & Evenings T20 (Junior or Adult)

per game

Standard

£50.00

New

per game

Standard

£75.00

New

per game
per game

Standard
Standard

£40.00
£10.00

New
New

Cricket Pitch Hire (Artificial) Club - Weekends 40+ overs per innings (Junior or
Adult)
Cricket Pitch Hire (Artificial) Club - Weekday Daytime
Cricket Net Hire - per lane 1 hour
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Children's Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20
Notes

Incl VAT (if applic) Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£14.40
£18.10
£17.60
£60.00
£31.00
£75.00

£14.60
£18.40
£17.90
£61.00
£31.50
£76.20

YOUTH & COMMUNITY SERVICE:

per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

Woodley Airfield
Commercial Hire:
Hall

per hour

Exempt

£21.10

£21.40

Community Hire:
Hall

per hour

Exempt

£17.60

£17.90

Private Hire:
Hall

per hour

Exempt

£17.60

£17.90
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Wokingham Youth & Community Centre - charges from 1 April 2021
Commercial rates agreed on negotiation
Activity
Hall
Hard Court
Kitchen
Meeting
Premises

Use of car park for organisations who are not hiring the hall
Home To School / College Transport

Covers full costs

£5.00

per session

New - to take affect from 1 December 2020

All changes in charges to come into effect from the start of the school year 1 September 2021

Concessionary Fare (average)

per pass

Zero Rated

Full cost recovery

£745.00

£755.00

Lost Pass replacement fee

per pass

Zero Rated

Full cost recovery

£18.50

£18.50

Disabled Children's Saturday Clubs
Cost to other local authorities

per visit

Non Business

Full cost recovery

£103.00

£104.60

Page 11

Cost to update website more than extra revenue
received
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Adult Social Services

CHARGE

UNIT

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

VAT Type

SERVICE
POLICY

Home Care Service & Community Support Services - charges from 1 December 2020
Full cost recovery (means Tested) except where two carers required where only one will be
charged (maximum charge to individual is the actual cost incurred by WBC)

Hour

Second carer

Older People - charges from 1 December 2020
Residential Care:
WBC Homes for Older People
Week

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

Full Cost to other local authorities - Suffolk Lodge

Week

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

50

Full Standard charge - residents - Suffolk Lodge

Independent Sector Homes for the Elderly
Maximum charge to resident is the actual cost incurred by WBC

Respite Care:
Adults - charge to resident - WBC Homes
WBC Home - Suffolk Lodge - Maximum charge subject to a financial assessment

Week

Adults - charge to resident - Independent Sector
Maximum charge to resident is the actual cost incurred by WBC

ADULTS AND MENTAL HEALTH:
Day Care Service:
Where a meal is received, flat rate charge

Day

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

Two or more meals received, minimum charge

Day

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

Page 12

Notes
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Adult Social Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE
POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Day Care:
Full cost to other local authorities

Day

Non Business

Full cost recovery

Full cost recovery

Care management for non-residential service – start of service
Care management for non-residential service – following years
Annual administration charge for non-residential services – start of service

Annual

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£173.46
£99.66
£117.64

£176.50
£101.30
£119.50

Annual administration charge for non-residential services –following years

Annual

Non Business

£117.64

£119.50

Deferred Payment Agreements (DPA)
Setup charge excluding disbursements
Setup charge including disbursements
Annual Administration excluding disbursements
Annual Administration including disbursements

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£845.50
£672.00
£292.40
£192.60

£859.00
£682.80
£297.10
£195.70

Management of client finances under Appointeeship where savings are over £3000

Annual

Exempt

£106.10

£107.80

Additional services after death - e.g. locating executors, arranging funerals
Estates Winding up fee - Level 1 (Deputy & Appointeeship)
Estates Winding up fee - Level 2 (Deputy & Appointeeship)
Estates Winding up fee - Level 3 (Deputy & Appointeeship)

One off
One off
One off

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£233.40
£286.40
£403.20

£237.10
£291.00
£409.70

Additional services for clients with capacity e.g. arranging a will/funeral plan etc

One off

Exempt

£51.40

£52.20

Self Funders:

51

Adult Social Services - Deputyship and Appointee - charges from 1 December 2020
Deputyship & Appointee WBC Fees/charges

Page 13

changed from
below to over
£3,000 - error in
wording
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Concessionary Travel - charges from 1 December 2020
Replacement of lost National Bus Pass

Zero Rated

Full Cost Plus

£6.50

£6.50

Each

Non business

Cost recovery &
contribution towards
income generation

£250.00

£254.00

To professionals for commercial purposes or owners/buyers

per hour

Non business

£32.00

£32.50

48 hour response
Research and response to enquiry per property where no documentation
is supplied
First issue of Completion Certificates on archive applications
Provide pre-application advice (first hour free of charge)
Subsequent Building Regulation Charges may be reduced accordingly to
reflect this advice.

per hour

Non business

£64.00

£65.00

per hour

Non business

£32.00

£32.50

per hour

Standard
Standard

£87.00
£87.00

£88.40
£88.40

Non business
Non business
Non business

£32.00
£42.00
£42.00

£32.50
£42.70
£42.70

Standard

£87.00

£88.40

Non business

£250.00

£254.00

per hour

Standard

£87.00

£88.40

Scaffold licence

Each

Non business

Cost recovery &
contribution towards
income generation

£199.00

£202.20

Scaffold licence extension

Each

Non business

Cost recovery &
contribution towards
income generation

£124.00

£126.00

Building Control GF - charges from 1 December 2020
Building Control Residual
Demolition notice

Building Control Solutions
Research, retrieval and copy charge per property for Building Regulation Decision
Notice(s) and/or Completion Certificate(s) intended for commercial re-use.

52

Research, retrieval and examination of Building Regulation record
To professionals for commercial purposes
Letter confirming exemption
Letter confirming enforcement action will not be taken
Pre-application site inspections to discuss possible work e.g. view trial
holes. Payment is required in advance
Submission of a Demolition Application
Retrieve archive file, undertake research, further inspection(s) and issue
a completion certificate in respect of a project, following a period of three
years since the last inspection of the work

per hour

Page 14

Charge frozen as cost of implementing price
change will exceed benefits as we don’t get
large numbers of residents losing their
passes
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Building Regulations Application charges - Already in force since May 2020 due to separate approval

Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£200.00
£200.00
£220.00
£270.00
£20.00
£379.00

£200.00
£200.00
£220.00
£270.00
£20.00
£379.00

Applications: Inspection charge
< 5000m2
> 5000m2 but < 10000m2
> 10000m2 but < 20000m2
> 20000m2 but < 30000m2
> 30000m2 but < 40000m2
> 40000m2 but < 50000m2

Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£107.00
£204.00
£340.00
£402.00
£469.00
£602.00

£107.00
£204.00
£340.00
£402.00
£469.00
£602.00

Applications: Building notice
< 5000m2
> 5000m2 but < 10000m2
> 10000m2 but < 20000m2
> 20000m2 but < 30000m2
> 30000m2 but < 40000m2
> 40000m2 but < 50000m2

Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£337.00
£444.00
£616.00
£739.00
£868.00
£1,069.00

£337.00
£444.00
£616.00
£739.00
£868.00
£1,069.00

Standard
Standard

£420.00
£520.00

£420.00
£520.00

Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard

£590.00
£760.00

£590.00
£760.00

New-dwellings 1 unit

Per application

Standard

£1,180.00

£1,180.00

New-dwellings 2 units
>2 units contact BC solutions

Per application

Standard

£1,487.00

£1,487.00

Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard

£439.00
£405.00

£439.00
£405.00

Charges relating to renovation of thermal element Fixed price for
works not exceeding £2000.00 in value
Building Notice charge
Per application

Standard

£150.00

£150.00

Domestic work involving the installation of solar panels/wind
turbines (where controlled by Building Regulations)
Building Notice charge for electrical works only
Per application

Standard

£175.00

£175.00

53

Application Type:
Applications: Plan charge
< 5000m2
> 5000m2 but < 10000m2
> 10000m2 but < 20000m2
> 20000m2 but < 30000m2
> 30000m2 but < 40000m2
> 40000m2 but < 50000m2

Charges Relating to New Houses and Flats up to Three Storeys High
and Not Exceeding 500m2
Full Plans charge
New-dwellings 1 unit
Per application
New-dwellings 2 units
Per application
>2 units contact BC solutions
Full Plans Inspection charge
New-dwellings 1 unit
New-dwellings 2 units
>2 units contact BC solutions
Building notice charge

Charges relating to work for electrical work not carried out by an
electrician registered to self-certify under Part P of building
regulations
Building Notice charge for electrical works only
Additional cost to a Building Notice or Full Plans application
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DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£192.00

£192.00

Notes

Planning - charges from 1 December 2020
Application Fees
Planning Application fee levels are set nationally and individual local planning authorities have no powers to vary them. The
anticipated income is based on current fee levels.
Pre-application Charges:
Application Type:
House Holder

Per application

Standard

Non-householder ≤40 sq m floorspace £200
Non-householder 41-100 sq m floorspace £500
Non-householder 101-200 sq m floorspace £1000
Non-householder 201-500 sq m floorspace £1200
Non-householder 501-1000 sq m floorspace £1500
Non-householder 1001– 2000 sq m floorspace £2000
Non-householder 2001–5000 sq m floorspace £2500
Non-householder ≥5000 sq m floorspace £10K

Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£200.00
£500.00
£1,000.00
£1,200.00
£1,500.00
£2,000.00
£2,500.00
£10,000.00

≤ 1 Ha
1.01 - 3 Has
3.01 - 5 Has
≥ 5.01 Has

per 0.1 Ha
Per application
Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£300.00
£2,000.00
£5,000.00
£10,000.00

New-dwellings 1 to 9 units
New-dwellings 10 to 50 units

Per Dwelling
Per Dwelling

Standard
Standard

£255.60

Change to S106 agreement- minimum
Change to S106 agreement- maximum

Per application
Per application

Non-business
Non-business

£1,028.00
£2,056.00

£1,500.00
£2,500.00

£0.10

£0.10

£0.10

£0.10

£0.10

£0.10

£0.10

£0.10

£3.40

£3.50

£1.00
£2.30
£3.40

£1.00
£2.30
£3.50

£29.70

£30.20

£7.90

£8.00

£939.70

£954.70

The planning app fee is £206, if this charge
increases there will be no point applying for
pre-app advice

New method of charging

Non-householder where no new floorspace proposed based on site area

54

£300.00
£300.00

Copying Charges:
Copying Decision Notice

per A4 sheet

Standard

Copying T.P.O.

per A4 sheet

Standard

A4 additional sheets

per A4 sheet

Standard

A3 additional sheets

per A4 sheet

Standard

Statutory constraints
/ Guidance

General Photocopying:
Statutory constraints
/ Guidance

Plan Printing:
Reprographics service charge - single charge levied per batch of plan
printing

Standard

A2
A1
A0

Standard
Standard
Standard

Ordnance Survey (1:1250 Scale extracts)

Per set of O/S plans produced

Standard

Ordnance Survey (1:500 Scale extracts)

Per set of O/S plans produced

Standard

High Hedges Legislation

Non Business

Copy of a Tree Preservation Order

Non Business

Highways Design Guide - paper copy of document

Standard

Statutory constraints
/ Guidance

Statutory constraints
/ Guidance

Demand Driven

£0.10

£0.10

£116.50

£118.40
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New charge
New charge
New charge
New charge

New unit of charging

APPENDIX A

DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Transportation - charges from 1 December 2020
Park & Ride User

standard

Full cost recovery

£1.00

£1.00

Winnersh Station Parking
Train User
Day Parking

standard
standard

Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery

£4.00
£4.00

£4.00
£4.00

£16.00

£17.60

Same charge

Countryside Services - charges from 1 December 2020
Car Parking @ California Country Parks and Dinton Pastures
Coach Parking per day

Standard
Standard

£1.50

£1.65

One flat fee all year

Charge per Visit - over 4 hours

Standard

£6.00

£6.60

One flat all day fee all year

Annual Season Ticket - 6 month

Standard

£80.00

£88.00

Increase on 6mth to encourage people to
purchase a year long ticket

Annual Season Ticket - 12 month

Standard

£150.00

£165.00

Annual Season Ticket - 6 month concessionary

Standard

£56.00

£61.50

Annual Season Ticket - 12 month concessionary
Out of hours car park unlocking

Standard
Standard

£112.00
£88.00

£123.50
£88.00

Exempt

£20.00

£20.00

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£610.00
£240.00
£610.00
£140.00
£220.00
£1,200.00
£250.00

£671.00
£264.00
£671.00
£140.00
£242.00
£1,320.00
£300.00

Charge per Visit -per hour

per hour

Full cost

55

Mobility Scooter Joining Fee
Angling
Fishing Syndicates
White Swan Lake
White Swan winter
Black Swan Lake
River Loddon
Longmoor Lake
Gold Ticket
Twyford Reserve

per person

Full cost plus

Guest ticket

Standard

£20.00

£30.00

Day season tickets full
Day season discount
Waiting list deposit non refundable , taken off first year membership

Standard
Standard
Standard

£75.00
£55.00
£20.00

£82.50
£60.50
£20.00

£5.00

£6.00

£2.50

£2.50

Day ticket per rod

per rod

Standard

Concession
Full cost plus

CALIFORNIA COUNTRY PARK
Paddling Pool

Exempt

Full cost
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Increase on 6mth to encourage people to
purchase a year long ticket

group over subscribed
group undersubscribed
group over subscribed
group over subscribed
tickets over subscribed

APPENDIX A

DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Public Rights of Way
Processing statutory Declarations

per item

Non Business

Cost

£575.10

£584.30

Non Business

Cost

£55.00

£55.90

Non Business

Full cost plus

POA

POA

Extinguishment and Diversion Orders of Public Rights of Way under
Section 257 Town and Country Planning Act 1990

Non Business

Full cost plus

POA

POA

Temporary Traffic Regulation Order
Public rights of way information - Definitive Map extract

Non Business
Standard

Full cost plus
Demand Driven
Full cost plus officer
time

£2,555.60
£103.30

£2,596.50
£105.00

POA

POA

£336.30

£341.70

Legal costs not included and will be provided
for each case individually

£341.70

Legal costs not included and will be provided
for each case individually

Statutory Declarations - processing of subsequent declarations
Extinguishment and Diversion Orders of Public Rights of Way under
Section 118 and 119 Highways Act 1980

per item

1st query

Enforcement action under Section 143 Highways Act 1980 and Schedule 12A
PerRights
item of Way Act 1990

Non Business

Highways - charges from 1 December 2020
Licence to Plant in the Highway

Non Business

Planters Licence

Non Business

Street Light Column Relocation - Admin Charge. (Recovery officers time
and works cost is additional to this)

Non Business

56

Rechargeable works on the highway including accident damage - charges
depend on actual value of the works and costs associated with
reinstatement
Technical Approval of Highways Structures
Cat 0
Cat 1
Cat 2
Cat 3

Recovery of costs
(Ref Highways Act
S.142)
Recovery of costs
(Ref Highways Act
S.142)

£53.80

£54.70

Non Business

Full cost plus
administrative, legal
and insurance

Variable

Variable

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

To recover service
costs

£896.30
£1,008.40
£1,736.10
Based on quote

£910.60
£1,024.50
£1,763.90
Based on quote
All SN&N fees benchmarked against
neighbouring LA's and analysed to ensure
full cost recovery

Street Naming & Numbering:
Change of Property Name
To alter the address if plans altered by developer
Research into archives (where not part of statutory function) Per hour set
as minimum.
To rename a street when requested by residents
Confirmation of address to solicitors, agents etc
New Developments:
First Address
Additional addresses

Standard
Standard
Standard

£84.70
£29.20
Recovery of
administration costs

Standard
Standard
Non Business
Non Business

Recovery of
administration costs

£86.00
£30.00

£29.20

£30.00

£458.30
£29.20

£466.00
£30.00

£111.60
£46.70

£113.00
£47.00
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DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

STREETWORKS - PERMIT SCHEME
Main Roads. All 0, 1, 2 streets,
Traffic Sensitive 3 & 4 streets

Non Business

£84.00

£84.00

Minor Roads. 3 & 4 / Non
Traffic Sensitive streets

Non Business

£74.00

£74.00

Main Roads. All 0, 1, 2 streets,
Traffic Sensitive 3 & 4 streets

Non Business

£219.00

£219.00

Minor Roads. 3 & 4 / Non
Traffic Sensitive streets

Non Business

£143.00

£143.00

Non Business

£45.00

£45.00

Provisional Advance Authorisation

Major Activity over 10 days and all major works requiring a traffic
regulation order

Permit Variation

Main Roads. All 0, 1, 2 streets,
Traffic Sensitive 3 & 4 streets
Minor Roads. 3 & 4 / Non
Traffic Sensitive streets
Main Roads. All 0, 1, 2 streets,
Traffic Sensitive 3 & 4 streets

Non Business

£35.00

£35.00

Non Business

£127.00

£127.00

Major Activity (up to 3 days)

Non Business

£63.00

£63.00

Standard Activity

Non Business

£127.00

£127.00

Minor Activity

Non Business

£63.00

£63.00

Minor Activity (carried out wholly outside traffic sensitive times)

Non Business

£51.00

£51.00

Immediate Activity

Non Business

£54.00

£54.00

Immediate Activity (carried out wholly outside traffic sensitive times)

Non Business

£44.00

£44.00

Major Activity (4-10 days)

57

STREETWORKS - LICENSES
NRSWA - Streetworks Licence up to 20m (over 20m to be pro-rated to
max £)
NRSWA - Streetworks Licence up to 20m (over 20m to be pro-rated to
max £)

Non Business
Minimum

Non Business

Maximum

Non Business
Non Business

Skip Licence (max 2 weeks, additional fee per week)

Skip Licence (max 2 weeks, additional fee per week)

STREETWORKS - TRAFFIC ORDERS
Temporary Order
Temporary Notice
Special Events
Street Parties (on Non through roads)
Street Parties - Provision of traffic signs (on Non through roads)

To recover service
costs

Permit fees can only be raised via industry
consultation following extensive reporting.
Permit scheme must be self funding. If
income doesn’t cover permit function, fees
can be raised, if profit is made, fees must be
lowered (judged over a 3 year period). Any
profit can only be reinvested into permit
function, not wider Council operations. All as
per 'Statutory guidance for highway authority
permit schemes'.

Additional fee per week

Non Business

1
1
1
1

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

To recover service
costs

Recovery of costs
(Ref Highways Act
S.139)
Recovery of costs
(Ref Highways Act
S.139)

Full cost plus
Full cost plus
Subsidised
Subsidised
Full cost recovery

£470.80

£478.30

£2,349.00

£2,386.60

£46.00

£46.70

£35.90

£36.50

£2,555.60
£395.80
£1,274.70
£99.20
POA

£2,596.50
£402.10
£1,295.10
£100.80
POA
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Combined under Streetworks responsibility
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DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22

Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT:
Tourist Signing - formal application

1

Non Business

Full cost recovery

£180.20

£183.10

Tourist Signs - actual cost + admin
Supervision of erection of signs
Daily Traffic Signal Switch off / on requests - initial instruction:
Relates to third party request to switch off existing traffic signal
installations to facilitate local roadworks (either Stats Company or
Developer)
Traffic Signal Switch off / on requests - follow up cost per site visit as part
of original request above
Access Protection Markings - per 4.5m length (pro-rata thereafter)
Temporary Developer Signs - Application 1-5 Signs
Temporary Developer Signs - Application 6+ Signs

1
1

Non Business
Non Business

Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery

£264.40
£120.90

£268.60
£122.80

1

Non Business

Full cost plus

£498.40

£508.00

1

Non Business

Full cost plus

£212.10

£216.00

1
1
1

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

Full cost plus
Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery

£143.40
£180.20

£146.00
£183.80
£450.00

1 - 20
21 - 40
41 - 60
61 - 80

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery

£176.90
£222.00
£266.50
£311.10
POA
POA

£179.70
£225.60
£270.80
£316.10
POA
POA

Traffic data request-Automated Traffic Counter Site / Junction Count Data

1

Non Business

Full cost plus

£162.60

£165.20

Diversion signing schedule sensitive streets
Diversion signing schedule non-sensitive streets

1
1

Non Business
Non Business

Full cost plus
Full cost plus

£564.90
£446.30

£573.90
£453.40

Cycle Helmets (Schools)

1

Standard

Full cost recovery

£10.00

£10.00

Cycle Helmets (Rural Schools)

1

Standard

Full cost recovery

£5.00

£5.00

Cycling Level 1/2 Training (3 day session)
Cycling Level 3 Training (1 day session)
Bikeability Learn to Ride or Adult Cycle Training (per person)

1
1
1

Standard
Standard
Standard

Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery
Full cost recovery

£25.00
£10.00
£5.00

£26.00
£11.00
£6.00

1st query
1

Standard
Standard
Standard

Demand Driven
Demand Driven
Demand Driven

£103.30
£27.40
£102.20

£105.00
£27.80
£103.80

POA

POA

Accident data requests:

Accident data requests (81 or more units)
Permanent Traffic Regulation Orders

58

HIGHWAYS INFORMATION & TRAFFIC SCHEME INFORMATION:
Highways information - ordnance survey extract
Each additional query
Traffic Scheme Information
Access to Wokingham Transportation Model (by negotiation @
Commercial rates)

New charge to come in 01.04.21

We receive some grant funding and we are
running a campaign to encourage more
people to wear helmets. We want to make
sure helmets are as affordable as possible to
our residents, so we sell them at cost.

Travel Planning / My Journey
Developer contribution to My Journey (per dwelling)

1

Full cost

£450.00

£520.00

Travel Plan monitoring fee (Residential and Workplace)

1

Full cost

POA

POA
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Not previously included on list. Charge not
increased for several years, will new index
link
Already apply a charge for monitoring of
developers Travel Plans agreed as per
planning application/permission
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

POA

Notes

HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT
Combined S38/S278 works agreement - 10% of works value & a deposit
of 2% or £20k whichever is the greater will be required on commissioning
of WBCs services

1

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

S38 adoption of highways - 10% of works value. A deposit of 2% or £20k
whichever is the greater will be required on commissioning of WBCs
services

1

S278 works to existing highways - 10% of works value. Deposit of 2% or
£20k whichever is the greater will be required on commissioning of WBCs
services

1

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

S38 adoption of highways where S38 agreement is completed prior to
commencement of works onsite - 8% of works value. A deposit of 2% or
£20k whichever is the greater will be required on commissioning of WBCs
services

Non Business

If works associated with a S38 Agreement have not been completed
within 2 years from the works start date, then an additional fee of 4.25%
of the cost of the works value will be levied to cover the ongoing
inspection and administration.

Demand Driven

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£3,186.80

£3,237.80

Non Business

£10,000.00

£10,160.00

Fee per additional S38/S278 technical review of drawings following
review of developer's initial two S38/S278 technical submissions

Non Business

£200.00

£203.20

Fee per site visit should WBC engineers visit the site to carry out
inspections and are not able to do so through no fault of their own

Non Business

£100.00

£101.60

Fee for separate specialist approval of new traffic signals junction

Non Business

59

Minor works agreement - works to existing highways.
Fee for works starting on development site in advance of a S38
agreement being completed

1

POA

COMMUTED SUMS (payable prior to issue final certificate):
Highway Structures (per structure)
Structural & Non Structural Retaining Walls
Structural or Non Structural Noise Reducing Fences
Vehicle Road Restraint Systems

1
1
1
1

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

POA
POA
POA
POA

POA
POA
POA
POA

Soakaways (per soakaway)

1

Non Business

£4,506.20

POA

1
1
1
1
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
1
1
1
1
1

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£4,506.20
£549.60
£5,914.20
POA
POA
£164.90
POA
£55.00
£55.00
£28.60
£219.80
POA
POA
POA
£824.40

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Illuminated Road Signs/Traffic Bollards

1

Non Business

£549.60

POA

Non Illuminated Traffic Bollards

1

Non Business

£274.80

POA

Traffic Calming (per item)
Bus Shelters with Real Time Information

1
1

Non Business
Non Business

POA
POA

POA
POA

Catchpit (per Catchpit) (30 years)
Road Gulley (per Gully)
Petrol Interceptors (per interceptor) (30 years)
Linear Drainage Systems, Carrier Drains, Headwalls & Storm Water Grills
Balancing Pond (per item)
Carriageway (per m2)
Anti Skid (per m2)
Footway (per m2)
Verge (per m2)
Landscaped area within or adjacent highways (per m2)
Trees within or adjacent highways (per tree)
Traffic Signal Junction
Pedestrian Crossing (Pelican/Toucan)
Zebra Crossing
Street Lighting

Demand Driven
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New

changed to POA- Full review of Commuted
sums ongoing
changed to POA
changed to POA
changed to POA

changed to POA
changed to POA
changed to POA
changed to POA
changed to POA

changed to POA
POA because cost now related to availability
of power supply and traffic management
costs which varies from scheme to scheme
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£176.00

£179.50

Notes

DOMESTIC VEHICULAR CROSSOVERS (formerly Footway Crossings):
Application fee (includes highway site safety assessment)

Non Business

Site supervision hourly fee where works undertaken by Term Contractor

Non Business

Site supervision hourly fee where works undertaken by Other Contractor

Non Business

Recovery of
Administration costs
(recovery of works
cost is additional to
this)

Domestic Vehicular Crossing - Standard Width

Non Business

Full Cost Recovery

Charge per crossing where carried out by residents to an approved
specification under council supervision

Non Business

Recovery of
Administration costs

POA

POA

Charge for licensing tables and chairs on public highway

Non Business

Demand Driven

£555.00

£563.90

Non Business

Recovery of
Administration costs

£15.40

£46.70

Full cost

£60.00

£65.00

Full cost
Full cost

£1.00
£4.00

£1.10
£4.40

Full cost

£56.00

£56.00

£52.80

£53.80

£120.90

£123.30

POA

POA

CIVIL PARKING ENFORCEMENT
Weekly Parking Suspensions & Dispensations

per 4.8m bay/vehicle or part
thereof

Charge adjusted to reflect same costs as
Skip Licence above

Waste - charges from 1 December 2020
Green Waste 240L Wheelie Bin
Green Waste 75L Compostable Sacks
Provision of extra residual waste bags in rolls of 10

60

Collection of up to 5 bulky household items including a fridges / freezers

EPA 1990, s45(1)(b) - Commercial Waste Collection
EPA 1990, s45(1)(b) - Chargeable Household Waste Collection (excludes
cost of disposal)

Per annum
Each
Per roll

Non Business

Contractor deals direct with Business
Contractor deals direct with Charity
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Kept frozen as large increase last year
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£31.00
£73.00
£124.00

£40.00
£94.00
£160.00

Increase in storage due to land costs
Increase in storage due to land costs
Increase in storage due to land costs

£64.00

£85.00

£35.00

£45.00

2.4 million on new facilities for members DAC build project. Day Lake Access Passes
are £10 per day, so an adult annual pass
equates to roughly 12 day tickets, which is
once a month or twice a week for 6 months of
the year. Family ticket needs to be at least
the cost of two adults, as it if for two adults
and two concessions.

Notes

Activity Centre - charges from 1 December 2020
Members receive 10% discount on • Activities for Adults • Activities for Juniors • Junior and Family Clubs • Personal Tuition • Pay & Play
Annual Boat Storage Fees - MEMBERS only
Kayak, Canoe, Board Storage and Parking
Small Boat Storage and Parking
Large Boat Storage and Parking

per boat

Standard
Standard
Standard

Annual Lake Access Pass Adult

pp

Standard

Annual Lake Access Pass Concession

pp

Standard

Full cost plus

Lake Access Fees:

Full cost plus
Annual Lake Access Pass Family (two adults, two juniors)

61

Day Lake Access Pass
Afternoon Lake Access Pass

4 people

Standard

£92.00

£120.00

per boat, per day
per boat 1pm-5pm

Standard
Standard

£10.00
£6.00

£10.00
£6.00

Exempt

£200.00

£200.00

£275.00

£275.00

Event / Course
Activities for Adults :
Adult Sailing Course (2 days or equivalent)
Adult Powerboat Course (2 days or equivalent)

Exempt

Full cost plus

pp

Keep price the same - courses did not fill

Adult Paddlesports 1/2 Day Course ( or equivalent)

Exempt

£50.00

£50.00

Adult Paddlesports 1 Day Course ( or equivalent)

Exempt

£100.00

£100.00

Instructor Training:
RYA Assistant Instructor / Paddlesports Leader Course
RYA Dinghy Instructor Pre-Assessment
RYA Dinghy Instructor Course
BCU FSRT
BCAB Paddle Sports Instructor Award

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£130.00
£98.00
£350.00
£100.00
£200.00

£130.00
£100.00
£355.00
£100.00
£200.00

pp

Full cost plus

Archery Instructor Award

Exempt

£250.00

£300.00

8hr First Aid

Exempt

£103.00

£105.00

16hr First Aid

Exempt

£206.00

£210.00

£260.00

£290.00

£42.00
£50.00

£45.00
£50.00

£20.00

£20.00

£90.00

£90.00

Activities for Juniors (8yrs +):
Junior / Teen Sailing Course (5 days or equivalent)
Multi Activity Days Ages 8+ (1 day or equivalent)
Multi Activity Days Ages 6+ (1 day or equivalent)
10% Discount for booking a full week of Multi Activity Days
10% Sibling Discount for multiple bookings in the same transaction
10% Discount for October Half Term
Only one discount applies
Activity Clubs:

Exempt
pp

Activity Clubs Per Session

Exempt
Exempt

Exempt
pp

Activity Clubs Per Six Session Booking

Full cost plus

Full cost plus
Exempt
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Keep the same. We increased significantly
last year but did not get chance to test this
increase due to COVID
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£3.00
£8.00
£6.00
£11.00
£20.00
£15.00
£21.00
£16.00

£3.00
£8.00
£6.00
£11.00
£20.00
£15.00
£30.00
£25.00

£13.95
£8.95

£14.50
£9.50

Notes

Days Out:
Promotional Events
Themed Events
Themed Events
Nature Events
Guided Night Paddles
Guided Night Paddles
Themed Guided Night Paddles
Themed Guided Night Paddles

pp
per Adult
per Junior
pp
per Adult
per Junior
per Adult
per Junior

Cinema Ticket Adult - Dinton
Cinema Ticket Concession - Dinton
* 10% block booking discount (4+ cinema tickets or two tickets for 2+ films)
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Adult Standard
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Adult All Inclusive Ticket
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Child Standard
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Child All Inclusive Ticket
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Under 6
*On the door tickets are +£2
Personal Tuition:
1:1 Tuition
2:1 Tuition
Small Group Tuition (up to 6:1)

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

Full cost plus

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£8.00
£11.00
£6.00
£9.00
£1.00

New
New
New
New
New

pp 2hrs
2ppl 2hrs
pp 2hrs

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£70.00
£55.00
£50.00

£75.00
£55.00
£50.00

Having two people costs us nothing extra

1 hr30 session

Exempt

£25.00

£30.00

High uptake, can increase

pp 1hr30
pp 3hrs
pp 5hrs (day)
pp 2hrs

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£18.00
£22.00
£33.00
£16.00

£18.00
£22.00
£33.00
£16.00

We significantly increased last year and want
to encourage schools back post covid

pp 2hrs

Standard

£32.00

£32.00

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

£258.00
£4.00
£8.00
£30.00

£262.10
£4.10
£8.10
£30.50

Exempt
Exempt

£27.50
£41.25

£28.00
£42.00

£3.00
£5.00
£32.00
£18.00

£3.00
£5.00
£32.00
£18.00

Full cost plus
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16+
16+
7+
7+

Taster Sessions:
Taster Sessions: 10% discount for multiple bookings

School and Youth Group Activities:
Evening Activity (min group size 20)
Half Day Activity (min group size 20, max 2 activities)
Full Day Activity (min group size 20, max 3 activities)
Regular Sessions (min group size 12)
Small Group Regular Sessions (min group size 6, max 8)

Full cost plus

Full cost plus

* 15% Discount Nov-March on the above
Facility Use Season Ticket (max group size 20)
Environmental Education One Activity - Self Led
Environmental Education Two Activities - Self
Environmental Education Ranger to lead package

per WBC Term
pp for up to 3 hours
pp up to 5 hours
per Ranger /per hour

Adult Group Activities:
Half Day Activity (min group size 10, max 2 activities)
pp 3hrs
Full Day Activity (min group size 10, max 3 activities)
pp 5hrs
* 15% Discount Nov-March on the above
Corporate Conservation Task
pp up to 3hrs
Corporate Conservation Task
pp over 3hrs
Ranger to lead Conservation Task
per ranger per day
Exclusive Conservation Activity (includes parking, refreshments and ranger to lead the
pp task)
up to 5hrs

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

Full cost plus
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Conservation task activities were a new
concept due to COVID-19 this product has
not been tested. Proposed to keep the same
as last year.
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£240.00
£280.00
£420.00
£60.00
£210.00

£240.00
£280.00
£420.00
£60.00
£210.00

Full cost plus

£540.00
£740.00
£3.60

£548.00
£752.00
£3.70

Full cost plus

£72.00
£167.00
£26.00
£22.00
£22.00
£19.00

£89.00
£206.00
£32.00
£26.00
£26.00
£22.50

SERVICE POLICY

Notes

Junior Group Activities / Childrens Parties:
Evening Activity (for a group of 8 under 8's and 10 for over)
Half Day Activity (for a group of 8 under 8's and 10 for over)
Full Day Activity (for a group of 8 under 8's and 10 for over)
Supplementary Fee for Zip Wire
Junior Rangers Party. Includes ranger and garden
Rock Climbing Wall Private Hire:
wall + 2 ins + equip + delivery + PL
wall + 2 ins + equip + delivery + PL
Delivery Charge outside of 10 mile radius
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Room Hire: DAC and Loddon Emmbrook rooms
Activity Hall
Commercial Rate Half Day / Evening
Commercial Rate Full Day
Commercial Rate per hour
Youth/Education/WBC Rate per hour
Commercial Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Youth Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Classroom
Commercial Rate Half Day / Evening
Commercial Rate Full Day
Commercial Rate per hour
Youth/Education/WBC Rate per hour
Commercial Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Youth Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Meeting Room
Commercial Rate Half Day / Evening
Commercial Rate Full Day
Commercial Rate per hour
Youth/Education/WBC Rate per hour
Commercial Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Youth Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Late lock up fee for Hall / Room Hire (after 6pm)
10% discount for hiring all three rooms

per 8 or 10 for 1hr30
per 8 or 10 for 3hrs
per 8 or 10 for 5hrs
for 1.5hrs
up to 20 for 2hrs

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

per day
half day / evening
day

Standard
Exempt
Exempt

per 3 hours
per 7 hours
per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

per 3 hours
per 7 hours
per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

per 3 hours
per 7 hours
per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour
one off charge

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Standard

Full cost plus

Re-worked for the new building

£42.20
£98.00
£15.20
£12.40
£12.40
£10.70

Full cost plus

Full cost plus

£60.00
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£15.75
£36.00
£5.60
£4.60
£4.60
£4.00
£61.00

New £2.4 million building with three rooms to
hire, Activity Hall (now larger than the
previous hall), classroom and meeting room.
Price worked out by dividing the existing
price down per m2 then multiplying it up by
the new footprint areas per room then adding
15% due to new improved facilities. These
fees are still a lot lower than commercial
hires of local facilities for conferencing, view
to increase again in 2021.
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from
1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£20.00
£30.00
£7.00
£7.00
£7.00
£6.00
£10.00

£20.00
£25.00
£30.00
£8.00
£16.00
£16.00
£6.00
£10.00

£45.00
£30.00
£25.00

£45.70
£30.50
£25.40

£4.00

£4.00

£216.00
£539.50
£1,079.00
£165.00
£432.00
£864.00
£134.00
£345.50
£691.00
£650.00
£3.00
£20.00
£78.00
£20.00
£85.00

£219.50
£548.10
£1,096.30
£167.60
£438.90
£877.80
£136.10
£351.00
£702.10
£660.40
£3.00
£20.30
£79.20
£20.30
£86.40

£10.00

£10.20

Notes

Book & Play:
Single Handed Dinghy
Sporty Single Handed Dinghy
Double Handed Dinghy
SUP / Kayak Hire (one person)
Canoe / Double Kayak Hire (two to three people)
Pedalo Hire (max 5 people)
Disc Hire (driver and midrange disc set)
Lost Disc Fee
Staff Resources:
Senior Instructor
Lead Instructor
Instructor

1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
pp per half hour
per boat per half hour
per boat per half hour
pp per day
per disc

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Full cost plus

per hour
per hour
per hour

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

Full cost plus

per day

Standard

Activity Equipment Hire:
PPE (harness, helmet, wetsuit, life jackets)
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Land Hire
Commercial up to 5 acre
per day
Commercial up to 20 acre
per day
Commercial up to 40 acre or use of lakeside trails
per day
Non- Commercial up to 5 acre
per day
Non- Commercial up to 20 acre
per day
Non- Commercial up to 40 acre
per day
WBC, Charity, Sch, Youth up to 5 acre
per day
WBC, Charity, Sch, Youth up to 20 acre
per day
WBC, Charity, Sch, Youth up to 40 acre
per day
Use of park land for filming
per day
Charge for removing bin liner bag of event litter
Charge for removing 1100L bin of event litter
Charge for provision of water for event
Charge for water use for event
Additional grass cutting required for event
All of the above 20% discount for low season Oct-end Mar
Camping Pitch, Grass no electric per 2 man tent
per day
All Land hire is at Budget Manager discretion to amend to meet commercial aspirations

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Full cost plus

Full cost plus
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Pay & Play Boat Hire is now bookable by
boat not per head. It was £7pp. It's now £8,
£16 or £25 per boat, depending upon what
boat you hire. For pedalos and kayaks there
was a number of complaints that a family of 4
cost £28 where as two people would only
cost £14. So changed to £16 per boat per
half hour which is similar to other watersports
places.
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Communities, Insight & Change Service

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from 1.12.20
or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

FREE
£110.00
FREE
£220.00

FREE
£112.00
FREE
£224.00

£600.00

£610.00

£200.00

£203.00

£900.00

£914.00

£160.00

£163.00

£47.00

£48.00

£1,340.00
£446.00
£72.60

£1,361.00
£453.00
£74.00

£80.00

£81.00

Notes

Cemeteries / Burial & Cremation - charges from 1 April 2021
Interment fees:
Under 1 month
Under 1 month out of Borough
1 month - 12 years
1 month - 12 years out of Borough

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

Over 12 years*

Non Business

Cremated remains*

Non Business

Columbaria - ashes internment for 10 years only*
Columbaria fee for additional ashes into the same slot (2nd
and final internment only)*

Non Business

Renewal fee for the above (at end of 10 year period) per year

Non Business
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Exclusive Rights of Burial:
Burial*
Cremated Remains*
Scattering of Cremated Remains on WBC land
Scattering of Cremated Remains within prescribed Cemetery
scattering areas
Memorial Benches
Memorial Bench (provided by WBC) with plaque 5 10 year
lease (outside Cemeteries)
Renewal of lease for a further 5 years
Installation of memorial bench on grass (without
plaque/outside Cemeteries)
Memorial Trees
Memorial Tree for period of 10 years, includes supply, plant
and plaque
Renewal of lease for a further 10 years

Non Business

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

Not applicable

To cover maintenance
cost

To provide an additional
service

To cover maintenance
cost
To cover maintenance
and administration cost

Standard

POA

POA

Standard

£448.40

£456.00

Standard

£274.80

£279.00

£1,055.10

£1,072.00

£448.40

£456.00

POA

POA

Standard
Standard

To cover maintenance
and administration cost

Replacement/additional plaque

Standard

Right to erect Memorials
For the right to erect any headstone or monument on a burial
grave space
For the right to erect a temporary marker on a grave

Standard

£250.00

£254.00

Standard

£25.00

£25.00

Memorial Mushroom
Memorial Mushroom or similar for period of 10 years (with 3
disks for inscription)
Renewal of lease for further 10 years

Standard

£456.10

£463.00

£246.20

£250.00

£80.00
£130.00

£81.00
£132.00

£40.00

£41.00

£13.00

£13.00

Other
Additional Inscription or works (on headstone)
Cremation Tablet
Transfer of exclusive Right of Burial (not done at time of
interment)
Family History Search of Burial Records
*Non residents are charged triple fees for the purchase of a
plot and for the first interment and scattering

Standard

To cover maintenance
and administration cost

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Full Cost
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Communities, Insight & Change Service

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from 1.12.20
or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Acorn Centre - charges from 1 December 2020
Hall (until 10pm)

Exempt

£24.20

£24.60

Hall (until 10pm) concessionary rate

Exempt

£22.00

£22.40

Hall (10pm-12am)

Exempt

£43.90

£44.60

Meeting Room1 or Meeting Room 2

Exempt

£9.90

£10.10

Meeting Room1 or Meeting Room 2 concessionary rate

Exempt

£8.80

£9.00

Meeting Rooms 1 & 2 combined

Exempt

£17.60

£17.90

£16.40

£16.70

£12.10

£12.30

Meeting Rooms 1 & 2 combined concessionary rate

1 hour

Exempt

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

Exempt

Meeting Room 3 concessionary rate

Exempt

£11.00

£11.20

Art Room

Exempt

£12.10

£12.30

Art Room concessionary rate

Exempt

£11.00

£11.20

Sensory Room

Exempt

£17.60

£18.00

Sensory Room concessionary rate

Exempt

£16.40

£16.70
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Meeting Room 3
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Communities, Insight & Change Service

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from 1.12.20
or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

Libraries - charges from 1 December 2020
OVERDUE CHARGES:
Benchmarked against ex-berks authorities
& neighbouring authorities; average charge
£0.28

per item per
day min

Non Business

£0.30

£0.31

Adult books, CD’s / Cassettes (No overdue charges for
people with visual impairment)

maximum
charge

Non Business

£12.30

£12.51

Children’s Books

per item per
day min

Non Business

£0.05

£0.07

Children’s Books

maximum
charge

Non Business

£3.35

£3.47

DVD

per item per
day min

Non Business

£1.65

£1.70

Benchmarked against ex-berks authorities
& neighbouring authorities; average charge
£0.98

DVD

maximum
charge

Non Business

£23.10

£23.80

Maximum charge adjusted to be divisible by
the daily rate

Non Business

£1.40

£1.40

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£0.70
£1.70
£0.70
£2.45
£1.40
£2.45
£1.40
£4.10
£1.30
£0.77
£2.45

£0.70
£1.70
£0.70
£2.50
£1.40
£2.50
£1.40
£4.20
£1.30
£0.80
£2.50
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Adult books, CD’s / Cassettes (No overdue charges for
people with visual impairment)

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

Benchmarked against ex-berks authorities
& neighbouring authorities - charges range
from zero to 20p, average charge is 9p;
charge kept lower to avoid discouraging
children from using the library

AUDIO VISUAL LOAN CHARGES :
Cassettes [1-2 tape sets] :
Concessionary Groups
Cassettes [3-6 tape sets] :
Concessionary Groups
Cassettes [7 or more tapes] :
Concessionary Groups
Compact discs [1 disc in the item]

per set per 3
weeks

Concessionary Groups
Compact discs [7 disc in the item]
Children’s compact discs
Children’s cassettes
Mixed Media packs [i.e. 3 or more formats in the item] :

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

AUDIO-VISUAL LOAN CHARGES:
DVD

per week min

Non Business

Tiered pricing system
based on title popularity

£2.30

£2.35

DVD

per week max

Non Business

Tiered pricing system
based on title popularity

£4.05

£4.15

Benchmarked against ex-berks authorities
& neighbouring authorities; average charge
£1.52; Highest charge £2.50
Benchmarked against ex-berks authorities
& neighbouring authorities; average charge
£2.58; Highest charge £3.40
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Communities, Insight & Change Service

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from 1.12.20
or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£0.65

£0.70

£3.60
£3.60

£7.00
£3.70

Benchmarked against ex-berks authorities
& neighbouring authorities; average charge
Benchmarked against ex-berks authorities
& neighbouring authorities; average is
+ British Library Charge

£33.00
£31.30

£33.60
£32.00

No benchmarking available
No benchmarking available

£8.25

£8.40

+ British Library Charge

Replacement charge
for the same, or
comparable title +
£2.25 admin fee

Replacement charge +
£2.25 admin fee

£2.30

£2.40

£0.20

£0.25

£0.40

£0.45

£1.60

£1.65

£0.70

£0.75

£5.20

£5.30

£3.30

£3.40

£0.67 - £10.00

£0.70 - £10.30

Notes

RESERVATIONS:
Any item within Borough stock (excluding children's)
Any item not currently in Borough stock
Photocopies from British Library
Bookclub Reservations
Forget-Me-Not Service
LOST AND DAMAGED ITEMS:
BOOKS:
Books on loan from British Library
British Library charge

per item

Non Business

per item
per item

Non Business
Non Business

per annum
per annum

Non Business
Non Business

per volume

Non Business

per item

Non Business

per ticket

Non Business

per sheet A4

Standard

per sheet A3

Standard

1st sheet
Each
additional
1st sheet
Each
additional
sheet

Standard

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

Full cost recovery
Lost items available for re-purchase from Library stock supplier

LOST TICKETS:
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Reader’s Tickets (No charge for first replacement issued)

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

Benchmarking - average £2.50 per ticket

PHOTOCOPYING:
Black & White: A4
A3

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

Implementation required to reprogramme
coinboxes via IMT, this may incur a charge

FAXES:
Sending in UK

Outside UK

Standard
Standard
Standard

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

No benchmarking available via other
authorities

WITHDRAWN STOCK:

All withdrawn stock

per item

Fees & Charges need to
Standard/Zero Rated
be flexible to respond to
dependent on stock
the demand of market
type
forces

No benchmarking available via other
authorities
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Communities, Insight & Change Service

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from 1.12.20
or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£0.30

£0.32

Notes

PRINTING FROM ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SOURCES:

Black & White / Colour

per sheet

Standard

Adult Events

per event min

Standard

Adult Events

per event max

Standard

per event

Standard

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

EVENTS (WHERE CHARGED):

Children's Events
Woodley Library Room Booking (non community &
commercial)
Wokingham Library Room Booking (non community &
commercial)

Standard
maximum per
hour

Fees & Charges need to
be flexible to respond to
the demand of market
forces

Standard

£2.65

£2.75

£14.55

£15.00

£1.30

£1.35

£8.25

£8.50

£18.25

£18.60
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All Land Charges fees benchmarked
against neighbouring LA's and analysed to
ensure full cost recovery

Local Land Charges - charges from 1 December 2020
Part 1 enquiry
Certificate of search for Part 1 enquiry

Standard

£106.70

£108.00

Exempt

£35.20

£36.00

Each optional question on part two of the enquiry form

Standard

£23.50

£24.00

Each additional question not covered by parts one and two

Standard

£37.90

£38.00

Local Land Charges: Commercial / Land - charges from 1 December 2020
Part 1 enquiry
Certificate of search for Part 1 enquiry

Standard

£137.80

£140.00

Exempt

£54.20

£55.00

Each optional question on part two of the enquiry form

Standard

£23.50

£24.00

Each additional question not covered by parts one and two

Standard

£37.90

£39.00

Expedited Search Fee

Standard

£50.00

£51.00

Service costs are fully
covered

Service costs are fully
covered
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Communities, Insight & Change Service

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from 1.12.20
or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

Notes

All Registrars fees benchmarked against
South East LA's and analysed to ensure full
cost recovery

Registration of Births, Marriages and Deaths - charges from 1 December 2020
Licence Fees for Approved Premises:
Initial and Renewal of licences for Approved Premises (valid
for 3 years)
Licence Fees for Civil Partnerships in Religious Buildings
Licence Amendment Fee

Non Business

£2,062.00

£2,095.00

Non Business
Non Business

£903.00
£150.00

£917.00
£152.00

Monday - Thursday
Late Weddings 6-8pm
Friday - Saturday
per ceremony
Late Weddings 6-8pm
Sunday and Bank Holidays
Late Weddings 6-8pm

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£448.00
£530.00
£516.00
£598.00
£587.00
£755.00

£455.00
£538.00
£524.00
£608.00
£596.00
£767.00

Monday to Thursday
Late Weddings 4.30-8pm
Friday per ceremony
Saturday or Sunday
Bank Holidays

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£162.00
£289.00
£283.00
£324.00
£457.00

£165.00
£294.00
£288.00
£329.00
£464.00

Standard
Standard
Standard

£153.00
£314.00
£411.00

£155.00
£319.00
£418.00

Standard
Standard
Standard

£332.00
£387.00
£450.00

£337.00
£393.00
£457.00

Marriage Fees / Civil Partnership Fees:
Attendance of Superintendent Registrar and Registrar at a
marriage or Civil Partnership at approved premise

Ceremony Room
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To cover costs
benchmarked against
other LA's

Naming / Renewal of Vows:
Naming / Renewal of Vows in Ceremony Room:
Monday to Thursday
Friday or Saturday per ceremony
Sunday and Bank Holidays
Naming / Renewal of Vows in an Approved Premises:
Monday to Thursday
Friday or Saturday per ceremony
Sunday and Bank Holidays
Naming / Renewal of Vows in Private Premises
Monday to Thursday
Friday or Saturday per ceremony
Sunday or Bank Holidays
Private Citizenship Ceremony
Citizenship Ceremony Fees in Ceremony Room
Mon-Fri

Standard
Standard
Standard

£355.00
£430.00
£493.00

£361.00
£437.00
£501.00

Non Business

£134.00

£136.00

Saturday

Non Business

£314.00

£319.00

per ceremony

Miscellaneous:
All other charges will be made at either cost price or a
reasonable charge.

Full cost and be
competitive with other
LA's
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2021/2022
2020/2021
(Excluding VAT)
(Excluding VAT) Fees Rounded Off

Description
Hourly Rate for PPP

£57.00

Notes
Hourly rate revised calculation carried out September 2020 - to be
used instead of 0.6% increase

£59.00

Public Protection Partnership
Environmental Protection
Prevention of Damage by Pests
Pest Site survey
Rat treatment
Any other Pest treatment

Hourly rate as part of cost recovery where WID only
Hourly rate as part of cost recovery where WID only
Hourly rate as part of cost recovery where WID only

N/A
N/A
N/A

Dog Warden Services
Stray Dogs - Not taken to Kennel

£73.00
Fees based on
charges & cost
recovery. Vet fees
separate as
applicable

Stray Dogs - Taken to Kennel

£73.00 Amalgamate. Vet fees separate as applicable
Fees based on
charges & cost
recovery. Vet fees
separate as
applicable

Fees based on charges & cost recovery. Vet fees separate as
applicable

Dog Fouling fixed penalty charge

£75.00

£75.00 Set in FPN policy

Misc stray dog activities ie taxi, relocating, microchipping
etc

£57.00

£59.00 Plus cost recovery on charges.
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Abandoned Vehicles
Removal (prescribed fee)
Daily Storage (prescribed fee)
Enforcement disposal costs (prescribed fee)
Fixed penalty notice
Enforcement invoice costs

Bracknell Forest only
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute

£150.00
£20.00
£75.00
£200.00
£77.00

£150.00
£20.00
£75.00
£200.00
£77.00

£64.00

£64.00

1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years

£109.00
£141.00
£173.00
£206.00
£238.00
£54.00
£86.00
£120.00
£152.00
£185.00
£185.00
£243.00
£304.00
£374.00
£423.00
£86.00
£147.00
£206.00
£266.00
£326.00
£36.00
£40.00
£36.00
£36.00
£515.00

£109.00
£141.00
£173.00
£206.00
£238.00
£54.00
£86.00
£120.00
£152.00
£185.00
£185.00
£243.00
£304.00
£374.00
£423.00
£86.00
£147.00
£206.00
£266.00
£326.00
£36.00
£40.00
£36.00
£36.00
£515.00

not exceeding 2,500 litres
not exceeding 50,000 litres
exceeding 50,00 litres

£44.00
£60.00
£125.00

£44.00 Set by statute
£60.00 Set by statute
£125.00 Set by statute

Less than 3.5 tonnes
Less than 3.5 tonnes
Less than 3.5 tonnes
Reduced to £120 if paid within 7 days

Trading Standards
Weights and Measures Fees (per hour)
Explosives Licenses / Registrations - set by statute
New licence for explosives below 250Kg NEC

Renewal licence for explosives below 250Kg NEC

New licence for explosives above 250Kg NEC

Renewal licence for explosives below 250Kg NEC

Varying the name of licensee or address of site
Any other kind of variation
Transfer of licence
Replacement licence
Fullm year registration for fireworks
Petroleum Licensing - set by statute
Petroleum Licensing Fees
Petroleum Licensing Fees
Petroleum Licensing Fees

Discretionary, includes the cost of maintaining calibration of
equipment annually
NEC = Net Explosive Content
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
Set by statute
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Description
Primary Authority
Primary Authority Work hourly chargeable rate
Annual charge - previous year usage 10 hours or less
Annual charge - previous year usage 20 hours
Anything likely to be in excess of 20 hours
Support with Confidence
Application fee

£57.00
£513.00
£1,025.00

£59.00
£516.00
£1,031.00

CR

Individually assessed

1-5 employees

£59.00

£59.00 All disbursements charged at cost

6-20 employees

£119.00

£120.00 As above except fee reduced to £50 if registered with confidence

21+ employees

£298.00

£300.00 As above except fee reduced to £50 if registered with confidence

Buy with Confidence
Members from 2017/18 Application Fee

Annual Fee

Members before 2017/18 Annual Fee

Commercial
Food Export Certificates
Food Hygiene Rating Scheme rescore

Notes

Not Statutory but agreed fee - no % increase
1-5 employees

£128.00

£125.00

Nationally agreed with 'Buy with Confidence' scheme holder as
varied from time to time

6-20 employees
21+ employees
1-5 employees
6-20 employees
21-49 employees
50+
1-5 employees
6-20 employees
21+ employees

£170.00
£212.00
£255.00
£383.00
£510.00
£125.00
£189.00
£252.00

£167.00
£208.00
£250.00
£375.00
£500.00
POA
£125.00
£189.00
£252.00

Nationally agreed with 'Buy with Confidence' scheme holder
Nationally agreed with 'Buy with Confidence' scheme holder
Nationally agreed with 'Buy with Confidence' scheme holder
Nationally agreed with 'Buy with Confidence' scheme holder
Nationally agreed with 'Buy with Confidence' scheme holder
Nationally agreed with 'Buy with Confidence' scheme holder
Applicable only to legacy Bracknell members
Applicable only to legacy Bracknell members
Applicable only to legacy Bracknell members

£57.00
£114.00

£59.00 Full cost recovery based on officer hourly rate
£118.00 New - agreed dec 2019

2 hours
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Anti-Social Behaviour Act:
High Hedges Fee (Class A – Fee Discretionary)

£1,199.00

£1,206.00 Cost recovery for consultant

Licences, Registrations and Similar Consents
Licensing Act 2003:
Premises Licence – “one off” fees set by statute based upon rateable value (RV) of premises (Class B – Statutory Fee)
Band A – RV up to 4300
Band B – RV 4300 to 33000
Band C – RV 33001 to 87000
Band D – RV 87001 to 125000
Band E – RV 125001 and above
Pre-Application Advice, Hourly charge
Min 1 Hr

£100.00
£190.00
£315.00
£450.00
£635.00
£57.00

£100.00
£190.00
£315.00
£450.00
£635.00
£59.00

Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase

£70.00
£180.00
£295.00
£320.00
£350.00

£70.00
£180.00
£295.00
£320.00
£350.00

Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase

Premises Licence – Annual Fee (Class B – Statutory
Fee)
Band A
Band B
Band C
Band D
Band E
Personal Licence - (Class B – Statutory Fee)
Personal Licence - (Class B – Statutory Fee)
Temporary Event Notices (TEN’s) - (Class B – Statutory
Fee)
Application for copy licence, change address or club rules
Application to vary DPS/transfer licence/interim notice
Application for making a provisional statement
Minor variation
Application to disapply mandatory DPS condition
Pre-Application Advice, hrly charge

Min 1 Hr

£37.00

£37.00 Statutory - no increase

£21.00

£21.00 Statutory - no increase

£10.50

£10.50

£23.00
£315.00
£89.00
£23.00

£23.00
£315.00
£89.00
£23.00

£57.00

£59.00

Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
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Description

Notes

Gambling Licenses

Casinos (regional)

Casinos (large)

Casinos (small)

Bingo Clubs
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Betting Premises

Tracks

Family Entertainment Centres

New Application
Provisional Statement
Application with Provisional Statement
Variation
Transfer/Reinstatement
Annual Fee
New Application
Provisional Statement
Application with Provisional Statement
Variation
Transfer/Reinstatement
Annual Fee
New Application
Provisional Statement
Application with Provisional Statement
Variation
Transfer/Reinstatement
Annual Fee
New Application
Provisional Statement
Application with Provisional Statement
Variation
Transfer/Reinstatement
Annual Fee
New Application
Provisional Statement
Application with Provisional Statement
Variation
Transfer/Reinstatement
Annual Fee
New Application
Provisional Statement
Application with Provisional Statement
Variation
Transfer/Reinstatement
Annual Fee
New Application
Provisional Statement
Application with Provisional Statement
Variation
Transfer/Reinstatement
Annual Fee

£15,000.00
£15,000.00
£8,000.00
£7,500.00
£6,500.00
£15,000.00

£15,000.00
£15,000.00
£8,000.00
£7,500.00
£6,500.00
£15,000.00

£10,000.00
£10,000.00
£5,000.00

£10,000.00
£10,000.00
£5,000.00

£5,000.00
£2,150.00
£10,000.00
£8,000.00
£8,000.00
£3,000.00
£4,000.00
£1,800.00
£5,000.00
£3,500.00
£3,500.00
£1,200.00
£1,750.00
£1,200.00
£1,000.00
£3,000.00
£3,000.00
£1,200.00
£1,500.00
£1,200.00
£600.00
£2,500.00
£2,500.00
£950.00
£1,250.00
£950.00
£1,000.00
£2,000.00
£2,000.00
£950.00
£1,000.00
£950.00
£750.00

£5,000.00
£2,150.00
£10,000.00
£8,000.00
£8,000.00
£3,000.00
£4,000.00
£1,800.00
£5,000.00
£3,500.00
£3,500.00
£1,200.00
£1,750.00
£1,200.00
£1,000.00
£3,000.00
£3,000.00
£1,200.00
£1,500.00
£1,200.00
£600.00
£2,500.00
£2,500.00
£950.00
£1,250.00
£950.00
£1,000.00
£2,000.00
£2,000.00
£950.00
£1,000.00
£950.00
£750.00

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
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Description

Adult Gaming Centres

Lotteries and Amusements

All Licences
Pre-Application Advice, hrly charge
Club Gaming Machines
Club Gaming or Machine Permit
Club Gaming or Machine Permit
Club Gaming or Machine Permit
Club Gaming or Machine Permit
Club Gaming or Machine Permit
Club Gaming or Machine Permit

New Application
Provisional Statement
Application with Provisional Statement
Variation
Transfer/Reinstatement
Annual Fee

£2,000.00
£2,000.00
£1,200.00
£1,000.00
£1,200.00
£1,000.00

£2,000.00
£2,000.00
£1,200.00
£1,000.00
£1,200.00
£1,000.00

Notes
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum
of Statutory Maximum

New Application
Annual Fee

£40.00
£20.00

£40.00 Statutory - no increase
£20.00 Statutory - no increase

Notification of change
Copy of Licence
Min 1 Hr

£50.00
£25.00

£50.00 100% of Statutory Maximum
£25.00 100% of Statutory Maximum
£59.00

New Application
Existing holder
Renewal
Annual Fee
Variation
Copy of Licence

£200.00
£100.00
£200.00
£50.00
£100.00
£15.00

£200.00
£100.00
£200.00
£50.00
£100.00
£15.00

£100.00

£100.00

£100.00

£100.00

£50.00

£50.00

£100.00

£100.00

£150.00

£150.00

£50.00

£50.00

£50.00

£50.00

£100.00

£100.00

£25.00

£25.00

£25.00

£25.00

£15.00

£15.00

£57.00

£59.00

Club Gaming or Machine Permit (holds a Club Premises
Certificate under Licensing Act 2003)

New Application

Club Gaming or Machine Permit(holds a Club Premises
Certificate under Licensing Act 2003)

Renewal

£57.00

Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase

Licensed Premises Notifications
To make available up to 2 gaming machines on premises
which hold on-premises alcohol licence

Notification of intention
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Gaming Machine Permit (more than 2 machines) on
premises which hold on premises alcohol licence

Application (existing holder)

Gaming Machine Permit (more than 2 machines) on
premises which hold on premises alcohol licence

New Application

Gaming Machine Permit (more than 2 machines) on
premises which hold on premises alcohol licence

Annual Fee

Gaming Machine Permit (more than 2 machines) on
premises which hold on premises alcohol licence

Annual Fee (payable within 30 days of date permit takes
effect)

Gaming Machine Permit (more than 2 machines) on
premises which hold on premises alcohol licence

Variation

Gaming Machine Permit (more than 2 machines) on
premises which hold on premises alcohol licence

Transfer

Gaming Machine Permit (more than 2 machines) on
premises which hold on premises alcohol licence

Change of Name

Gaming Machine Permit (more than 2 machines) on
premises which hold on premises alcohol licence

Copy of Permit

Pre-Application Advice, hrly charge

Min 1Hr

Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase

Sex Establishments – (Class A – Fee Discretionary)
Cinema

min £3,100 to max
£5,150

min £3,100 to max
No change
£5,150

Shop

min £3,100 to max
£5,150

min £3,100 to max
No change
£5,150

Entertainment Venue

min £3,100 to max
£5,150

min £3,100 to max
No change
£5,150

Pre-Application Advice, hrly charge

Min 1 Hr

£57.00

£59.00
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Description
Street Trading Consents – (Class A – Fee
Discretionary)

Application / Renewal

Ice Cream Van 1 month (per van) application / renewal
Ice Cream Van 6 months (per van) application / renewal

Fees remain as per individual authorities to be reviewed 2021 with
a view to unifying 2022/23
1 week
Monthly Rate
Monthly Rate
3 months
6 months
6 months
Annual Fee
6 months max 2 trading days a week incl Fri, Sat or Sun
6 months max 2 trading days a week Mon to Thurs only
1 month
6 months

Variation fee
Community Events
Refund for Street Traders
Pre-Application Advice, hrly charge

Notes

£138.00
£370.00
£227.00
£871.00
£1,424.00
£800.00
£1,370.00
£854.00
£569.00
£185.00
£713.00
£90.00

£139.00
£372.00
£228.00
£876.00
£1,433.00
£805.00
£1,378.00
£859.00
£572.00
£186.00

Bracknell only
Bracknell only
WB & WOK only
Bracknell only
Bracknell only
WB & WOK only
WB & WOK only
Bracknell only
Bracknell only
Bracknell only

£717.00 Bracknell only

If application withdrawn
Min 1 Hr

£115.00
£57.00

£91.00
£0.00 50% reduction of appropriate fee for non profit making events
£116.00 WB & WOK only
£59.00

Min 1 Hr

£179.00
£280.00
£448.00
£56.00

£180.00 Cost recovery
£282.00 Cost recovery
£451.00 Cost recovery
£59.00

Skin Piercing Registrations (one off registration) –
(Class A – Fee Discretionary)
Individual
Premises
Joint Application
Pre-Application Advice, hrly charge
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NEW or RENEWAL 2020/2021
Animal Licences – (Class A – Fee Discretionary) *
+vet fee where applicable
Animal Boarding Establishment - combined (dogs and
cats)
Animal Boarding Establishment - single species (dogs or
cats))
Home boarder
Home Boarder - Franchisee arrangers licence (excludes
inspection fee per host)
Home Boarder - Assessment of hobby host as part of a
franchisee licence
Dog Day Care
Dog Breeding Establishment (excluding vet fee)
Dog Breeding Establishment (in domestic dwelling)
Pet Vending / Sale of pets
Animal for Exhibition

Licenses issued form 1-3 years depending on inspection rating
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee
New Application
Renewal Fee

£684.00

New Application
Renewal Fee

£570.00

£570.00
£570.00
£228.00
£112.00
£684.00
£684.00
£570.00
£570.00
£684.00

£590.00
£531.00
£472.00
£413.00
£271.85 Grant Fee. Mid term and additional inspections charged at cost
£241.85 Grant Fee. Mid term and additional inspections charged at cost
£207.00
£177.00
£118.00
£118.00
£590.00
£531.00
£590.00
£531.00
£472.00
£413.00
£472.00
£413.00
£590.00
£531.00

Riding Establishment (excluding vet fee)*
Main inspection fee, plus fee per horse

Fee per horse, for the first 10 horses
Fee per horse, for next 11-50 horses
Fee per horse, for every horse 51 & over
* Inspections are carried out annually, regardless of the star rating or length of licence, by a vet and officer. Vets fees
will be recharged separately.
Example of charge per horse in a yard with 60 horses
1- 10 horses @ £15 = £150.00
horses 11-50 @ £10 = £400.00
horses 51 - 60 @ £8 = £80.00

£15.00
£10.00
£8.00

£472.00 Application Fee - 3 hours and Grant Fee 5 hours = 8 hrs total
£413.00
£15.00
£10.00
£8.00
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Description
Other fees 2020/2021
Variation to the licence fee (inclusive of one visit)
Replacement licence fee (lost or stolen paperwork,
change of name, etc.)
Re-evaluation of star rating (inclusive of one visit)
Transfer due to death of licensee

Dangerous Wild Animal Consent*
Dangerous Wild Animal Consent - New*
Dangerous Wild Animal Consent - Renewal*
Zoo Licenses (new and renewals)*

2 years
2 years
2 years
Up to 6 Years

Hairdresser Registration
Scrap Metal
Scrap Metal Site - New
Scrap Metal Site - Renewal
Scrap Metal Mobile Collector - New
Scrap Metal Mobile Collector - Renewal
Scrap Metal -Variation of Licence
Scrap Metal-Change of Site Manager
Scrap Metal- Copy of licence
Scrap Metal- Change of Name
Pre-Application Advice, hrly charge

£224.00

£224.00

£56.00
£112.00
£56.00

£56.00
£112.00
£56.00

£457.00
£486.00
£282.00
£2,054.00

£43.00

£460.00
£489.00
£284.00
£2,066.00

Notes

WB & WOK only Cost recovery
Bracknell only Cost recovery
Bracknell only Cost recovery
Cost recovery

£43.00 Bracknell only

3 Years
3 Years
3 Years
3 Years

£498.00
£498.00
£265.00
£265.00
£366.00
£68.00
£11.00
£36.00
£57.00

£501.00
£501.00
£267.00
£267.00
£368.00
£68.00
£11.00
£36.00
£59.00

Carried out every 5 years

£57.00

£59.00

Discretionary
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
Cost recovery

Private Water Supplies (Statutory Maximums stated)
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Risk Assessment
Sampling

Private water and pool samples

Investigation

Analysis - Regulation 10

includes cost of testing

£57.00

Minimum charge 1 Hr, simple risk assessment and report typically
5 hours
Cost recovery charge for a visit, taking a sample and delivering it to
£59.00 the laboratory. Typically 2.5 hours

£60.00

£60.00

£108.00

£28.00

Carried out in the event of a test failure, can be substituted by the
£109.00 risk assessment - this does not include any required analysis
costs.
£28.00

Where a supply provides <10m3/day or serves <50 people and is
used for domestic purposes

Analysis of Group A Parameters

Cost of laboratory analysis will be recovered and will depend on
type of suite being analysed. Customer will be advised of cost.

Analysis of Group B Parameters

Additional parameters sampled less often to ensure the water
complies with all safety standards - Hrly rate applies
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Description

Notes

Environmental Permitting (Eng&W) Regulations 2016
Scheduled Processes - (Class B – Statutory Fee)
Standard Process
Service Stations (PVI &PVII
Dry Cleaners
Vehicle Refinishers
Mobile screening & crushing plant
for the third to seventh applications
for the eighth and subsequent applications

£1,650.00
£257.00
£155.00
£362.00
£1,650.00
£985.00
£498.00

£1,650.00
£257.00
£155.00
£362.00
£1,650.00
£985.00
£498.00

Substantial Changes
Standard Process
Reduced Activities
Annual Subsistance Charge

£1,050.00
£102.00

£1,050.00 Statutory - no increase
£102.00 Statutory - no increase

£772.00
£1,161.00
£1,747.00
£113.00
£226.00
£341.00
£228.00
£365.00
£548.00
£79.00
£158.00
£237.00
£646.00
£1,034.00
£1,506.00
£646.00
£1,034.00
£1,506.00
£385.00
£617.00
£924.00
£198.00
£316.00
£473.00
£52.00

£772.00
£1,161.00
£1,747.00
£113.00
£226.00
£341.00
£228.00
£365.00
£548.00
£79.00
£158.00
£237.00
£646.00
£1,034.00
£1,506.00
£646.00
£1,034.00
£1,506.00
£385.00
£617.00
£924.00
£198.00
£316.00
£473.00
£52.00

Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase

£169.00
£497.00
£0.00
£0.00
£47.00

£169.00
£497.00
£0.00
£0.00
£47.00

Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase

Standard Process

Service Stations PVR2
VRs and other reduced fees

Dry Cleaners /PVR1

77
Mobile Screening & Crushing Plant

For the second permit

For the third to seventh permit

For the eighth & subsequent applications
Late payment charge
Transfer & Surrender
Transfer
Partial Transfer
Surrender
Transfer Reduced fees
Partial Transfer Reduced fees
Private Sector Housing
Inspection of Housing Premises for Immigration purposes
(Class A – Fee Discretionary)
Enforcement Notices served under Housing Act 2004
HMO Licence NEW - assisted application
HMO Licence RENEWAL
Civil Penalties housing offences

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
When invoice issued & not paid in 8 weeks

£400.00
£115.00
£1,197.00
£800.00

Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase
Statutory - no increase

£402.00
£116.00 Activities as prescribed
£1,204.00
£805.00
Up to £30,000.00

Caravan Site Licence
Site licence new
New licence per pitch
Transfer of licence
Alteration of conditions
Annual fee per pitch

£437.00
£16.00
£185.00
£339.00

£440.00
£16.00
£186.00
£341.00

£14.00

£14.00

Enforcement action -per hour
Deposit, vary or deleting site rules
Variation of licence

£57.00
£116.00
£115.00

(Option 2 of DCLG Guide for Charging)

£59.00 Hourly rate as for activity as prescribed.
£117.00
£116.00

APPENDIX B

Wokingham / West
Wokingham / West Berks / Bracknell
Berks / Bracknell
2021/2022
2020/2021
(Excluding VAT)
(Excluding VAT) Fees Rounded Off

Description

Other Fees
Environmental Info Individual or Non Commercial
Environmental Info Commercial and Government
Civil Actions (Class A – Fee Discretionary)
Safety Certification and administration
Pre-Application Advice, hourly charge
Resident and Business Advice
General Business Advice (non-primary authority)
Request for Advice
Hackney Carriage / Private Hire Licensing
Vehicle Licences
Hackney Carriage Vehicle New / Renewal
Private Hire Vehicle New / Renewal
Home to School New / Renewal
Private Hire Vehicle with Dispensation
Temporary Vehicle licence

Minimum 2 hours

£115.00
£115.00
£115.00
£115.00
£57.00

£118.00
£118.00
£118.00
£118.00
£59.00

£57.00
£57.00

£59.00
£59.00

£288.00
£288.00
£147.00
£288.00
£231.00

£290.00
£290.00
£148.00
£290.00
£232.00

£456.00
£527.25
£598.50
£669.75
£741.00
£812.25
£883.50
£954.75
£1,026.00
£1,097.25
£1,168.50
£1,239.75
£1,311.00
£1,382.25
£1,453.50
£1,524.75
£1,596.00
£1,667.25
£1,738.50
£1,809.75
£1,809.75

£472.00
£545.75
£619.50
£693.25
£767.00
£840.75
£914.50
£988.25
£1,062.00
£1,135.75
£1,209.50
£1,283.25
£1,357.00
£1,430.75
£1,504.50
£1,578.25
£1,652.00
£1,725.75
£1,799.50
£1,873.25
£1,873.25

Hourly rate applies minimum for 2 hours
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
Cost recovery

Hourly rate applies
Per hour - free for first 30 minutes

Issue up to 3 months maximum

Private Hire Operators - NEW

78

1 vehicle
2 vehicles
3 vehicles
4 vehicles
5 vehicles
6 vehicles
7 vehicles
8 vehicles
9 vehicles
10 vehicles
11 vehicles
12 vehicles
13 vehicles
14 vehicles
15 vehicles
16 vehicles
17 vehicles
18 vehicles
19 vehicles
20 vehicles
20+ vehicles

Notes

cost recovery
cost recovery
Bracknell only
Included in operator fees
cost recovery
NEW from 2020-2021 LICENCE FEE SCHEDULE BASED ON
PER VEHICLE for 5 YEARS: per vehicle calculation of 4 hours
at hourly rate plus an hour per year (for years 2-5) for first
vehicle, plus 15 minutes per additional vehicle per year (years
1-5) up to a maximum of 20 vehicles (2021-2022 hourly rate
£59.00)

APPENDIX B

Wokingham / West
Wokingham / West Berks / Bracknell
Berks / Bracknell
2021/2022
2020/2021
(Excluding VAT)
(Excluding VAT) Fees Rounded Off

Description

NEW from 2020-2021 LICENCE FEE SCHEDULE BASED ON
PER VEHICLE for 5 YEARS: per vehicle calculation of 2 hours
at hourly rate plus an hour per year (for years 2-5) for first
vehicle, plus 15 minutes per additional vehicle per year (years
1-5) up to a maximum of 20 vehicles (2020-2021 hourly rate
£59.00)

Private Hire Operators - RENEWAL

79

1 vehicle
2 vehicles
3 vehicles
4 vehicles
5 vehicles
6 vehicles
7 vehicles
8 vehicles
9 vehicles
10 vehicles
11 vehicles
12 vehicles
13 vehicles
14 vehicles
15 vehicles
16 vehicles
17 vehicles
18 vehicles
19 vehicles
20 vehicles
20+ vehicles

Variation to licence
Driver Licences
Driver – New / Renewal
Home to School New / Renewal
Conversion of driver licence to another type

Notes

3 years
3 years

£342.00
£413.25
£484.50
£555.75
£627.00
£698.25
£769.50
£840.75
£912.00
£983.25
£1,054.50
£1,125.75
£1,197.00
£1,268.25
£1,339.50
£1,410.75
£1,482.00
£1,553.25
£1,624.50
£1,695.75
£1,695.75

£354.00
£427.75
£501.50
£575.25
£649.00
£722.75
£796.50
£870.25
£944.00
£1,017.75
£1,091.50
£1,165.25
£1,239.00
£1,312.75
£1,386.50
£1,460.25
£1,534.00
£1,607.75
£1,681.50
£1,755.25
£1,755.25

£57.00

£59.00

to include reissue of licence with additional vehicle registration
added plus extra fees for these for length of licence

£269.00
£185.00
£80.00

£271.00
£186.00 Bracknell only
£80.00

£114.00

£118.00 2 hours

Other Private Hire and Hackney Carriage Charges
Transfer of vehicle to new owner
Change of vehicle
Replacement licence
Replacement badge
Replacement vehicle licence plate
Meter test - retest after failure
Knowledge Test
Missed Appointment
Disclosure and Barring Service Check (DBS)
Disclosure and Barring Service Check (DBS)
Advertising on a Hackney Carriage Initial
Advertising on a Hackney Carriage Renewal
Change of Address (PH & HC)

£74.00
£41.00
£41.00
£57.00
£32.00
£74.00
£37.00
£67.00
£92.50
£47.00
£32.00
£14.00

£74.00
£41.00
£41.00
£59.00
£32.00
£74.00
£37.00
£67.00
£94.00
£47.00
£32.00
£14.00

Backing Plate

£26.00

£26.00

Medical Exemption from carrying assistant dog
Refund processing fee
Change of vehicle registration
Pre-Application Advice, hourly charge
Age of vehicle inspection initial/reinspection
Disability Awareness Training Course
Safeguarding Training
First Aid training for drivers

£22.00
£57.00
£57.00
£57.00
£56.00

£22.00
£59.00
£57.00
£59.00
£59.00
POA
POA
POA Not West Berks

Bracknell Forest and Wokingham

Bracknell Forest
West Berkshire and Wokingham
Bracknell Forest and Wokingham
Bracknell Forest

Min 1 Hr

Bracknell Forest and Wokingham

Not West Berks

Capita cost + half an hour at hourly charge (£64+£29.50)
Not West Berks
Bracknell only
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APPENDIX C

DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22 - NEW AND SIGNIFICANT CHANGES EXTRACT

Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE
POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

% Change

Notes

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of increase

Bronze - 1 classes per week (live or
in person classes) plus unlimited
access to library videos

The comments below apply to all
bronze, silver, gold and platinum
packages

SPORTS ACTIVITIES - charges from 1 January 2021
Over 60's Physical Activities (S.H.I.N.E) / Adults with Health Conditions
(Disability) - charges from 1 March 2021

Exempt

£312.00

New - 1 class per week = ~ £6.00 per class. Average
one off Exercise class between £5-10 (Specialist class
£10-12)

Silver package

Exempt

£468.00

New - 2 classes per week = ~ £4.50 per class. Average
one off Exercise class between £5-10 (Specialist class
£10-12)

Gold package

Exempt

£624.00

Platinum package

Exempt

£780.00

Running Jan -March 2021 - three charges below to be replaces by above in March 2021
SHINE Coupon Card
Annual Membership
Direct Debit

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

Non-Resident package

Exempt

£288.00

New

This will a service for non residents
wishing to partake, priority are to
our Wokingham borough residents
and limited to our virtual library

Single Session Ad-Hoc

Exempt

£7.20

New

One off option allowing for one of
use of service or for those not
To allow to trial our service and/ or
wanting to sign up to a membership
attend less frequently
package or as a trial

Sports Social/Special events - One-off sessions

Exempt

£5.20

New

To cover ad-hoc events such as
workshops & social events (postCOVID)

Sports Social/Special events - Non WBC residence

Exempt

£6.00

New

To cover ad-hoc events such as
workshops & social events (postCOVID) for NON-WBC residents

Late cancelation within two hours of class/no show fee

Exempt

£2.50

New

To avoid people booking sessions
and cancelling within 2 hours of
event/not attending and taking
spaces that could be attended by
others

To allow everyone to have the
opportunity to attend a session.
Prevent people block booking and
not attending.

Exempt

£6.00

New

Additional charge for Non-residents
to access the service

Priority is for our Wokingham
borough residents

Exempt

£40.00

New Programme

New programme - for a new
individualized and personalized
programme for Knee & Hip Pain

Extend our services to include a
wider range of residents who need
assistance through exercise
prescription.

Exempt

£4.50

New

Additional charge for Non-residents
to access the service

Priority is for our Wokingham
borough residents

81

Bronze package

£34.00
£191.00
£263.04

£37.40
£210.10
£289.34

Silver - 2 classes per week (live or We are offering different options of
in person classes) plus unlimited memberships that will still provide a
access to library videos
service of physical activity to
residents. We already provide
New - 4 classes per week = ~ £3.00 per class. Average Gold – 4 classes per week (live or several free online activities for all
our residents, including to our
one off Exercise class between £5-10 (Specialist class
in person classes) plus unlimited
vulnerable, these are accessible on
£10-12)
access to library videos
our web pages. Theses are
separate from our proposed online
New - 6 classes per week = ~ £2.50 per class. Average
Platinum – 6 classes per week plus activities included in the packages
one off Exercise class between £5-10 (Specialist class
unlimited access to library videos
proposed.
£10-12)
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%

restructured charging system - above
restructured charging system - above
restructured charging system - above

Priority is for our Wokingham
borough residents

To allow for trial and developmental
event through the year. To
offer/trial additional and new
services to residents.
To allow for trial and developmental
event through the year. To
offer/trial additional and new
services to non-residents.

Adult Classes:
Non-Residents and Single Session Ad-Hoc
Specialised Health Prevention Projects
Escape Pain (12 Week Block)

Dementia Friendly Activities
Activity Class - Non-Residents

APPENDIX C

Resource & Assets

CHARGE

DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22 - NEW AND SIGNIFICANT CHANGES EXTRACT

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE
POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

% Change

Notes

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of increase

Emmbrook

Reading FC Community Trust

10am-3pm

Standard

£150.00

New

New charge (We have only had
hourly rates for the site and this
new charge allows for day use
during the school holidays)Reading FC Community Trust
deliver football coaching camps for
children during the school holidays.
Their camps generally run between
1 week and 5 weeks (summer
holiday time) and we charge them
a rate of £150.00 per day to hire
the 3G at Emmbrook School.
As the group are a Community
Trust, we work with them in
partnership on many projects and
WBC support their Kickz project,
working on reducing anti-social
behaviour and they have several
projects in Wokingham Borough.

Reading FC Community Trust work
with very vulnerable young people,
also some who have been excluded
from school. They also work with
youth offenders hence working with
the young people will give them
more confidence moving forward.
By providing camps, the Trust is
able to be draw income to help
them run these important projects.

Workplace Health

82

Online/In person classes - monthly

£12.00

New - unlimited class attendance and access to online
library

£462.00

New - 1hr sessions per week with qualified coach
running a PE session alongside national curriculum.
Per 1 session/week = £46.20. ~per child £1.85 (class
of 25). Coaching session to free up time for teachers
not qualified to deliver sport/physical education to focus
on PPA time.

Supportive service for schools to
run PE session with qualified
coaches alongside national PE
curriculum.
Alternative supportive service for
schools providing PE session plans
alongside national PE curriculum
Supportive service for parents to
provide physical activity at home
for their families through videos &
session plans

Wokingham Active Kids

PPA (Planning, preparation & assesment time) Provisions School Sport / per term ~
10 weeks. 1hr sessions per week.

Standard

Online PE Plans/ Per Monthly

Standard

£180.00

New - Online Access to Session Plans for 1 year. To
assist with planning of PE (physical education) lessons

Parent PE Resources/ Per Month

Standard

£120.00

New - Online access to Videos and Home PE lessons
for parents to do at home/in the park

per person

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£6.00
£20.00
£2.00
£6.00
£20.00
£2.00

New
New
New
New
New
New

per person

Standard

FREE

New

Art & Culture Events
Outdoor Cinema
Outdoor Cinema - Family (2 Adults + 2 Children)
Additional Children for above
Indoor Cinema
Indoor Cinema - Family (2 Adults + 2 Children)
Additional Children for above
Carers

per person
per person
per person

New event provided to allow
access to outdoor/indoor cinema
event as a social event (during &
post COVID)

Supportive role to the school for
school children to have access to
Physical Activity

New opportunity for the community

Allows wider access to the events
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DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22 - NEW AND SIGNIFICANT CHANGES EXTRACT

Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE
POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

% Change

Ice Rink Adult - Synthetic

per person

Standard

Ice Rink Child - Synthetic

per person

Family (2 Adults + 2 children) - Synthetic
Additional Children - Synthetic
Ice Rink Adult - Real
Ice Rink Child - Real

per person
per person
per person

Family (2 Adults + 2 children) - Real

£12.00

New

Standard

£7.50

New

Standard

£30.00

New - Combined price = £39 = saving £9 per family of 4

Standard
Standard
Standard

£5.00
£18.00
£10.00

Standard

£40.00

New
New
New
New - Combined price = £56 = saving £16 per family of
4
New

Standard

£7.50

Food/Retail vendors - Evening
Food/Retail Vendors - Day

Standard
Standard

£100.00
£150.00

New
New

Food/Retail Vendors - Week

Standard

£500.00

New - Per day = ~ £78 - Saving £550 per week on daily
rate across 7 days ( £150 x 7 = £1050 per week)

Commercial Vendors - per day
Non-commercial craft Vendors
Online non-commercial craft & Food vendors - E.g. Virtual Market
Online commercial craft & Food vendors - E.g. Virtual Market

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£250.00
£50.00
£20.00
£50.00

New
New
New
New

per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£7.50
£5.00
£5.00
£3.50
£10.00
£15.00
£7.00
£12.00

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

One-to-One

Monthly

Standard

£18.75

New - Example Based on Trainer working 50 weeks 5
sessions per week 1 client per session. Cost Per Week
for trainer = £4.5 - 5 sessions per week = £0.90 per
session.

2-5 Clients

Monthly

Standard

£28.33

New - Example Based on Trainer working 50 weeks 5
sessions per week 3 clients per session. Cost Per
Week for trainer = £6.80 - 5 sessions per week = £1.36
per session.

6-10 Clients

Monthly

Standard

£37.50

New - Example Based on Trainer working 50 weeks 4
sessions per week 8 clients per session. Cost Per
Week for trainer = £9 - 4 sessions per week = £2.25
per session.

10+ Clients

Monthly

Standard

£56.25

New - Based on Trainer working 50 weeks 2 sessions
per week, Bootcamp of 15 people. Cost Per Week for
trainer = £13.5 - 2 sessions per week = £6.75 per
session.

Additional Children - Real

83

Events
All Day event - Festival/Fayre adult
All Day event - Festival/Fayre Child
Evening Event - Book talk Adult
Evening Event - Book talk Child
Tea Dance Adult No Food
Tea Dance Adult with Food
Tea Dance Child no food
Tea Dance Child With Food

per person

Notes

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of increase

New seasonal event for social &
physical activity brought to the
borough

New opportunity for the community

Allows local business to access a
wider community. Also for the
residents to access a wider choice
of local business

To allow the development of all
Create a broad offering of cultural
day/evening events for residents to
and seasonal activities and events
access in a wide variety of themes
for the residents to access
and structures

Pt Permits

For use of WBC owned localities
Permits given upon receipt of
for commercial training personal
qualifications, insurance and risk
sessions. Allows residents access
assessment to ensure safe practice
to Sport & Leisure recognized PT's.
for trainer and resident when
Enable the maintenance of the
partaking in WBC localities
localities
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UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE
POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

% Change

£
Standard

Wokingham Lates Art Events - Adults Only

Notes

New

per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person
per person

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£27.50
£24.20
£22.00
£55.00
£41.80
£38.50
£33.00
£30.80
£27.50
£66.00
£60.50
£44.00

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Online Virtual Workshops - 1 off event - all Ages

per person

Standard

£5.50

New

Online Virtual Vulnerable Groups - Mental Health, Socially Isolated, Disability Arts

per person

Standard

£3.85

New

84

Vulnerable Groups - Mental Health, Socially Isolated, Disability Arts

per person

Standard

£3.85

New

Arts Exhibition/Festival/Trail Administration Fee

per person

Standard

£35.00

New

Standard

30%

New

Hire of field/open space for Commercial Event

Creates a new craft and cultural
opportunity for residents

Individual workshops days/half
days for all-ages providing
materials and tools for art and craft
events. Online through video call
and in-person workshops

Creates a new craft and cultural
opportunity for residents

Creates a new craft and cultural
opportunity for residents during
social distancing guidelines
Seasonal workshops run virtually
(no-materials provided)

Allows access for the wider
community

Admin fee or registration of an
artist or piece of work from an artist Allows us to offer a wider variety of
to present in an exhibition
art and cultural experiences and
Commission fee for sales made
events for WBC residents
from art exhibitions charged to the
artist

New

Open Space Hire

Hire of field/open space for non-commercial event - Medium (Community event with
between 30 and 70 attendees)
Hire of field/open space for non-commercial event - Extra Large (Any event above
120)

Programme of evening art
workshops for adults.

New

Online half-day Adult
Online half-day 60+
Online half-day Child
Online Full-day Adult
Online Full-day 60+
Online Full-day Child
Real Life Half-day Adult
Real Life Half-day 60+
Real Life Half-day Child
Real Life Full-day Adult
Real Life Full-day 60+
Real Life Full-day Child

Hire of field/open space for non-commercial event - Small (family gathering up to 30
)

Equalities impact of increase

£
£25.00

Art Workshops

Exhibition Sales Percentage

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Standard

£174.20

New

Standard

£455.60

New

Standard

£854.30

New

Standard

£1,000.00

New

Allows the safe hire of WBC owned
localities ensuring that insurance,
risk assessment and COVID-safe
measures are in place for small to
large gatherings. Non-profitable.

Allows the safe hire of WBC owned
localities ensuring that insurance,
risk assessment and COVID-safe
measures are in place for small to
large gatherings. Profitable events.

Allows wider variety of community
access
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Resource & Assets

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE
POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

% Change

Notes

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of increase

New Charge - Cantley Park
refurbishment including Café. A list
Benchmarked prices with local and
New Charge - Cantley Park refurbishment including Café. A list of items for consumers to purchase whilst football training/matches occurring. of items for consumers to purchase
branded café's.
whilst football training/matches
occurring.

Café Items- Cantley Park

Café food and drink prices will be set at full cost recovery and in line with market
rates offering diverse catering offerings for all dietary requirements

Various

New

£35.00

New

Cricket Pitch (Artificial)

Cricket Pitch Hire (Artificial) - School T20 Daytime/Evenings

Cricket Pitch Hire (Artificial) Club - Weekends & Evenings T20 (Junior or Adult)
Cricket Pitch Hire (Artificial) Club - Weekends 40+ overs per innings (Junior or
Adult)
Cricket Pitch Hire (Artificial) Club - Weekday Daytime
Cricket Net Hire - per lane 1 hour

per game

Standard

per game

Standard

£50.00

New

per game

Standard

£75.00

New

per game
per game

Standard
Standard

£40.00
£10.00

New
New

Opportunity for Adult/Junior,
Club/School to have more
opportunities to play organised
cricket/cricket at all levels of the
game.

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of increase

Charge is for caretaker to unlock the
gates, and later re-lock them. The cark
park is locked when the building is not in
use due to nuisance behaviour
(neighbours complained) late at night.
Football groups using the football pitches
on Sandford park which they hire from
WBC sports dept. at the weekend would
like to use the car park on match days.

Residents have complained about
parking on the roads on match
days. Availability of the car park for
a small fee should help alleviate
these concerns
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New development at Cantley park
includes an Artificial cricket wicket
& nets. Offer opportunity for local
schools and clubs at Adult and
Junior level to have organised
cricket games at club and school
level.

Childrens Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE
POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19

CHARGE from 1.12.20

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

% Change

Notes

YOUTH & COMMUNITY SERVICE:
Woodley Airfield

Use of car park for organisations who are not hiring the hall

per session

£5.00

New - from 1 December 2020
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from
1.12.20 or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

%
Change

Notes

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of the increase

Planning - charges from 1 December 2020
Pre-application Charges:
Application Type:
Non-householder < 200m2
Non-householder > 200m2 but < 500m2
Non-householder > 500m2 but < 1000m2
Non-householder > 1000m2 but < 2000m2
Non-householder > 2000m2 but < 3000m2
Non-householder > 3000m2 but < 5000m2
Non-householder > 5000m2

Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£750.20
£843.50
£1,062.00
£1,312.60
£1,531.00
£1,844.10
£9,372.90

£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

Non-householder ≤40 sq m floorspace £200

Per application

Standard

Non-householder 41-100 sq m floorspace £500

Per application

Standard

£500.00

Non-householder 101-200 sq m floorspace £1000

Per application

Standard

£1,000.00

Non-householder 201-500 sq m floorspace £1200

Per application

Standard

£1,200.00

Non-householder 501-1000 sq m floorspace £1500

Per application

Standard

£1,500.00

Non-householder 1001– 2000 sq m floorspace £2000

Per application

Standard

£2,000.00

Non-householder 2001–5000 sq m floorspace £2500

Per application

Standard

£2,500.00

Non-householder ≥5000 sq m floorspace £10K

Per application

Standard

£10,000.00

per 0.1 Ha
Per application
Per application
Per application

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£300.00
£2,000.00
£5,000.00
£10,000.00

New-dwellings 1 to 9 units

Per Dwelling

Standard

New-dwellings 10 to 50 units

Per Dwelling

Standard

New-dwellings 10 to 30 units

Per application

Standard

£2,543.20

New unit of charging

New-dwellings 31 to 50 units

Per application

Standard

£4,239.10

New unit of charging

New-dwellings > 51+ units

Per application

Standard

£8,479.60

New unit of charging

Change to S106 agreement- minimum

Per application

Non-business

£1,028.00

£1,500.00

45.9%

Change to S106 agreement- maximum

Per application

Non-business

£2,056.00

£2,500.00

21.6%

White Swan Lake

Standard

£610.00

£671.00

10.0%

White Swan winter

Standard

£240.00

£264.00

10.0%

Black Swan Lake

Standard

£610.00

£671.00

10.0%

group over subscribed

River Loddon

Standard

£140.00

£140.00

0.0%

group undersubscribed

Longmoor Lake

Standard

£220.00

£242.00

10.0%

Charging method changing

£200.00

New method of charging

Non-householder where no new floorspace proposed based on site area
≤ 1 Ha
1.01 - 3 Has
3.01 - 5 Has
≥ 5.01 Has

Pre app fees are discretionary, where
we get a request for advice for
development for a disabled person we
waive the fee in line with the
exemption in the planning application
fees. Where we get a request from a
community group or charity we also
waive it or negotiate a reduced fee.
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£255.60

£300.00

The pre-app charges have always
been based on a proportion of
planning app fees, which increased
in 2018. The proposed charges are
more aligned to the way in which
planning app fees are calculated and
recover more cost than the previous
pre-app charges.

New charge
New charge
New charge
New charge
17.4%

£300.00

New unit of charging

The pre-app charges have always
been based on a proportion of
planning app fees, which increased
in 2018. The proposed charges are
more aligned to the way in which
planning app fees are calculated and
recover more cost than the previous
pre-app charges.

The work is undertaken by a solicitor
and the proposed charge is more
akin to a commercial rate.

Countryside Services - charges from 1 December 2020
Angling
Fishing Syndicates

Full cost plus

per person
Gold Ticket

Standard

£1,200.00

£1,320.00

10.0%

group over subscribed

Twyford Reserve

Standard

£250.00

£300.00

20.0%

group over subscribed

Guest ticket

Standard

£20.00

£30.00

50.0%

tickets over subscribed

Day season tickets full

Standard

£75.00

£82.50

10.0%

Day season discount

Standard

£55.00

£60.50

10.0%

Concession

There are limited 'swim spaces' for
fishing in Borough owned lakes and
this is leading to significant visitor
demand by anglers. Dinton Pastures
angling is well known in the angling
industry with visits from all areas of
the UK and a 'waiting list' is now in
operation. The lakes are well
An equalities impact assessment has
stocked and cared for with some
taken place which has determined that
sizable fish which attracts anglers at
there is no impact of the rises.
all technical levels. The additional
cost primarily allows these additional
funds to be re-invested into stocking
the lakes, improving the swims and
increasing accessibility for users
ensuring continued visits,
reputational improvement and a
sustainable business for the future.
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22 - NEW AND SIGNIFICANT CHANGES EXTRACT

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from
1.12.20 or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

%
Change

Notes

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of the increase

Highways - charges from 1 December 2020
Planters Licence

Non Business

Recovery of costs
(Ref Highways Act
S.142)

£341.70

New

£520.00

15.6%

Legal costs not included and will be provided
New service
for each case individually

Travel Planning / My Journey

Developer contribution to My Journey (per dwelling)

1

Full cost

£450.00

Not previously included on list. Charge not
increased for several years, will new index
link

Fee set through S106 legal
agreement. The My Journey
None. Contribution is made by private
contribution has recently been indexcompany/developer not an individual
linked increasing it to £520 per new
dwelling.

Non Business
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT:

Temporary Developer Signs - Application 6+ Signs

1

Non Business

£450.00

Full cost recovery

New

New charge to come in 01.04.21

Changes to the road network may
mean that a wider system of
advisory route signs is needed,
involving substantial officer time to
assess and approve and need to
achieve full cost recovery.

None. Contribution payment is made
by private company/developer not an
individual
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HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT

Non Business

Fee for separate specialist approval of new traffic signals junction

POA

New

To cover the costs of our external
traffic signals consultant's (WSP)
specialist technical review and
commissioning of new traffic signals
schemes to be delivered by
developers under S278 highways
agreement. The Council's standard
10% fees charges to developers for
S278 highway schemes does not
None. Contribution is made by private
cover WSP's higher fees for
company/developer not an individual
reviewing traffic signals, particularly
for standalone puffin and toucan
crossings. This new fee enables us
to pass the necessary WSP cost
onto the developer.

COMMUTED SUMS (payable prior to issue final certificate):
Soakaways (per soakaway)

1

Non Business

£4,506.20

POA

1
1
m2
m2
m2
m2
1
1

Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business
Non Business

£4,506.20
£549.60
£5,914.20
£164.90
£55.00
£55.00
£28.60
£219.80
£824.40

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Illuminated Road Signs/Traffic Bollards

1

Non Business

£549.60

POA

Non Illuminated Traffic Bollards

1

Non Business

£274.80

POA

Catchpit (per Catchpit) (30 years)
Road Gulley (per Gully)
Petrol Interceptors (per interceptor) (30 years)
Carriageway (per m2)
Footway (per m2)
Verge (per m2)
Landscaped area within or adjacent highways (per m2)
Trees within or adjacent highways (per tree)
Street Lighting

POA because of uncertainty of costs
changed to POA- Full review of Commuted arising from third party
sums ongoing
consultancy/contractor costs and
need to achieve full cost recovery.

POA because cost now related to
POA because cost now related to availability
availability of power supply and
of power supply and traffic management
traffic management costs which
costs which varies from scheme to scheme
varies from scheme to scheme
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

DISCRETIONARY FEES AND CHARGES 2020/21 - 2021/22 - NEW AND SIGNIFICANT CHANGES EXTRACT

UNIT

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from
1.12.20 or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

£73.00

£94.00

28.8%

Increase in storage due to land costs

Standard

£124.00

£160.00

29.0%

Increase in storage due to land costs

Standard

£64.00

£85.00

32.8%

£92.00

£120.00

30.4%

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

%
Change

Notes

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of the increase

Activity Centre - charges from 1 December 2020
Members receive 10% discount on • Activities for Adults • Activities for Juniors • Junior and Family Clubs • Personal Tuition • Pay & Play
Annual Boat Storage Fees - MEMBERS only

Small Boat Storage and Parking

Standard

full cost plus

Large Boat Storage and Parking

A review of prices has determined
The equalities impact assessment has
that for a small boat to be 'stored' at
determined that the price increase
Dinton all year this would equate to
would not have any detrimental affect.
£1.40 per week which is significantly
less than other local boat storage
companies. The increase to £94.00
or £1.80 per week is still cheaper
than other boat storage facilities but
this does consider local users and
the increased customer demands for
using Dinton to sail at.

Lake Access Fees:

Annual Lake Access Pass Adult

pp
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Annual Lake Access Pass Family (two adults, two juniors)

full cost plus

4 people

Standard

The annual access to the lake allows
an adult to turn up with their craft
The equalities impact assessment has
and use the water as many times as determined that the price increase
2.4 million on new facilities for members they wish throughout the year. At
would not have any detrimental affect.
DAC build project. Day Lake Access Passes £64.00 or £1.23 per week this is
are £10 per day, so an adult annual pass
extremely good value and is better
equates to roughly 12 day tickets, which is
than other locations in the area. The
once a month or twice a week for 6 months increase to £85 or £1.63 per week
of the year. Family ticket needs to be at least still represents very good value to
the cost of two adults, as it if for two adults
enable access to the water. Part of
and two concessions.
this increase will be put towards the
funding for the new Dinton Activity
Centre which the business case is
formulated on.

Instructor Training:

Archery Instructor Award

Exempt

£250.00

£300.00

20.0%

This course is undertaken by the
Governing Body Archery GB. Their
prices have risen across the board
and the finances are cost neutral.
This year it is expected that the DAC
will train up a member of staff to
hold these classes which will allow
value for money going forwards.

The equalities assessment has
suggested that training of a Dinton
member of staff this year to undertake
this activity will allow greater flexibility
and pricing for 2022/23

Days Out:
Themed Guided Night Paddles

per Adult

Exempt

£21.00

£30.00

42.9%

Themed Guided Night Paddles

per Junior

Exempt

£16.00

£25.00

56.3%

The increase is to allow for extra
materials/infrastructure to improve
the experience for users as per
feedback received.

The impact assessment has
determined that there will be no
detriment.
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Place & Growth Services

CHARGE

UNIT

VAT Type

SERVICE POLICY

CHARGE from
1.12.19 or 1.4.20

CHARGE from
1.12.20 or 1.4.21

Incl VAT (if applic)

Incl VAT (if applic)

£

£

%
Change

Days Out:
* 10% block booking discount (4+ cinema tickets or two tickets for 2+ films)
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Adult Standard
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Adult All Inclusive Ticket
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Child Standard
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Child All Inclusive Ticket
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair - Under 6
*On the door tickets are +£2
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Room Hire: DAC and Loddon Emmbrook rooms
Activity Hall
Commercial Rate Half Day / Evening
Commercial Rate Full Day
Commercial Rate per hour
Youth/Education/WBC Rate per hour
Commercial Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Youth Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Classroom
Commercial Rate Half Day / Evening
Commercial Rate Full Day
Commercial Rate per hour
Youth/Education/WBC Rate per hour
Commercial Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Youth Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Meeting Room
Commercial Rate Half Day / Evening
Commercial Rate Full Day
Commercial Rate per hour
Youth/Education/WBC Rate per hour
Commercial Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
Youth Block Booking Rate (min 6 consecutive weeks)
10% discount for hiring all three rooms

16+
16+
7+
7+

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

£8.00
£11.00
£6.00
£9.00
£1.00

Notes

NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

Rationale for the
increase/introduction of charge

Equalities impact of the increase

Research undertaken with other
events in the area to assess market
prices. The prices were determined
through this process.

No increase, however there is no
equalities impact

Re-worked for the new building
per 3 hours
per 7 hours
per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

per 3 hours
per 7 hours
per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

per 3 hours
per 7 hours
per hour
per hour
per hour
per hour

Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt
Exempt

Full cost plus

£72.00
£167.00
£26.00
£22.00
£22.00
£19.00

£89.00
£206.00
£32.00
£26.00
£26.00
£22.50

Full cost plus

£42.20
£98.00
£15.20
£12.40
£12.40
£10.70

Full cost plus

£15.75
£36.00
£5.60
£4.60
£4.60
£4.00

23.6%
23.4%
23.1%
18.2%
18.2%
18.4%

New £2.4 million building with three
rooms to hire, Activity Hall (now
New £2.4 million building with three rooms to
larger than the previous hall),
hire, Activity Hall (now larger than the
classroom and meeting room. Price
previous hall), classroom and meeting room.
determined by dividing the existing
Price worked out by dividing the existing
price down per m2 then multiplying it
price down per m2 then multiplying it up by
up by the new footprint areas per
the new footprint areas per room then adding
room then adding 15% to cover
15% due to new improved facilities. These
administration costs. Market
fees are still a lot lower than commercial
research indicated that these fees
hires of local facilities for conferencing, view
are lower than other local
to increase again in 2021.
commercial hires, view to increase
again in 2021/22.

Only increase is due to the new
activity hall, however there is no
impact on equalities assessment

This is a new piece of equipment
that has been purchased. The
Sporty single handed dingy is slightly
more expensive that the non-sporty
version hence the additional hire
cost (single handed is £20)

No increase, however there is no
equalities impact

Book & Play:

Sporty Single Handed Dinghy

1 hour

Standard

£25.00

Canoe / Double Kayak Hire (two to three people)

per boat per half hour

Standard

£7.00

£16.00

128.6%

Pedalo Hire (max 5 people)

per boat per half hour

Standard

£7.00

£16.00

128.6%

Pay & Play Boat Hire is now bookable by
boat not per head. It was £7pp. It's now £8,
£16 or £25 per boat, depending upon what
boat you hire. For pedalos and kayaks there
was a number of complaints that a family of
4 cost £28 where as two people would only
cost £14. So changed to £16 per boat per
half hour which is similar to other watersports
places.

The Dinton Activity Centre has
received significant feedback on this
activity by users. This year the cost The impact on groups for this activity
was £7 per person and families of
has been reduced as it is more
four people were paying £28 per
equitable for families of 3 or 4 to
pedalo which is very high for
afford £16 rather than £21 or £28 per
30mins. Therefore the costs have
boat
been re-assessed for a charge of
£16 per boat which is much fairer
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Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) form: Initial impact assessment
If an officer is undertaking a project, policy change or service change, then an initial impact assessment must be completed and attached alongside the
Project initiation document.
EqIA Titular information:
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Date:
Service:
Project, policy or service
EQIA relates to:
Completed by:
Has the EQIA been discussed at
services team meeting:
Signed off by:
Sign off date:

5/11/2020
Sport & Leisure/Arts & Culture
Sport & Leisure/Arts & Culture New and Significantly
increased charges
Joe Howorth, Anna Wijkman
YES
Beverley Thompson
11/11/20

1. Policy, Project or service information:
This section should be used to identify the main purpose of the project, policy or service change, the method of delivery, including who key stakeholders
are, main beneficiaries and any associated aims.
What is the purpose of the project, policy change or service change , its expected outcomes and how does it relate to your services corporate
plan:
Increase to existing fees in the income generation programme set above inflation at around 10-30% alongside benchmarking for similar and
comparative programmes.
New charges introduced for new programmes within the Sport & Leisure and Arts & Culture departments. (see report for detailed information)
Increases of RPI % of ~1.6% for Sport & Leisure prevention programmes, pitch hire and dementia & disability programmes. These are only by
inflation due to the nature of these groups.

1

Outline how you are delivering your project, policy change or service change. What governance arrangements are in place, which internal
stakeholders (Service managers, Assistant Directors, Members etc) have/will be consulted and informed about the project or changes:
Proposed changes above inflation are benchmarked alongside similar or comparative programmes at other local Borough levels & private sector.
Other increases in charges are at inflation or rounded figures. New charges introduced to increase offering of activity opportunities and cultural
workshop and events across the borough.
Increased and new charges have been discussed with service managers, chief executive and our lead members.
Outline who are the main beneficiaries of the Project, policy change or service change?
A greater offering and variety in programmes reaching more residents of the borough, all ages and abilities, and genders.
Programmes have online and in-person systems to increase the reach of our programmes and to become COVID relevant for the future.
Increased charges brought alongside benchmarked programmes.
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Outline any associated aims attached to the project, policy change or service change:
Increase online formats of our programmes and booking systems for ease of use and increased attendances, and those will have provisions for
residents who have no IT access.
Allow the use of online bookings systems to follow COVID-safe guidelines.

2. Protected characteristics:
There are 9 protected characteristics as defined by the legislation:
•
•
•
•

Race
Gender
Disability
Gender re-assignment
2

•
•
•
•
•

Age
Religious belief
Sexual orientation
Pregnancy/Maternity
Marriage and civil partnership:

To find out more about the protected groups, please consult the EQIA guidance.
3. Initial Impact review:
In the table below, please indicate whether your project, Policy change or service change will have a positive or negative impact on one of the protected
characteristics. To assess the level of impact, please assign each group a Positive, No, Low or High impact score:
For information on how to define No, low or high impact, please consult the EQIA guidance document.
If your project is to have a positive impact on one of the protected groups, please outline this in the table below.
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For details on what constitutes a positive impact, please consult the EQIA guidance.
Protected
characteristics
Race:

Impact
score
NONE

Gender:

NONE

Disabilities:

NONE

Age:

NONE

Sexual orientation:

NONE

Religion/belief:

NONE

Please detail what impact will be felt by the
protected group:

3

Gender reassignment:

NONE

Pregnancy and
Maternity:

NONE

Marriage and civil
partnership:

NONE

Based on your findings from your initial impact assessment, you must complete a full impact assessment for any groups you have identified as having a low
of high negative impact. If No impact, or a positive impact has been identified, you do not need to complete a full assessment. However, you must report on
this initial assessment and it must receive formal approval from the Assistant Director responsible for the project, policy or service change.
Initial impact assessment approved by…. Beverley Thompson
Date:….11/11/20
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Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) form: Initial impact assessment
If an officer is undertaking a project, policy change or service change, then an initial impact assessment must be completed and attached alongside the
Project initiation document.
EqIA Titular information:
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Date:
Service:
Project, policy or service
EQIA relates to:
Completed by:
Has the EQIA been discussed at
services team meeting:
Signed off by:
Sign off date:

10 November 2020
Development Management and Enforcement
Planning Advice Charges Increase
Marcia Head
Yes
Clare Lawrence
10/11/20

1. Policy, Project or service information:
This section should be used to identify the main purpose of the project, policy or service change, the method of delivery, including who key stakeholders
are, main beneficiaries and any associated aims.
What is the purpose of the project, policy change or service change , its expected outcomes and how does it relate to your services corporate
plan:
Increase to planning advice charges and restructure to make them more aligned to the way national planning application fees are calculated to make
them easier for customers and staff to calculate. Increase above inflation rate to recover more cost. Developers pay.
For information, there is no proposed change in the fee for householder planning advice for residents.

5

Outline how you are delivering your project, policy change or service change. What governance arrangements are in place, which internal
stakeholders (Service managers, Assistant Directors, Members etc) have/will be consulted and informed about the project or changes:
Proposed charges are above inflation and still less than the national planning application fees. The increases were discussed and agreed at Place and
Growth leadership team meeting on 9 September 2020. These will be communicated as part of the corporate fees and charges comms process.

Outline who are the main beneficiaries of the Project, policy change or service change?
Developers prefer clearer charging structure based on national application fees with which they are familiar.
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Outline any associated aims attached to the project, policy change or service change:
Simplified charging schedule will enable developers to pay the correct fee and not have to wait for guidance of the fee from staff. This will speed up
the validation of applications for planning advice.

2. Protected characteristics:
There are 9 protected characteristics as defined by the legislation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race
Gender
Disability
Gender re-assignment
Age
Religious belief
Sexual orientation
Pregnancy/Maternity
6

•

Marriage and civil partnership:

To find out more about the protected groups, please consult the EQIA guidance.
3. Initial Impact review:
In the table below, please indicate whether your project, Policy change or service change will have a positive or negative impact on one of the protected
characteristics. To assess the level of impact, please assign each group a Positive, No, Low or High impact score:
For information on how to define No, low or high impact, please consult the EQIA guidance document.
If your project is to have a positive impact on one of the protected groups, please outline this in the table below.
For details on what constitutes a positive impact, please consult the EQIA guidance.
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Protected
characteristics
Race:

Impact
score
None

Gender:

None

Disabilities:

None

Age:

None

Sexual orientation:

None

Religion/belief:

None

Gender reassignment:

None

Pregnancy and
Maternity:

None

Please detail what impact will be felt by the
protected group:

7

Marriage and civil
partnership:

None

Based on your findings from your initial impact assessment, you must complete a full impact assessment for any groups you have identified as having a low
of high negative impact. If No impact, or a positive impact has been identified, you do not need to complete a full assessment. However, you must report on
this initial assessment and it must receive formal approval from the Assistant Director responsible for the project, policy or service change.
Initial impact assessment approved by….Clare Lawrence
Date:….10/10/20
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8

Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) form: Initial impact assessment
If an officer is undertaking a project, policy change or service change, then an initial impact assessment must be completed and attached alongside the
Project initiation document.
EqIA Titular information:
Date:
Service:
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Project, policy or service
EQIA relates to:
Completed by:
Has the EQIA been discussed at
services team meeting:
Signed off by:
Sign off date:

06.11.20
Place and Growth – Highways & Transport, Transport,
Drainage and Compliance
Fees and Charges
Judy Kelly
Yes
Matthew Gould
12 November 2020

1. Policy, Project or service information:
This section should be used to identify the main purpose of the project, policy or service change, the method of delivery, including who key stakeholders
are, main beneficiaries and any associated aims.
What is the purpose of the project, policy change or service change , its expected outcomes and how does it relate to your services corporate
plan:
The Council’s Fees and Charges are due to go to Executive for approval in November 2020. As part of this process, we are required to complete an
equality impact assessment. It is proposed that some of the fees and charges relating to the Highways and Transport & Transport, Drainage and
Compliance service areas within the Place and Growth directorate will increase from December 2020, and a small number of new fees and charges
will be introduced from December 2020.

9

Outline how you are delivering your project, policy change or service change. What governance arrangements are in place, which internal
stakeholders (Service managers, Assistant Directors, Members ect) have/will be consulted and informed about the project or changes:
Senior Specialists for each Service area have reviewed the proposed fees and charges, with input from other specialists in their teams. These fees and
charges have been approved by the Assistant Directors for both service areas. The fees and charges will be discussed at Executive for approval in
November 2020.

Outline who are the main beneficiaries of the Project, policy change or service change?
The Council
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Outline any associated aims attached to the project, policy change or service change:
Ensure that the fees and charges are suitably reviewed in line with inflation and that the council’s ongoing costs in providing the service are covered.

2. Protected characteristics:
There are 9 protected characteristics as defined by the legislation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race
Gender
Disability
Gender re-assignment
Age
Religious belief
Sexual orientation
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•
•

Pregnancy/Maternity
Marriage and civil partnership:

To find out more about the protected groups, please consult the EQIA guidance.
3. Initial Impact review:
In the table below, please indicate whether your project, Policy change or service change will have a positive or negative impact on one of the protected
characteristics. To assess the level of impact, please assign each group a Positive, No, Low or High impact score:
For information on how to define No, low or high impact, please consult the EQIA guidance document.
If your project is to have a positive impact on one of the protected groups, please outline this in the table below.
For details on what constitutes a positive impact, please consult the EQIA guidance.
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Protected
characteristics
Race:

Impact
score
No

Gender:

No

Disabilities:

No

Age:

No

Sexual orientation:

No

Religion/belief:

No

Gender reassignment:

No

Please detail what impact will be felt by the
protected group:

11

Pregnancy and
Maternity:

No

Marriage and civil
partnership:

No

Based on your findings from your initial impact assessment, you must complete a full impact assessment for any groups you have identified as having a low
of high negative impact. If No impact, or a positive impact has been identified, you do not need to complete a full assessment. However, you must report on
this initial assessment and it must receive formal approval from the Assistant Director responsible for the project, policy or service change.
Initial impact assessment approved by Andy Glencross (AD for H&T)
Date: 12 Nov 2020
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Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) form: Initial impact assessment
If an officer is undertaking a project, policy change or service change, then an initial impact assessment must be completed and attached alongside the
Project initiation document.
EqIA Titular information:
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Date:
Service:
Project, policy or service
EQIA relates to:
Completed by:
Has the EQIA been discussed at
services team meeting:
Signed off by:
Sign off date:

09/11/2020
Countryside Service
Place and Growth
Simon Bartlam
Yes
Richard Bisset
12/11/20

1. Policy, Project or service information:
This section should be used to identify the main purpose of the project, policy or service change, the method of delivery, including who key stakeholders
are, main beneficiaries and any associated aims.
What is the purpose of the project, policy change or service change , its expected outcomes and how does it relate to your services corporate plan:
Existing Product Pricing Points New or Significantly Increased for 2021 Fees & Charges for Dinton Activity Centre
White Swan Specimen group , proposed fee increase 10% from £610 to £671
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and waters creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
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White Swan Winter ticket proposed fee increase 10% from £240 to £264
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and waters creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
Black Swan Specimen Group proposed fee increase 10% from £610 to £671
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and waters creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
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Longmoor Lake Specimen group Proposed fee increase 10% from £220 to £242
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and waters creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
Gold ticket fee increase proposed increase 10% from £1200 to £1320
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and waters creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
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Twyford Reserve group proposed fee increase 20% from £250 to £300
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and waters creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
Guest ticket fee proposed fee increase 50% from £20 per 24 hours to £30 per 24 hours
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and waters creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
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Day season tickets proposed fee increase of 10% From £75 per rod to £82.50 per rod ( Concession £55 per rod to £60.50 )
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and waters creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
Day ticket proposed fee increase 10% from £5 per rod per day to £5.50 per rod per day ( Concession £3.00 per rod per day to £3.30 per rod per
day)
Investment into the Authorities fisheries over a number of years has created fisheries that are nationally well regarded. Long waiting lists are in
place due to the high demand and additional funds raised would be re-invested into the management of the site and water creating improvements
in visitor experience, the Authorities reputation and future business opportunities.
This equalities impact assessment has determined that there is no impact of the rises
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Outline how you are delivering your project, policy change or service change. What governance arrangements are in place, which internal
stakeholders (Service managers, Assistant Directors, Members etc) have/will be consulted and informed about the project or changes:
A few of our existing products have been increased in price as a result of product demand and in response to benchmarking other organisations that
sell the same products. It is important to be of a similar price as offering a significantly cheaper product can be associated by customers on browsing
as the assumption that they might receive an inferior product or service. We don’t price our products higher than our competitors but align them as
far as possible.
Consultation has occurred with Assistant Director, Director and Executive Member

Outline who are the main beneficiaries of the Project, policy change or service change?
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The countryside service is a non-statutory, self-funding service. The income from our two country parks fund the management of our other 26
countryside sites across the borough. Any additional income goes towards the maintenance of the facilities and new infrastructure and services for
residents to enjoy. This year we are investing £2.4 million in a new activity centre building and £300k in a play area at California Country Park.

Outline any associated aims attached to the project, policy change or service change:
• Income generation to cover running costs of the activity centre and country parks and sites under its management
• Any income will be re-invested
• We often give back a proportion of additional income to assist other council departments
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2. Protected characteristics:
There are 9 protected characteristics as defined by the legislation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race
Gender
Disability
Gender re-assignment
Age
Religious belief
Sexual orientation
Pregnancy/Maternity
Marriage and civil partnership:
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To find out more about the protected groups, please consult the EQIA guidance.
3. Initial Impact review:
In the table below, please indicate whether your project, Policy change or service change will have a positive or negative impact on one of the protected
characteristics. To assess the level of impact, please assign each group a Positive, No, Low or High impact score:
For information on how to define No, low or high impact, please consult the EQIA guidance document.
If your project is to have a positive impact on one of the protected groups, please outline this in the table below.
For details on what constitutes a positive impact, please consult the EQIA guidance.
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Protected
characteristics
Race:
Gender:
Disabilities:
Age:

Impact
score
No
Impact
No
Impact
Positive
Impact

Gender reassignment:

No
Impact
No
Impact
No
Impact
No
Impact

Pregnancy and
Maternity:

No
Impact

Marriage and civil
partnership:

No
Impact

Sexual orientation:
Religion/belief:

Please detail what impact will be felt by the
protected group:

The Countryside Services offers 25% discount on
Specimen Group ticket prices.
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Based on your findings from your initial impact assessment, you must complete a full impact assessment for any groups you have identified as having a low
of high negative impact. If No impact, or a positive impact has been identified, you do not need to complete a full assessment. However, you must report on
this initial assessment and it must receive formal approval from the Assistant Director responsible for the project, policy or service change.
Initial impact assessment approved by: Richard Bisset
Date: 12/11/20
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Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) form: Initial impact assessment
If an officer is undertaking a project, policy change or service change, then an initial impact assessment must be completed and attached alongside the
Project initiation document.
EqIA information:
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Date:
Service:
Project, policy or service
EQIA relates to:
Completed by:
Has the EQIA been discussed at
services team meeting:
Signed off by:
Sign off date:

09/11/2020
Countryside Service
Place and Growth
Tanya Lee
Yes
Richard Bisset
12/11/20

1. Policy, Project or service information:
This section should be used to identify the main purpose of the project, policy or service change, the method of delivery, including who key stakeholders
are, main beneficiaries and any associated aims.
What is the purpose of the project, policy change or service change , its expected outcomes and how does it relate to your services corporate plan:
Existing Product Pricing Points New or Significantly Increased for 2021 Fees & Charges for Dinton Activity Centre
Members Boat Storage (small and large boat park spaces) is proposed to increase by 29%
A review of prices has determined that for a small boat to be 'stored' at Dinton all year would equate to £1.40 per week which is significantly less
than other local boat storage companies. The increase to £94.00 or £1.80 per week is still cheaper than other boat storage facilities which have
been market tested to store their craft throughout the year.
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Annual lake Access Passes (Adult and Family) is proposed to increase by 30%
The annual access to the lake allows an adult to turn up with their craft and use the water as many times as they wish throughout the year. At
£64.00 or £1.23 per week this is extremely good value and is better than other locations in the area. The increase to £85 or £1.63 per week still
represents very good value to enable access to the water. Part of this increase will be put towards the funding for the new Dinton Activity Centre
which the business case is formulated on.
Archery Instructor Training is proposed to increase by 20%
This course is undertaken by the Governing Body Archery GB. Their prices have risen across the board and the finances are cost neutral. This year it
is expected that the DAC will train up a member of staff to hold these classes which will allow greater flexibility and value for money going forwards.
Themed Guided Night Paddles are proposed to increase by approx. 45%
The increase is to allow for extra materials/infrastructure to improve the experience for users as per feedback received. We will still run the nonthemed guided night paddles as a more affordable option for people.
Dinton Show / Christmas Fair – New Fees
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Research undertaken with other events in the area to assess market prices and the fees were determined though this benchmarking process.
Room Hire Fees for the new Activity Centre Building – restructure of existing hall hire price and new fees added
2021 will see a new £2.4 million building with three rooms to hire: Activity Hall (now larger than the previous hall), classroom and meeting room.
The existing old building does not offer a classroom or meeting room option. Pricing for these new rooms have been determined by dividing the
existing price down per m2 then multiplying it up by the new footprint areas (per room) then adding 15% to cover administration costs. Market
research indicated that these proposed fees are lower than other local commercial hires, with a view to increase again in 2021/22.

Sporty Single Handed Dinghy Hire – New Fee
This is a new piece of equipment that has been purchased. The Sporty single handed dingy is slightly more expensive that the non-sporty version
hence the additional hire cost.
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Boat Hire – restructure of fees to accommodate online bookings
The Dinton Activity Centre has received significant feedback on this activity by users. This year, the cost was £7 per person and families of four
people were paying £28 per pedalo which is very high for 30mins. Therefore the costs have been re-assessed for a charge of £16 per boat which is
much fairer. The purchase per boat, rather than per person also allows us to put the boats / products purchasable online. This has been a covid
secure move but has also been easier for both staff and customers. Customers can check availability before coming and can also book in advance
online, using their phones or at reception for any remaining boats available on the day. Moving online reduces staff costs, which is why we can
afford to amend the pricing structure to make hiring boats as a family or larger group more affordable.

Outline how you are delivering your project, policy change or service change. What governance arrangements are in place, which internal
stakeholders (Service managers, Assistant Directors, Members ect) have/will be consulted and informed about the project or changes:
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New products introduced have been researched and benchmarked where possible.
A few of our existing products have increased in price as a result of product demand and in response to benchmarking other organisations that sell
the same products/services. It is important to be of a similar price as offering a significantly cheaper product can be associated by customers on
browsing as the assumption that they might receive an inferior product or service. We do not price our products higher than our competitors but
align them as far as possible.
Prices have been amended with the view that all products will be delivered in/at the new Dinton Activity Centre building which will have modern
facilities, a much larger footprint, café, meeting and conference rooms along with a larger two story activity hall. The building will be fully inclusive
with changing places facilities. This building is a £2.4 million project and will be the boroughs first carbon neutral building.

Consultation has occurred with Assistant Director, Director and Executive Member
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Outline who are the main beneficiaries of the Project, policy change or service change?
The countryside service is a non-statutory, self-funding service but is absolutely key in delivering physical and mental fitness for residents and visitors
alike. The income from our two country parks fund the management of our other 26 countryside sites across the borough including the maintenance
of the facilities and new infrastructure for residents to enjoy. This year we are investing £2.4 million in a new activity centre building and £300k in a
play area at California Country Park. The levied fees for the DAC activities assists in paying for the new activity centre build project. New fees
introduced and some price increases will help contribute towards this.
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Outline any associated aims attached to the project, policy change or service change:
• Income generation to pay back the loan for the new activity centre building
• Income generation to fund the infrastructure investments within our country parks
• Income generation to cover running costs of the activity centre and country park
• Any income will be re-invested into the service
• We often give back a proportion of additional income to assist other Council departments
• New products help us increase the variety of outdoor sports and recreation on offer to the borough residents

2. Protected characteristics:
There are 9 protected characteristics as defined by the legislation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race
Gender
Disability
Gender re-assignment
Age
Religious belief
Sexual orientation
Pregnancy/Maternity
Marriage and civil partnership:
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To find out more about the protected groups, please consult the EQIA guidance.
3. Initial Impact review:
In the table below, please indicate whether your project, Policy change or service change will have a positive or negative impact on one of the protected
characteristics. To assess the level of impact, please assign each group a Positive, No, Low or High impact score:
For information on how to define No, low or high impact, please consult the EQIA guidance document.
If your project is to have a positive impact on one of the protected groups, please outline this in the table below.
For details on what constitutes a positive impact, please consult the EQIA guidance.
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Protected
characteristics
Race:
Gender:
Disabilities:

Age:
Sexual orientation:
Religion/belief:
Gender reassignment:

Impact
score
No
Impact
No
Impact
Positive
Impact

Please detail what impact will be felt by the
protected group:

The new Dinton Activity Centre building will be
fully inclusive with a lift to the first floor, disabled
bell at the café door, and a changing places
facility. The existing building has no disabled
access or facilities.

No
Impact
No
Impact
No
Impact
No
Impact
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Pregnancy and
Maternity:

No
Impact

Marriage and civil
partnership:

No
Impact

Based on your findings from your initial impact assessment, you must complete a full impact assessment for any groups you have identified as having a low
of high negative impact. If No impact, or a positive impact has been identified, you do not need to complete a full assessment. However, you must report on
this initial assessment and it must receive formal approval from the Assistant Director responsible for the project, policy or service change.
Initial impact assessment approved by: Richard Bisset
Date: 12/11/2020
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Agenda Item 49.
TITLE

Support and Care Procurement

FOR CONSIDERATION BY

The Executive on Thursday, 26 November 2020

WARD

None Specific;

LEAD OFFICER

Director, Adult Social Care and Health - Matt Pope

LEAD MEMBER

Executive Member for Health, Wellbeing and Adult
Services - Charles Margetts

PURPOSE OF REPORT (INC STRATEGIC OUTCOMES)
In accordance with WBC’s Procurement and Contracts Rules and Procedures, this
report seeks approval of Full Council to proceed with the Support and Care procurement
framework. The procurement exercise will enable ASC to commission high quality, cost
effective care for vulnerable adults in need of supported living or home care.
A key element of the ASC and the Voluntary and Community Sector Strategy, this
procurement exercise will support our focus on prevention and reducing demand,
delaying the need for more costly services. People will be supported and enabled to
remain as independent as possible for as long as possible in their own homes and
communities and not in residential care homes.
The final specifications will require providers to deliver reablement and strength based
commissioning where the individual will continue to receive personalised support and be
at the centre of any support. WBC will work closely with providers to ensure high quality
choice of services are provided that support and safeguard its vulnerable residents..
Through this tender, WBC will ensure that improvements are made in the training and
development of the carer workforce.
The Support and Care Procurement will strengthen our commissioning practice,
improving the strategic oversight of commissioned activity, market intelligence and
engagement with social care providers. This will create greater stability of placements
for our most vulnerable and increase quality assurance resulting in improved outcomes.
Delegated authority is being sought for the Director of Adult Social Services to agree the
procurement model for support and care services and enter into call off agreements with
the successful organisations which meet value for money and quality requirements.
RECOMMENDATION
That Executive recommends to Full Council that approval is given for:
1)

Officers to proceed with the Support and Care procurement, as set out in
Appendix 1 to this report;

2)

Officers to create a compliant framework, from which to call off support and care
packages;
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3)

The Director of Adult Social Services to have delegated authority to approve
business cases to enter into call off agreements with successful organisations for
individual or block contracts where price and quality benefits are achieved

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our ambition is for Wokingham Borough to be one of the best boroughs for adults and
carers in need of support to live, where they feel safe, included and a key part of our
community. Our ASC strategy focusses on how WBC and its partners will prevent,
reduce and delay the need for formal support and care and where possible to improve
people’s health and wellbeing, focusing on prevention and self-help.
In 2018/19 approximately 2,025 new clients made 4,345 requests for information, advice
or support from WBC. 69% (2970) of these led to signposting to universal services or no
service provided and 11% (460) led to long term care. 1,860 people (existing and new)
received support and care provided by WBC throughout the year. Most people (1,320)
received support and care in their own home – and it is this aspect that will fall under the
scope of this project. At any one time approximately 700 people are in receipt of a
supported living or home care service, approximately 30 adult care packages are let
each month totalling 360 per year.
Supported Living is a service designed to help people with a wide range of support
needs retain their independence by being supported in their own home. People in
supported living are usually aged between 18-64 and may live with their family or have
their own tenancy as part of a shared accommodation and are responsible for their own
bills and cost of living. To afford these, the person may be entitled to a wide range of
benefits and grants. In single person supported living, they will also have their own front
door.
Home care is looking after a person from the comfort of their own home. Care workers
go into people’s homes to help with the day to day aspects of living such as personal
care. Home care is flexible and can be anything from a couple of visits a week right
through to 24/7 live in care. Providers who provide the personal care element must be
CQC registered. Usually people who receive home care service are aged 65 and over.
The procurement exercise will be delivered within existing budgets, approximately £14
million per annum. This will deliver existing efficiency programmes within the Medium
Term Financial Plan, managing demand and utilising our budget to its full potential. It is
based upon restructuring of existing spend through compliant and competitive
procurement processes. The identified spend does not represent a change in
expenditure and further efficiencies against this spend is not possible. This exercise will
enable to Council to maintain sufficiency within the local adult social care market.
Given that WBC has had unforeseen expenditure due to Covid 19 it is important that all
possible models to procure support and care are considered. This procurement will
ensure that we continue to comply with WBC financial regulations, UK Public
Procurement Regulations and EU law. At present, packages are spot purchased and
there is little market engagement with providers. The project will ensure high quality
services are delivered that continue to safeguard individuals, achieve value for money,
continued service improvements and enhanced outcomes for residents and the
workforce. This will also allow WBC to have a better market oversight and influence the
development of the market to meet strategic priorities. By working with providers who
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have agreed to our requirements and our rates we will be able to budget and forecast
spend more accurately including controlling any future cost increases.
It is anticipated that the contract will be awarded by May/June 2021.
Key milestones
1. Cost modelling by end of October/November 2020 to ensure a sustainable rate of
care and any future costings will be based on these models
2. Ongoing provider and stakeholder engagement
3. Tender advertisement February/March 2021
4. Framework award by April/May 2021
5. Full mobilisation by April/May 2021
6. Framework go live date May/June 2021
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BACKGROUND
Our ambition is for Wokingham Borough to be one of the best boroughs for adults and
carers in need of support and care to live, where they feel safe, included and a key part
of our community. Our procurement will help us achieve this ambition and with our
partners will enable us to prevent, reduce and delay the need for formal support and
care and where possible to improve people’s health and wellbeing, focusing on
prevention and self-help.
Providers on the framework will support vulnerable adults, adults with disabilities and
older people to achieve the desired outcomes that are important and personal to them.
They will help deliver Wokingham’s ambitions for ASC in the borough, to ensure that all
residents are enabled to achieve their personal goals and ambitions, in a context which
promotes safety, independence and choice.
The procurement will help deliver the four key aims or priorities of the new ASC strategy:





protect and safeguard adults
prevent, reduce and delay the need for formal care and support
promote and support choice and independence
work in partnership and commission services that deliver quality and value for
money

Supported Living is a service designed to help people with a wide range of support
needs retain their independence by being supported in their own home. People in
supported living are usually aged between 18-64 and may live with their family or have
their own tenancy as part of a shared accommodation and are responsible for their own
bills and cost of living. To afford these, the person may be entitled to a wide range of
benefits and grants. In single person supported living, they will also have their own front
door.
Home care is looking after a person from the comfort of their own home. Care workers
go into people’s homes to help with the day to day aspects of living such as personal
care. Home care is flexible and can be anything from a couple of visits a week right
through to 24/7 live in care. Providers who provide the personal care element must be
CQC registered. Usually people who receive home care service are aged 65 and over.
At present supported living and home care is commissioned on a spot basis - there has
not been any formal process whereby a select or approved group of providers has been
selected. We are therefore, in a position where we work with a number of providers,
ranging from those with single packages of support and care to those with a significant
amount of Council work. Providers have raised concerns that there is a need to improve
how providers are awarded work. There is a lack of competition, it is difficult for new
entrants to enter the market and a lack of innovation/use of technology. There are also
different start and end dates for contracts that causes additional work for Officers when
renewing contracts. In addition for supported living, support provision in some cases is
dependent on provision of housing (and vice versa.) So if the support provider changes,
this may also affect the tenancy. There is a need to amend this so that the person has
security of tenure in line with their tenancy agreement.
A procurement exercise will address these issues. There is a need to ensure that we
approach the procurement of support and care strategically and this is more imperative
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given the financial outlook due to COVID 19. The procurement will allow WBC to
prequalify providers to a minimum quality level that ensures meeting our statutory duty
as well as promoting continuous improvement in the care market. Encouraging
competition through formal market competition may support management through
forecasting budgetary pressures and requirements. Allowing providers to register their
interest in working with WBC at any time may increase the number of providers and new
entrants to the market as there is no time constrained tender period; this can promote
choice, quality, competition and innovation in the market.
BUSINESS CASE
Under the Public Contracts Regulations (PCR) 2015, both frameworks and dynamic
purchasing systems (DPS) are compliant techniques for procurement. A framework is a
‘closed’ approved provider list to which providers agree to general terms and conditions
of performance and quality, and from which you can subsequently directly award
contracts or run mini competitions. Frameworks may only be let for up to 4 years. A DPS
is similar in nature to a framework, except that it remains open for new provider
applications, all contracts are let through mini-competitions, and it does not have the 4
year limitation, and must be run entirely electronically.
The proposal looks to implement a model that selects best and compliant elements of a
DPS and framework designs to meet our requirements (following internal and external
stakeholder engagement). All providers will have to meet quality and/or price standards
to be accepted, and if/where concerns relating to this arise, they may be temporarily or
permanently suspended from bidding for WBC care packages
Other benefits this will provide to WBC will be:


Delivery of the ASC Strategy and the Voluntary and Community Sector Strategy.
This will include a focus on prevention and in reducing, and delaying the need for
more costly services, by supporting people to live independently in their own homes
and communities and not in residential care homes. This is particularly important,
given the experiences of care homes during COVID19 and the expected increase in
support and care at home as the main choice for many people. This puts emphasis
on the ability of care providers to ‘enable and reable’ people to stay in their own
homes, particularly on discharge from hospital.



The specifications will enable providers to deliver reablement and strength based
commissioning where the individual will continue to be at the centre of any support,
they will include improvements in the training and development of the carer
workforce.



Quality control and service improvement –this method of procuring delivers a single
set of overarching terms for quality and performance which providers must agree to,
creating a standard, equal and transparent expectation to all providers who
successfully apply in order to maintain framework status. In addition individuals who
are receiving Direct Payments will benefit from the framework, all providers would
expect to ensure the same terms and conditions including rates are applied to these
packages.



We will work closely with framework providers, including having regular forum and
engagement opportunities to ensure that quality is improved. This will also require
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us to meet Care Act (2014) requirements – the procurement will allow for planning
around supporting sustainability of the market through more efficient contract
monitoring, consistent cost modelling and price variance management. This will
improve not only our market intelligence but our influence over our local market both
financially and through improved supplier relationship management.


The contract price will be determined through a standardised model and may be a
set rate for all providers, ensuring consistency, equal opportunity and treatment. By
working with providers who have agreed to our rates we will be able to budget and
forecast spend far more accurately including controlling any future cost increases
(including for Direct Payments as mentioned above).



Through cost modelling with the market, we can ensure the design encapsulates a
sustainable and efficient rate for both supported living and domiciliary care applicable
to Wokingham borough.



We will explore any opportunities of making the process more efficient for
WBC including guaranteeing hours where appropriate, zoning certain parts of the
borough, and exploring how technology can be used in delivering support and care.



Efficiencies for internal staff including linking with wider partners and taking into
account the changes that have taken place in the market following Covid19.



Modernising our procurement procedures – the majority of LAs have designed and
utilise their own or a consortium framework e.g. Nottinghamshire; Stockport, Trafford
and Rochdale Councils; Oxfordshire; Reading Borough. Providers are familiar with
using these systems. Additionally, WBC already successfully uses frameworks for
Children’s residential care and independent foster agency placements.



Procurement process will reflect the market – and support and invite newer and
smaller businesses to contract for services as well as larger national organisations.

See procurement business case for more details including timeline.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDATION
WBC faces severe funding pressures, particularly in the face of the COVID-19
crisis. It is therefore imperative that Council resources are focused on the
vulnerable and on its highest priorities.
How much will it
Cost/ (Save)
Current Financial
Year (Year 1)

£0 (this is within
planned Medium
Term Financial
Plan envelope)

Next Financial Year
(Year 2)

£0 (this is within
planned Medium
Term Financial
Plan envelope)

Is there sufficient
funding – if not
quantify the Shortfall
Actual spend will vary
by the amount of
care assessed as
eligible under The
Care Act.
Yes - any inflation
added to the
framework will be
agreed annually as
part of the medium
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Revenue or
Capital?
Revenue

Revenue

Following Financial
Year (Year 3)

£0 (this is within
planned Medium
Term Financial
Plan envelope)

term financial
planning process.
Amount of
inflationary award will
be limited by the new
contractual terms in
this procurement.
Yes - any inflation
added to the
framework will be
agreed annually as
part of the medium
term financial
planning process.
Amount of
inflationary award will
be limited by the new
contractual terms in
this procurement.

Revenue

Other Financial Information
The procurement exercise will be delivered within existing budgets, approximately £14
million per annum. This will deliver existing efficiency programmes within the Medium
Term Financial Plan, managing demand and utilising our budget to its full potential. It is
based upon restructuring of existing spend through compliant and competitive
procurement processes. The identified spend does not represent a change in
expenditure and further efficiencies against this spend is not possible. This exercise will
enable to Council to maintain sufficiency within the local ASC market.
Stakeholder Considerations and Consultation
As above
Public Sector Equality Duty
Attached
Climate Emergency – This Council has declared a climate emergency and is
committed to playing as full a role as possible – leading by example as well as by
exhortation – in achieving a carbon neutral Wokingham Borough by 2030
The tender process will ensure any environmental considerations are taken into
account, particularly where travel time in home care can be minimised.
List of Background Papers
Procurement Business Case
Contact Iftkhar Ahmed
Telephone

Service Adult Social Care
Email iftkhar.ahmed@wokingham.gov.uk
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PROCUREMENT BUSINESS CASE

In accordance with the Procurement and Contracts Rules and Procedures (PCRP) (see section
3.1.1): a formal business case is required for any procurement with a total value above £50,000.
The level of approval required for the Business Case depends on the type of procurement and
total ascertainable value of the contract, as indicated in the table below:
1. Level of Approval
State “YES” in the applicable box at either Level 1 or Level 2:

Goods and Services

£50k – £500k

Level 2
Assistant Director,
Director &
Executive Approval
> £500k

Schedule 3 Services

£50k – £615k

> £615k

£50k – £4,551k

> £4,551k

Type of Procurement

Works

Level 1
Assistant Director
& Director

2. Project Information
Project / Contract Title
Project / Contract Description

Expected Start Date & Duration (months)
Any Extension/s Allowed (months)
(e.g.: 1 x 24m / 1 x 12m + 1 x 12m)
Total Ascertainable Value

Procurement Procedure
(Open, Restricted, other agreed procedure)

“Yes”

“Yes”

Yes

Support & Care Framework
Implementation of a compliant procurement
method for supported living and
domiciliary/home care packages as allowed
under the Light Touch Regime (LTR)
5 years – 60 months
N/A
£74 million (£70 million without inflation)
Approx £74 million total lifetime value (if
allowing for 2.5% annual increases due to
inflation etc. any inflation added to the
framework will be agreed annually as part of
the medium term financial planning process)
Open

If not an Open or Restricted procedure,
has it been approved by Procurement?
(state “Yes”, “No” or “Not Applicable”)

Project being designed in conjunction with
procurement

Budget Available
(please state the value)

Approx. £70 million (calculated on 5 times
current spend)
£14 million per annum
Approx. 300 supported living and 400 home
care users
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Source of Funding
(revenue or capital or specified other)
Any specific comments or notes
associated with the budget

Revenue
The procurement exercise will be delivered
within existing budgets, approximately £14
million per annum. This will deliver existing
efficiency programmes within the Medium
Term Financial Plan, managing demand and
utilising our budget to its full potential. It is
based upon restructuring of existing spend
through compliant and competitive
procurement processes. The identified spend
does not represent a change in expenditure
and further efficiencies against this spend is
not possible. This exercise will enable to
Council to maintain sufficiency within the local
adult social care market.

1. Recommendations
We are seeking approval to initiate design of a procurement model for support and care services:
Implement a procurement model that includes
best and compliant elements of Dynamic
Purchasing System (DPS) and Framework
designs to meet our requirements (following
internal and external stakeholder
engagement)

Packages of care are currently commissioned
as part of a spot purchase arrangement. A
framework will improve the management of
spend and budget forecasting
Opportunity to let block or spot contracts on
aligned terms and conditions, and reducing
costs where this is feasible
Consistent quality assurance and emphasis
on driving up standards, for providers to join
the framework and on an ongoing basis
Improve WBC oversight and management of
market including engagement with providers
Increased competition possible between
providers including attracting new providers
and continuous service improvements – giving
people choice in provision
Low risk of legal challenge around compliance
Moderate contract management resource
required
Single method of working with WBC for
supplier and
Improved internal efficiencies as all contracts
will be for a five year term therefore reducing
the number of contracts renewed annually.

Following stakeholder consultation and Executive and Full Council approval to allow the DASS to
enter into agreements with support and care providers and the final model will be referred back to
ASCLT for sign-off prior to implementation and mobilisation.
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Alternatives that have been considered as non-viable options:
Do nothing – continue spot purchasing

High risk of uncontrolled spend
High risk of lost opportunity for quality
assurance
Lack of WBC management of market
competition
Significant risk of legal challenge around noncompliance with procurement regulations
Lack of synergy in process between different
brokerage/ commissioning teams
Significant contract management resource
required

Block contract for predictable spend and
continue spot purchasing elsewise

Improved management of spend
Potential risk for loss of consistency in quality
assurance
Some WBC management of market
competition possible allowing WBC to
capitalise on any opportunities in the market
Some risk of legal challenge around
compliance
Some risk of wasted funding through
unutilised voids
Moderate contract management resource
required

2. Project Justification
Link to Service or Corporate Objectives:
Background


Our ambition is for Wokingham Borough to be one of the best boroughs for adults and carers
in need of support and care to live, where they feel safe, included and a key part of our
community. Our procurement will help us achieve this ambition and with our partners will
enable us to prevent, reduce and delay the need for formal support and care and where
possible to improve people’s health and wellbeing, focusing on prevention and self-help.



Providers on the framework will support vulnerable adults, adults with disabilities and older
people to achieve the desired outcomes that are important and personal to them. They will
help deliver Wokingham’s ambitions for ASC in the borough, to ensure that all residents are
enabled to achieve their personal goals and ambitions, in a context which promotes safety,
independence and choice.



The procurement will help deliver the four key aims or priorities of the new ASC strategy:
 protect and safeguard adults
 prevent, reduce and delay the need for formal care and support
 promote and support choice and independence
 work in partnership and commission services that deliver quality and value for money
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This will include a focus on prevention and in reducing, and delaying the need for more costly
services, by supporting people to live independently in their own homes and communities and
not in residential care homes. This is particularly important, given the experiences of care
homes during COVID19 and the expected increase in support and care at home as the main
choice for many people. This puts emphasis on the ability of care providers to ‘enable and
reable’ people to stay in their own homes, particularly on discharge from hospital.



The specifications will enable providers to deliver reablement and strength based
commissioning where the individual will continue to be at the centre of any support, they will
include improvements in the training and development of the carer workforce.



WBC will work closely with providers to ensure high quality choice of services are provided
that support and safeguard its vulnerable residents and enable them to remain as
independent as possible for as long as possible in their own homes and communities.



Supported Living is a service designed to help people with a wide range of support needs
retain their independence by being supported in their own home. People in supported living
are usually aged between 18-64 and may live with their family or have their own tenancy as
part of a shared accommodation and are responsible for their own bills and cost of living. To
afford these, the person may be entitled to a wide range of benefits and grants. In single
person supported living, they will also have their own front door.



Home care is looking after a person from the comfort of their own home. Care workers go into
people’s homes to help with the day to day aspects of living such as personal care. Home
care is flexible and can be anything from a couple of visits a week right through to 24/7 live in
care. Providers who provide the personal care element must be CQC registered. Usually
people who receive home care service are aged 65 and over.



At present both supported living and home care is commissioned on a spot basis - there has
not been any formal process whereby a select or approved group of providers has been
selected. We are therefore, in a position where we work with a number of providers, ranging
from those with single packages of support and care to those with a significant amount of
Council work. Providers have raised concerns that there is a need to improve how providers
are awarded work. There is a lack of competition, it is difficult for new entrants to enter the
market and a lack of innovation/use of technology. There are also different start and end
dates for contracts that causes additional work for Officers when renewing contracts. In
addition for supported living, support provision in some cases is dependent on provision of
housing (and vice versa.) So if the support provider changes, this may also affect the tenancy.
There is a need to amend this so that the person has security of tenure in line with their
tenancy agreement.



A procurement exercise will address these issues. There is a need to ensure that we
approach the procurement of support and care strategically and this is more imperative given
the financial outlook due to COVID 19. The procurement will allow WBC to prequalify
providers to a minimum quality level that ensures meeting our statutory duty as well as
promoting continuous improvement in the care market. All providers will have to meet quality
and/or price standards to be accepted, and need to demonstrate they are continuing to meet
these standards to remain on the framework and if/where concerns relating to this arise, they
may be temporarily or permanently suspended from bidding for WBC contracts.



Competition will be encouraged and it will support management through forecasting
budgetary pressures and requirements.
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Allowing providers to register their interest in working with WBC at any time may increase the
number of providers and new entrants to the market as there is no time constrained tender
period; this can promote choice, quality, competition and innovation in the market.



Under the Public Contracts Regulations (PCR) 2015, both frameworks and dynamic
purchasing systems (DPS) are compliant techniques for procurement. A framework is a
‘closed’ approved provider list to which providers agree to general terms and conditions of
performance and quality, and from which you can subsequently directly award contracts or
run mini competitions. Frameworks may only be let for up to 4 years. A DPS is similar in
nature to a framework, except that it remains open for new provider applications, all contracts
are let through mini-competitions, and it does not have the 4 year limitation, and must be run
entirely electronically.



Approximately 30 adult care packages are let each month totalling 360 per year. These will
identify individual care package requirements, (either for supported living or home care)



Two non-LTR DPS have already been approved by the Executive, and are being designed for
Corporate Transport and Operational Property.

Project Specific Objectives, Appraisal of Options and Project Timetable:
Objectives


Delivery of strategies as highlighted above



Improvements in the training and development of the carer workforce.



Quality control and service improvement –this method of procuring delivers a single set of
overarching terms for quality and performance which providers must agree to, creating a
standard, equal and transparent expectation to all providers who successfully apply in order
to maintain framework status. In addition individuals who are receiving direct payments will
benefit from the framework, all providers would expect to ensure the same terms and
conditions including rates are applied to these packages.



We will work closely with framework providers, including having regular forum and
engagement opportunities to ensure that quality is improved. This will also require us to meet
Care Act requirements – the procurement will allow for planning around supporting
sustainability of the market through more efficient contract monitoring, consistent cost
modelling and price variance management. This will improve not only our market intelligence
but our influence over our local market both financially and through improved supplier
relationship management.



The contract price will be determined through a standardised model and may be a set rate for
all providers, ensuring consistency, equal opportunity and treatment. By working with
providers who have agreed to our rates we will be able to budget and forecast spend far more
accurately including controlling any future cost increases (including for Direct Payments).



Through cost modelling with the market, we can ensure the design encapsulates a
sustainable and efficient rate for both supported living and domiciliary care applicable to
Wokingham borough.
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We will explore any opportunities of making the process more efficient for WBC including
guaranteeing hours where appropriate, zoning certain parts of the borough, and exploring
how technology can be used in delivering support and care.



Efficiencies for internal staff including linking with wider partners and taking into account the
changes that have taken place in the market following Covid19.



Modernising our procurement procedures – the majority of LAs have designed and utilise their
own or a consortium framework e.g. Nottinghamshire; Stockport, Trafford and Rochdale
Councils; Oxfordshire; Reading Borough. Providers are familiar with using these systems.
Additionally, WBC already successfully uses frameworks for Children’s residential care and
independent foster agency placements.



Procurement process will reflect the market – and support and invite newer and smaller
businesses to contract for services as well as larger national organisations.
3. Additional considerations

When designing the new model for procuring, the following elements will be considered:















The changing needs of Wokingham – promote innovation, maximise use of technology,
changes in demographics (i.e. dementia)
Sustainability of the market
Market changes given Covid19
Consideration of how best to achieve value for money including management and control
of market pricing
Welfare of care workers including Ethical Care Charter principles
Prevention and reablement including strength based approach
Outcomes based commissioning
Electronic call monitoring
Health and hospital discharges including 7 day working
Reducing social isolation
Updating terms and conditions of contracts to further benefit WBC and its relationship with
partners
Migration of packages for providers who have not successfully applied where better value
can be achieved without detrimental effect on residents
To award individual packages (one package) and block packages where required i.e.
where there is provider failure or serious safeguarding concerns we can tender the entire
work out including TUPE.
No packages to be let outside of the approved provider system, unless in specific
circumstances

4. Options



Purchasing methods
We are recommending designing a model based on the most useful elements of
frameworks or dynamic purchasing systems, which making use of the flexibility in design
as allowed under the Light Touch Regime of the Public Contracts Regulations.



Consortium considerations
We are recommending a WBC focussed design (with a Bracknell and or Reading option
for “use only” should consultation demonstrate no significant delays to timescales). This
will only affect our design by requiring Bracknell and or Reading to be named on the
OJEU notice and the model’s total ascertainable value being great enough to cover the
requirements of all Authorities without impacting on known WBC contracting needs.
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5. Timetable



Project closure

To ensure effective planning time for design, engaging stakeholders whilst acting efficiently to
implement this model, we are working towards a contract award by May/June 2021.
.
 Key milestones







Cost modelling by end of October/November 2020 to ensure a sustainable rate of
care and any future costings will be based on these models
Ongoing provider and stakeholder engagement
Tender advertisement February/March 2021
Framework award by April/May 2021
Full mobilisation by April/May 2021
Framework go live date May/June 2021

6. Cost Benefit Analysis:
I.

II.

III.
IV.
V.

Compliance risk – continuing risking compliance could result in any current care contracts
being terminated, unlimited penalties and damages to be paid per complainant, plus fines
up to 10% of revenue, following referral to the High Court of Justice. Mitigation approach:
approve use of aggregated spend model
Supplier events - A number of market warming, training and support events on
accreditation process are essential for this set of providers. However, due to Covid this
may have to be virtually and consist of a number of 121’s and surveys to providers.
Mitigation approach: maximise content and minimise frequency of events (design and
mobilisation currently proposed)
Insufficient providers apply – time spent on the project will have been an ineffective use of
officers’ time. Mitigation approach: reference point 2 above
Accreditation failure - the quality of providers in the market does not meet the
accreditation process. Mitigation approach: reference point 2 above
Changes to ways of working – there will be a significant change to operational officers’
ways of working which will require training from internal teams to include Commissioning
and Procurement. These teams will be involved throughout the design of the new
framework. Following on from this project, a secondary phase will be required for
preparing officers on how to use the model.

7. Contract Management:
This will be managed within the People Commissioning team by their dedicated Contracts and
Quality Assurance officers. Staff resource is unknown at this time since the framework will aid in
supplier rationalisation, however new providers may be attracted to the market. Any increase in
resourcing will be made through an establishment bid.
8. Value for money and commercial sustainability;
The model will allow WBC to prequalify providers to a minimum quality level that ensures meeting
our statutory duty as well as promoting continuous improvement in the care market. Encouraging
competition through formal market competition may support management through forecasting
budgetary pressures and requirements. Allowing providers to register their interest in working
with WBC at any time may increase the number of providers and new entrants to the market as
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there is no time constrained tender period; this can promote quality, competition and innovation in
the market. Packages tendered via the model may be block contracting (ensuring supply of
services) as well as smaller contracts which will encourage local and smaller providers to register
an interest via accreditation.
Moving towards a compliant model will also give clearer oversight of the market, and whilst
working with our providers in the design phase, will generate a solution that meets both partners
requirements, allowing from stronger partnership working and supplier management (which often
lead to positive, innovative practice). This will allow us to plan and manage demand and work
with providers to ensure that we understand and can plan for the cost of services, enabling us to
deliver within our budget.
9. Approval
Please fill in the applicable fields according to the level of approval required.
Note: If Level-2 approval is required, the document should be signed by Assistant Director
and Director at Level-1 first, and then presented to the Executive for final approval.
Level 1
Position

Department

Signature

Assistant Director

Director

Level 2
NOTE: Level 1 approval must be completed first.
Please state the date of the relevant Executive meeting or Individual Executive Member
Decision at which the Business Case has been approved.
Date of Executive meeting / approval
Executive Approval
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Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) form: Initial impact assessment
If an officer is undertaking a project, policy change or service change, then an initial impact assessment must be completed and attached alongside the
Project initiation document.
EqIA Titular information:
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Date:
Service:
Project, policy or service
EQIA relates to:
Completed by:
Has the EQIA been discussed at
services team meeting:
Signed off by:
Sign off date:

October 2020
Adult Services
Support and Care Procurement
Iftkhar Ahmed

1. Policy, Project or service information:
This section should be used to identify the main purpose of the project, policy or service change, the method of delivery, including who key stakeholders
are, main beneficiaries and any associated aims.
What is the purpose of the project, policy change or service change , its expected outcomes and how does it relate to your services corporate
plan:
Our ambition is for Wokingham Borough to be one of the best boroughs for adults and carers in need of support to live, where they feel safe,
included and a key part of our community. Our procurement will help us achieve this ambition and with our partners will enable us to prevent,
reduce and delay the need for formal care and support and where possible to improve people’s health and wellbeing, focusing on prevention and
self-help.
At any one time approximately 650 people are in receipt of a service, approximately 30 adult care packages are let each month totalling 360 per
year. The purpose of the new procurement is to enable WBC to work with a select group of providers who have demonstrated meeting quality
criteria, both to get onto the framework and on an ongoing basis. The procurement will lead to compliance with procurement regulations and help

1

the Council deliver the priorities as set out in the Adult Social Care Strategy ensuring that every resident is kept safe and protected through high
quality service provision.
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Providers on the framework will support vulnerable adults, adults with disabilities and older people to achieve the desired outcomes that are
important and personal to them. They will help deliver Wokingham’s ambitions for Adult Social Care in the borough, to ensure that all residents are
enabled to achieve their personal goals and ambitions, in a context which promotes safety, independence and choice.
The anticipated outcomes of the procurement will be:
 There are a wide range of high quality services, that meet our residents needs and offer value for money
 A vibrant and sustainable market where people have a good choice of providers
 People are supported to remain independent in the community in their own homes
 People are enabled to build on their strengths, learn new skills and continue to live independently
 People are more familiar and confident with technology to deliver care and support
 Social isolation and loneliness is reduced, including better partnership working between private care agencies, the Voluntary and Community
Sector and WBC
 Some complex needs can be met at home where appropriate without the need for residential care
 Better engagement and dialogue with providers, pro-activeness in continuous service improvement and developing services
 Enhanced carer workforce where retainment is encouraged
 Better demand and cost management by WBC allowing improved forecasting and spend analysis
The priorities and outcomes of the procurement are in line with the Adult Social Care strategy. This is strongly aligned to the objectives of the
Corporate Plan for Adult Services which include shaping the market to ensure there are sufficient numbers of varied, quality care services widely
accessible to those with care and support needs; increasing the number of people supported to live independently in their own home; and reducing
social isolation and loneliness in older people, people with mental illness and carers.
Outline how you are delivering your project, policy change or service change. What governance arrangements are in place, which internal
stakeholders (Service managers, Assistant Directors, Members etc) have/will be consulted and informed about the project or changes:
The consultation will be informed with input from providers and operational staff.
Data from the Adult Social Care Strategy has been utilised and commissioning models will be developed based on feedback from stakeholders.
Internally, the social care leadership team has been consulted, this has been through presentations at meetings and 1 2 1 meetings as required.
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External consultation has included presentations to social care providers at a Care Conference, and a virtual consultation through Pro Contract.
Voluntary and Community Sector provider representatives have also been sent a copy of the proposals.
Outline who are the main beneficiaries of the Project, policy change or service change?
The procurement will benefit all vulnerable adults and carers in the borough who use or may use care and support services both now and in the
future including self funders. It will also benefit social care providers. Internal staff will benefit from having a framework to call upon when sourcing
care and support.

Outline any associated aims attached to the project, policy change or service change:
The procurement will help deliver the four key aims or priorities of the new Adult Social Care strategy:
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protect and safeguard adults
prevent, reduce and delay the need for formal care and support
promote and support choice and independence
work in partnership and commission services that deliver quality and value for money

2. Protected characteristics:
There are 9 protected characteristics as defined by the legislation:









Race
Gender
Disability
Gender re-assignment
Age
Religious belief
Sexual orientation
Pregnancy/Maternity
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Marriage and civil partnership:

To find out more about the protected groups, please consult the EQIA guidance.
3. Initial Impact review:
In the table below, please indicate whether your project, Policy change or service change will have a positive or negative impact on one of the protected
characteristics. To assess the level of impact, please assign each group a Positive, No, Low or High impact score:
For information on how to define No, low or high impact, please consult the EQIA guidance document.
If your project is to have a positive impact on one of the protected groups, please outline this in the table below.
For details on what constitutes a positive impact, please consult the EQIA guidance.
Protected
characteristics
Race:

Impact
score
Positive

Please detail what impact will be felt by the protected group:
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The procurement recognises that the borough profile is changing and this needs
to be taken into account to ensure there is equal access and provision to services
for everyone.
Through the technical aspects of the tender we will ensure that there is parity of
service provision for all residents regardless of background. If providers cannot
demonstrate that they can provide this, they will not be allowed to join the
framework. This will also be monitored actively through Key Performance
Indicators and contract monitoring meetings.

Gender:

No

Disabilities:

Positive

The procurement will have the following positive impact on people with
disabilities:
 Through better partnership working, they will be supported to access
more of the information and advice they need to make good decisions
about care and support as early as possible
 They will receive high quality services that prevent their care needs from
becoming more serious through reabling people where possible, including

4

Positive

Sexual orientation:

No

Religion/belief:

Positive
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Age:

the use of technology where possible to ensure people can achieve
greater independence and control over how they want to live
 For self-funders, there will be a public list of appropriate providers that
have been quality checked and will continuously be monitored – for them
to choose from which will help them to be healthier.
The procurement will have the following positive impact on people with
disabilities:
 Through better partnership working, they will be supported to access
more of the information and advice they need to make good decisions
about care and support as early as possible
 They will receive high quality services that prevent their care needs from
becoming more serious through reabling people where possible, including
the use of technology where possible to ensure people can achieve
greater independence and control over how they want to live
 For self-funders, there will be a public list of appropriate providers that
have been quality checked and will continuously be monitored – for them
to choose from which will help them to be healthier.

The procurement recognises that the borough profile is changing and this needs
to be taken into account to ensure there is equal access and provision to services
for everyone.
Through the technical aspects of the tender we will ensure that there is parity of
service provision for all residents regardless of background. If providers cannot
demonstrate that they can provide this, they will not be allowed to join the
framework. This will also be monitored actively through Key Performance
Indicators and contract monitoring meetings.

Gender reassignment:

No

5

Pregnancy and
Maternity:

No

Marriage and civil
partnership:

No

Based on your findings from your initial impact assessment, you must complete a full impact assessment for any groups you have identified as having a low
of high negative impact. If No impact, or a positive impact has been identified, you do not need to complete a full assessment. However, you must report on
this initial assessment and it must receive formal approval from the Assistant Director responsible for the project, policy or service change.
Initial impact assessment approved by….
Date:….
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Agenda Item 50.
TITLE

Supplementary Estimate 20/21 – Monitoring
Customer Satisfaction

FOR CONSIDERATION BY

The Executive on Thursday, 26 November 2020

WARD

None specific

LEAD OFFICER

Director, Communities, Insight and Change - Keeley
Clements

LEAD MEMBER

Executive Member for Resident Services,
Communications and Emissions - Gregor Murray

PURPOSE OF REPORT (INC STRATEGIC OUTCOMES)
This report seeks approval to fund implementation of a user-friendly multi-channel tool,
to measure customer satisfaction and gather feedback from our customers in real time
which can be used to inform service improvement and increase satisfaction.
This will help us improve services to residents by enabling us to specifically target
issues and themes to contribute to the council’s efficiency agenda by providing
information to make better choices and deliver savings by better targeting improvement
activity and reducing unnecessary contact.
RECOMMENDATION
The Executive is asked to:
1)

approve a Supplementary Estimate for £20,000;

2)

note ongoing annual costs of £12,500 per annum for a further 2 years.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In search of providing efficient and cost-effective services we need to develop effective
and accessible data driven by a digital solution; making it easier for us to work and
communicate with customers and allow the council to tailor services to meet the needs
of residents
To do this we need to be able to continuously capture the large amount of data we
receive from residents feedback across our customer contact and use this data as the
driver of improved services at the same time with the emphasis on value for money.
Having access to this data means we will be able to better target our improvements to
services, deliver future savings and avoid residents having to contact us unnecessarily
This report seeks approval for funding to implement the GovMetric system to facilitate
the monitoring of resident contact across our four main channels Web, Phone, email and
via printed comment cards.
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BACKGROUND
The Council has set out ambitious goals in our Community Vision of what we aim to
achieve over the next few years to make Wokingham a great place to live, learn, work,
grow and do business.
By investing now in a readily accessible tool to measure customer satisfaction we will be
better able to target our improvement activity and deliver efficiencies by reducing
unnecessary contact.
Analysis
The Council is seeking ways to capture customer views and understanding of resident’s
satisfaction across our various areas of the council. Currently we use several different
methods for measuring different aspects of customer satisfaction with services.
We are seeking to implement a system that will enable us to capture and report on
customer satisfaction data on a near real-time basis. This will enable us to:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce unnecessary cost and deliver efficiencies
Identify, understand, and replicate existing areas of good practice
Identify and prioritise areas for improvement
Enable us to demonstrate both internally and externally the improvements that
are being made to the customer experience
Enable us to be more responsive and make changes more quickly

Having investigated options we believe that the GovMetric solution which has been
deployed by over 70 other Local Authorities will help enable us to meet these objectives
by providing our customers with the ability to provide user friendly feedback whenever
they interact with us.
The system uses recognisable smiley face icons to capture structured and unstructured
feedback as below:
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The software includes a reporting suite to enable us to analyse this information to be
analysed and published both internally and externally.

BUSINESS CASE
We are proposing a deployment across our four main areas of contact with residents
Web, Phone, email and printed customer comment cards which can be left with
customers, used at our reception or by sending them through the post.
Evaluation
During the selection and appraisal process the council spoke to two Councils using the
system, Hambleton and Hertfordshire and both gave positive feedback about the
solution and were complimentary about their experience of working with the provider.
Both were receiving a high volume of feedback and comments appx 1,500 per month
and 500-600 comments per channel per month respectively.
They also emphasised the importance of developing a clear communication plan to
encourage customers to feedback, and the same internally with staff ensure they realise
feedback is important and to get them to encourage customers to feedback after
interactions. This feedback will be incorporated into our implementation plan.
Benefits
The system will provide us a means to obtain simple, quick, and consistent feedback.
Capturing unstructured feedback as well will also allow us to uncover the real issues
behind both positive and negative sentiment.
It will also help us to:
•
•

target our improvement activity and deliver future savings
promote council self-service options (with a lower cost to serve)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

avoid residents having to contact us unnecessarily
improve our contact handling and reduce repeat calls
hold services and suppliers accountable for achieving the right customer
outcomes and standards
understand where we over and underperform vs other local authorities and
nationally, highlighting areas of strength and areas for improvement
provide baseline data that will enable us to be more efficient in the way in which
we conduct future customer services consultations.
enable us to demonstrate both internally and externally the improvements that
are being made to services.
measure the potential shifts in customer satisfaction and experience with front
line services during service changes.
help achieve key Corporate objectives and monitor performance through the
adoption of key performance indicators (KPI’s).

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECOMMENDATION
The Council faces severe funding pressures, particularly in the face of the COVID-19
crisis. It is therefore imperative that Council resources are focused on the
vulnerable and on its highest priorities.
How much will it
Cost/ (Save)
Current Financial
£20,000*
Year (Year 1)
Next Financial Year £12,500
(Year 2)
Following Financial
£12,500
Year (Year 3)
*See breakdown below

Is there sufficient
funding – if not
quantify the Shortfall
No

Revenue or
Capital?

No

Revenue

No

Revenue

Revenue

*£7,500 one off implementation cost and £12,500 annual charge based on direct
procurement for a 3-year term.
By investing now the data received will support future council savings by better targeting of
improvement activity, promoting channel migration and reducing unnecessary contact.
Other Financial Information
Implementing the system will enable us to gather the views of the boroughs residents.
As a result, we will have valuable actionable insights for the planning, delivery and
monitoring of customer service across the full range of services the council offer. This
will lead to improvements in the way we work and communicate with Residents.

Stakeholder Considerations and Consultation
A communication plan will be developed as part implementation if the growth bid is
approved.
Public Sector Equality Duty
A full equalities impact assessment and privacy Impact assessment will be undertaken
prior to implementation.
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Climate Emergency – This Council has declared a climate emergency and is
committed to playing as full a role as possible – leading by example as well as by
exhortation – in achieving a carbon neutral Wokingham Borough by 2030
It is hoped the insights received will help improve the Council digital offer and as a result
reduce unnecessary trips to visit to council offices.
List of Background Papers
N/A
Contact Nicholas Austin
Telephone 07802 717585

Service Customer and Localities
Email nicholas.austin@wokingham.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1
GovMetric – Capturing and measuring customer feedback
What is GovMetric?
It is a software solution that enables the capturing of customer feedback, across multiple
contact channels. Feedback can be gathered in real time, or by using surveys. It can help
to measure customer satisfaction, as well as gathering informal customer feedback. This
can be used to make correlations between events and statistical data, inform service
improvement and deliver customer excellence.
There is also benchmarking functionality, meaning customer satisfaction performance can
be compared against other Councils, and individual service areas.
From feedback to improvement
Both quantitative and qualitative information is captured, which helps better understand the
customer experience from first point of contact to resolution. Evaluating the customer
journey in this way will help to understand strengths and weaknesses in ways of working,
and actions that need to be taken to improve:

Monitoring and Reporting on feedback
The system captures all data and feedback, then a dashboard shows what is happening in
real time:
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